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U.S.S. INDEPENDENCE (CVL 22)

SHIP CHARACTERISTICS

Building Yard: New York Shipbuilding Corporation.

Commissioned: 14 January 1943,

HULL

Length Overall: 6, feet 6 inches.
Length on Waterline: 600 feet 0 inches.
Beam (extreme, at or below waterline): 71 feet 6 inches.
Beam (extreme, above main deck): 109 feet 2 inches.
Depth (to flight deck, Fr. 12): 67 feet 5 5/8 inches.
Depth (to flight deck, Fr. 150): 69 feet 3 1/8 inches.
Drafts at time of test: Fwd. 23 feet 0 inches.

Aft. 23 feet 9 inches.
Standard displacement: 11,000 tons.
Displacement at time of test: 13,840 tons.

MAIN PROPULSION PLANT

Main Engines: Four sets of General Electric turbines,
one set per shaft.
Reduction Gears: Four sets of General Electric
double reduction.
Main Condensers: Four installed in ship.
"Boilers: Four Babcock and Wilcox installed in
ship. 565 psi g-;age, 3500 F.
Propellers: Four installed in ship.
Main Shafts: Four installed in ship.
Ships Service Generators: Four installed in ship,
600 KW. each.
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TECHNICAL IN~SPECTION REPORT

OVERALL SUMMARY

I. Target Condition After Test:

(a) Drafts after test; list; general areas of -flooding,
sources.

The drafts of 23 feet zero inches forward, and 23
feet six inches aft are unchanged as a result of the test. There was
no -list before the test and it is now about 5 degrees to starboard. Ther~e
are several reasons for the list, (1) removal of planes, test gear, and
structure from the port side by the blast; (2) shifting of port side weights
to starboard, such as catapult machinery, furniture, planes in hangar,
hangar side plating, etc.; (3) flooding of starboard shaft alley; (4) move-,
ment of hangar bents and flight deck and stern structure about 1 foot
toward the starboard side. The after diesel generator compartment
was flooded to a height of 6 inches above the bottom of the emergency
distribution switchboard. The source of flooding was due to a slow pro-
gressive leak from starboard shaft alley.

(b) Structural damage.

HULL~

Superstructure: The superstructure on this ship
is here considered to be the island structure, the stacks and the radio
masts. All pipe frame structure and the platforms supported thereby
have been blown down and off the ship by the pressure wave. The stacks
have been collapsed and twisted but have remai.ned generally in place.
Radio masts have universally been twisted, bent or ripped from their
locations. The island structure itself shows some minor dishing of the
exposed bulkheads but is intact and usable. Doors on exposed bulkheads
are severely dished and are inoperable, and the door at the hangar deck
level has been torn from Its hinges.

SECRET USS IN~DEPENDENCE (CVL22)
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Hull Flight Deck: Between the forward edge of M
the flight deck and bulkhead 45, the damage to the deck is insigni-
ficant except for the depressing of the forward edge of the elevator
opening. The deck is undistorted and entirely usable. Along the
port and starboard sides of the elevator opening there is no percep-
tible damage. Aft of the forward elevator opening the deck shows thefirst sign of injury, which manifests itself by a slight warping toward

the port side. The starboard side remains very nearly in original
alignment while the port deck edge rises rapidly, -until at the expan-
sion joint at frame 63 1/2 it is several feet above its normal position.
The expansion joint has not opened perceptibly from its position
before the test. The surface of the deck is in good condition materially
except for two small. burned areas at about frame 59 where a test air- A
plane was located.

Beginning at the expansion joint, frame 63 1/2,
the flight, deck is very sharply hipped along, the centerline with the
.wood decking broken, and several feet of the thin steel deck platingf
below is split. Between the expansion joints at frames 63 1/2 and 84 1/2
the deck, on the starboard side, begins to rise at the deck edge and
progresses in a straight line to the hip at the centerline. On the port
side between these frames there is little change from the normal po(i-
tion of the deck between the edge and approximately eleven feet inboard :
of it. From here the deck peaks sharply in a straight line to the hip
at the center. In addition to the transverse deformation, the longi-
tudinal run of tte deck rises from 63 1/2 in a fair curve to about 7 feet
above normal at frame 84 1/2. The sharp peaking disappears at about
frame 80 Where it fades Into a smooth arch which continues past the
expansion. joint at frame 84 1/2. Except for the splintering of the wood
at breaks along the centerline the surface of the deck is in materially
good condition.

Between the expansion joints at frames 84 1/2 and
1111 /2, the flight deck drops in a relatively smooth curve from about*
7 feet above normal to a generally normal position at 111 1/2. The
ridge. in. this area is more pronounced because the deck maintains'its W
normal position for about nine feet inboard of the deck edge both port
and starboard, thus making a much sharper angle of rise. The wood
decking here is also splintered and broken and the thin steel plating

SECRET USS INDEPENDENCE (CVL22)
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underneath split over a considerable portion of its length. At approx.
imately frame 95 there is a tear in the steel plate extending across
most of the deck.

The after most section of the flight deck; frame
111 1/2 to the stern, is badly damaged. Between 111 1/2 and the fore-
ward edge of the after elevator opening the deck is about normal.
There is a slight depressing of the deck all around the opening, and
the starboard side of the deck is in fair material condition except for
a slight rise towards the stern.. Aft of the elevator opening and to
port of the starboard side of the Qpening, the deck is not only not usable
but is also relatively dangerous for walking. The area is badly
burned and heavily distorted to port of the centerline aft of frame 132.
The after edge of the deck rises at an angle of approximately 46 degrees
on the port side to a point about 20 feet outboard of the centerline. At
this point there is a void in the deck, which extends forward to about
frame 136. This corner of the deck which has been blown away by the
blast, overhund the boundaries of the ship.

The deck is not usable as a carrier deck, and aft
of frame 63 1/2 is not usable for any purposes.

Gallery Level Walkways: On the starboard side
there is little discernible damage, but on the port side the Walkways
and overhanging tub tubs are either missing or so sharply forced
upwards that the positions are useless.

tS Gallery and Forecastle Decks Forward of Bulk-
head 46: Structural damage on these decks is limited to minor dis.-
tortion of joiner bulkheads and relatively few cases of foundation
displacements.

Main Deck: There is little damage to the main
deck forward of bulkhead 46. From this bulkhead aft, the deck has
been forced down in way of both elevators by the pressure wave
which entered the hangar space, and in way of the hangar deck by
the load transmitted through the transverse the longitudinal floors
between the hangar and main decks. The area affected extends aft
to bulkhead 126 and about 20 feet each side of the centerline. A
maximum depression of 14" in the forward elevator well occurs at

SECRET USS INDEPENDENCE (CVL22)
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frame 53 on the centerline; in the after well the maximum is 15" at
frame 122 and approximately nine feet to port. The maximum de-
pression in way of the hangar deck is about fifteen inches, and the
average depression throughout this area is about 5". Aft of bulkhead
126 the main deck is badly damaged, especially on the port side. Areas
exist wherein the depression of this deck is as much as two feet, and
aft of 136, port side, the deck is ripped along the shell and has been
folded under itself. On the starboard side of this deck, between frames
126 and 132, fire and low order explosions torpedo air flasks occurred,
which caused general havoc throughout the stern of the ship aft of
bulkhead 144. This internal source of damage coupled with the direct
effect of the atomic bomb burst have made the bulkheads, decks, doors,
equipment, furniture, ventilation, and electrical facilities useless.

Second Deck: There is practically no damage to
the second deck area from the stem to bulkhead 49. Aft of bulkhead 49
the second deck bulkheads generally buckled from the loading exerted
by the main deck, but there is no discernible buckling of bulkheads
below the second deck or depression of the second deck forward of
bulkhead 1014 The deck is depressed slightly between frames 101 and
119 aft of which very severe dishing and distortion of the deck begins,
for the most part of the port side where the extreme damage to the
port shell has caused long accordian pleats in the deck. Water-tight-
ness throughout this deck aft of bulkhead 49 has been destroyed due to
damage to door frames, doors, vent ducts, and cable runs.

Third D - =k: There is no damage forward of bulk-
head 57 which shows slight buckling. Between 57 and 91, the bulkheads
show signs of elastic deflection of the second deck but have retained
their tightness. The deck has not been depressed. There is some
slight tripping of the port shell frames between frames 91 and 101.
Aft of frame 101 the tripping and buckling of the frames becomes very il
pronounced, Aft of 113 the buckling is very severe and is accompanied
by a definite displacement of all port side structure to starboard.

Below Third Deck: There is some slight damage
to joiner bulkheads and some loss of water-tightness.

Shell - Starboard Side: The sheer strake, frames
12 to 15, shows local damage caused by the service ships when along
side the INDEPENDENCE in the target area. The sheer strake and
the strake next below, show a slight herringbone stress pattern at

SECRET USS INDEPENDENCE (CVL22)
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frame 20. The side panelling just above the main deck, frame 30-36,
is dented and dished from contact with service ships - also in the
target area. No other evidence of damage from the test exists between
frame 36 and 120 where a deep, wide wrinkle becomes apparent at
the main deck and travels diagonally aft to frame 125 at the waterline
where it merges with a series of short diagonal panel depressions,
running in the same direction, which continue to the stern. The side
panelling aft of bulkhead 126 and above the main deck is blown out as
a result of damage in the torpedo workshop.

Shell - Port Side: There is only the faintest
suggestion of panel dishing between the stem and frame 40. In the
neighborhood of frame 40 there is some scorching of paint and the
beginnings of discernible panel dishing which increases In severity to
frame 60, where individual panel failures become apparent. At frame
70, traces of the blister longitudinals appear and continue to frame 106
with the depressions between them reaching maximums of about 18
inches at approximately frame 95. Longitudinal dishing of the blister
plating is evident to frame 112. Between frames 112 and 126 the dis-
formation of the shell is severe but varied. Aft of bulkhead 126 the
Wilted appearaiice of the port side, both above and below the main
deck, bears striking witness to the tremendous force of the attacking
instrument. The original character of the side plating and companion
structure can be determilned between frames 126 and 134 above the
main deck although it is badly mauled. Between the main and third
decks the shell is relatively smooth from frame 126 to 13.4 but shell
plating and framing have been forced to starboard slightly leaving
the third deck clearly defined. Below the third deck from 126 to 134
there is a deep depression giving the appearance of collision damage
which is, however, due to lack of adequate framing in this area, Aft
of frame 134, above the main deck, the side plating and structure is
generally collapsed to frame 144. Below the main deck the sheer strake
is torn as is the connection between the main deck and the sheer strake.
The shell plating has been pushed to starboard and down, almost to
the third deck, with deep valleys existing between the framing. The
transom between the port side and centerline has collapsed and the main
deck droops over the wreckage aft of 134.

IHangar Space: All but three of the light cover plates
between the heavy port side columns which support the flight deck,
have been blown out; some across to the starboard side of the'hangar

SECRET tSS INDEPENDENCE (CVL22)
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and some overboard. The columns, with the exception of these just
forward and just aft of the expansion joints, have been generally
inclined slightly to starboard at the top, bent slightly forward and
twisted in a counter-clockwise direction. The "wobble bent"
columns, those Just forward and aft of the expansion joints, have
been ripped from the deck at their riveted connections to the hangar
deck and definitely deformed. The light cover plates on the star-.
board sides are less affected by the blast, about half remaining in
place. The main columns on the starboard side with one or two
exceptions, show no effect of the blast. Most of the "wobble bent"
columns offer only a little evidence of the tendency to lift which
characterized the action of those on the port side. Both elevators
have been carried over the side, bulkhead 46 is deeply dished in
horizontal valleys between the forward decks, bulkhead 126 Is bulged
into the hangar'space, and the hangar deck is deeply dished, between
the longitudinal floors from frame 66 to 115. The maximum depth
of this dishing ,occurs along the centerline at frame 89 and amounts
to 16"..

MACIHIERY

'The Stacks were badly crushed and distorted at
their bases and lower, parts where they extend beyond the side of
the ship at the hangar deck level. The upper portion of stacks #1,
3, and 4 catrtied away. Severe distortion of the hull near the stern
is believed tolhave caused misalignment of the main shafting. Both
airplane elevator platforms were blown overboard, pulling apart the-
wire rope cables. The guide rails on the port side of the after
eleva.tor werebent. The airplane crane was badly damaged strxc-

turally and is leanin outboard at an angle of about 15. A great
deal of damage was done to piping, especially In the hangar and on
the flight deck, by failure 'or deflection of supporting structures.
The port boat .Winch was blown overboard.

ELECTRICAL

Extensive damage to electrical equipment and

wiring was a result of the damage to the superstructure and after
portion of the hull by the air blast from the bomb. Deformation
of bulkheads, pane1s, decks,, and flight deck supports caused rupture
of electrical boxes, panels, and appliance frames. Missiles, produced

SECRET USS UIDEPENDENCE (CVL22)
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when ship's structure was torn loose from the port side and blown
over to the starboard side, or overboard, caused damage to all
electrical equipment in their paths.

(c) Other damage.

HULL

All steam machinery below the third deck is oper-
able if steam can be supplied. All uptakes are collapsed- above the
hangar deck and temporary uptakes and temporary exhaust ducts must
be provided before the boilers can be lighted off., The diesel plant,
contisting of two 150 KW generators, is operable. The ship control
station on the bridge is operable, as in the ship control istation at the
forward end of the port gallery walkway. Electric light-ing circuits
below the main dec~k aft of bulkhead 45, and all circuits forward of
bulkhead 45 will require only minor repairs - a few hours work by
ship's force - before operation is possible. Telephones and loud-
speakers'are in approximately the same condition. although there are
some scattered phones in heavily, damaged areas, which are not oper-,
able. The steering gear is operable and can be controlled from both
main and secondary stations. Gyros and repeaters, in general are
operable. The anchor windlass is operable. Fire control equipment
is generally not operable, Below decks electronic equipment is
practically all operable, While radar and other topside electronic
equipment is disabled. Not all guns normally aboard the ship were
in place for the test. The remaining guns on the port side are not
operable; but, those on the starboard side, except the one furthest aft,
and those in the forecastle are operable., Arresting gear sheaves and
barrier stanchions on the flight deck appear to be intact and are gen-
erally operable, but the hydraulic gear, which is supported on the
underside of the flight deck between elevators, dropped to the hangar
deck because of failure of the supporting bolts when the flight deck
buckled. Such hydraulic gear located aft of bulkhead 126 remained in
place, but was seriously damaged from fire and distortion of the
supporting structure. The elevators were blown off the ship but the
elevator machinery appears to be intact except for entangled wire and
a few dislocated sheaves' Upper sheaves around the elevator openings
in the flight deck are warped and out of alignment. The airplane crane
is not operable, being off its roller path and is cocked to starboard
about 15 degrees and 10 degrees forward. The bushings, bearings,
and holding down clips are marred, gouged, and somewhat mangled,

SECRET USS IN~DEPENDENCE (CVL22)
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but the ship's force should be able, with a few days work, to repair
and reseat the crane for use. Except for electrical connections the
hoisting machinery is intact and usable. The training ,A" end is
intact but the "B" is shifted slightly, and is inoperable. The star-
board catapult accumulator bottle has shifted about 1" to starboard
and opened some of the oil line flanges. This catapult can be returned
to service very quickly. The port catapult electric motor and pump
have been displaced about 6" to port, oil lines are broken and gauge
and control panels displaced to starboard. The catapult is inoperable
and is not susceptible to quick repair. A11 four radio masts were In
the up position for this test and were blown to starboard, generally
folding over the flight deck edge. Their operating machinery, was
deranged due to general buckling of all structure along the gallery
walkway.

MACHINERY

No damage to the main propulsion plant or its
auxiliaries was found by visual inspections and operational tests, the
main engines being turned at propeller speeds of 20 RPM. However,
this is not a conclusive test of the main shafting, which is believed to be
out of alignment. All boilers were made inoperable by damage to
stacks and uptakes, which completely sealed the gas passages. There
was severe damage to piping in the hangar and on the flight deck aft
of frame 50, and slight damage to piping (especially refrigeration
piping) elsewhere. Wire rope cable, which broke when the elevator I
platforms carried away, is badly entangled in the elevator machinery.
The airplane crane, in addition to being damaged structurally, sustained
damage to the machinery. The rotating machinery of the crane is
probably beyond repair. Ventilating fans in the hangar were demolished.
The starboard boat winch, after casualty power generator diesel engine,
and equipment in the carpenters', shipfitters', and torpedo workshops
were burned out by the fires and explosions in the after areas of the
ship and are beyond repair.

ELECTRICAL

The main electric plant, distribution switchboards -
and main engine and boiler auxiliaries were undamaged and operable,
but due to structural damage to stacks, the boilers could not be steamed
until temporary repairs were accomplished. The forward and after
emergency diesel generators and - ssociated distribution switchboards
were undamaged. The after unit was not operable before the test.
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The forward unit could be used to supply necessary power for
lighting and operating electrical auxiliaries until the main plant
could be put Into service.

Vital ship control telephone communications
remained intact and operable. All navigation lights were completely
destroyed. It would have been necessary to shift steering control

to central station until emergency repairs could be completed on

the bridge steering selsyn control cable.I
The fire control signalling and communication

systems were Inoperable due to damaged wiring equipment at
operating stations resulting from structural failures.

inoperable electrically due to rupture of power supply cables when
mount:fondtions Teredeoflethed fupwrd heay bmacinr gunst wressre.

11. FocsEvidenced and Effects Noted:

(a) Heat .
HULL

The entire flight deck Is very. noticeable daxkened,
apparently from the heat of the blast; curved surfaces Indicate a
source approximately broad on the port beam and shadows support
the conclusion that the relative bearing of the burst was abou~t 225
degrees. All surfaces facing the burst are darkened and there is
some scorching of paint on-the inboard (port) side of the island
structure'. Some piping in this area shows slight blistering. There is
no. damage to Interior paints. Paint on planes in the hangar show but
slight scorching and In many -cases none at all. Some manila line
was scorched to approximately 1/32" depth. Cloth seam tape and
the olive drap paint- on an army portable radar unit are completely
gone on the side exposed to the blast.

MAC I{INERY

olineScrewed union joints at gage line valves of gas-
olie, illngstations #1) 3, and 6 pulled apart. Apparently the nuts
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were expanded by heat of the secondary fire that raged in this area.
These stations are at the outer edge of the flight deck. Other
evidences of extreme heat topside are blistered paint and charred
wood, canvas, leather, etc.

ELECTRICAL

Radiant heat had no appreciable effect except

the blistering of exposed paint and destruction of plastic lens on
Indicating instruments.

(b) Fires and explosions.

HULL

There were severe fires and low order dotona-
tions but no violent explosions.

The port side aft was blown inward by the A-bomb
burst, exposing about six compartments containing some bedding, and
a small amount of lumber in the shipfitter and aviation metalsmith's
workshops. There was, undoubtedly, some acid and paint in these
shops, In the battery repair shop and in the torpedo workshop. Some
of the materials in the shops, which were open to each other and to
the weather - from the effect of the blast - caught fire, either from
the heat of the burst or from a source which may never be determined.
This fire spread through practically all compartments aft of bulkhead
126 and above the main deck, and Into compartment C -204-L on the 2nd
deck between bulkheads 126 and 132. About 1436 on "A" day, the fire
reached the twelve torpedo warheads In compartment C -101-E on the
starboard side of the main deck between frames 126 and 132. There
were air flasks in the compartment and at least one Mk 24 mine. It
is, of course, impossible to establish an exact order of events within
the compartment, but it seems probable that the heat of the fire.
approaching the compartment raised the temperature sufficiently to
cause exudation of the warhead filler. This filler would burn fiercely
thus causing a further increase in temperature within the compart-
ment which probably caused the torpedo air flasks to explode. Torpedo
airflasks were ruptured and the propellers and tail pieces of the
Mk 24 mine was found as a fragment In the compartment. The smoke
and flash patterns on "A" day showed a series of bursts and flashes
compatible with repetitive burning of exudate and failure of airflasks.
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All the material in the compartment appeared to be burning about
1400 as the smoke was most intense and voluminous. This fire was
extinguished on the morning of "A" plus 1 day. This flurry blew out
part of bulkhead 126, ripped the starboard shell practically the full
length of the compartment, blew up the overhead and ripped the main
deck - thus, spreading the fire into compartment C -204-L where
bedding and shoring timbers burned. The heat from this general
conflagration aft of bulkhead 126 caused the smoldering and then
burning of the wood covering of the flight deck. The heat was suffic-
iently intense to cause the waterproofing compound used with the
wood decking to become generally tacky and in some spots became
fine ash. Acetylene and oxygen bottles in the shipfitters shop were
displaced but intact.

A fire, probably of secondary origin, occurred
in the diving gear locker on the starboard side of the main deck
between frames 141-144. The gasoline engine drive for the air
compressor located in the compartment has been blown from its
foundation and is on the deck. The fuel tanks are burst open. A
possible source of this fire, whibh gutted this compartment and the
washroom to starboard, could be the gasoline spread when the fuel
lines to the tanks were ruptured. Heat from the fire aft by bulkhead
126, may have ignited this gasoline.

Burned and charred areas at approximately frame
58, port side of the flight deck were caused by the burning of an air-
plane stowed here. The pontoons of the plane were torn from the
plane causing the second burned areas.

An army F -1 trailer has been displaced, from
its position on the flight deck near the after elevator, into the elevator
well, and is badly charred. The movement is probably the result of
the deep starboard roll. The tires are destroyed except for a few
charred fibres. Hose, lying near has burned to the canvas casing, and
wooden strips are heavily charred. These strips were part of the
securing equipment. The source for this fire could have been the
fire in the torpedo stowage space.

Although some warheads would be in compartment
C.-101-E under operating conditions, the normal stowage is the maga-
zines. Warhead and torpedoes in the maga-
SECRET USS INDEPENDENCE (CVL22)
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zines were not damaged nor wete those on planes. Ammunition in
ready lockers has not beem harmed. nor has the gasoline in the
regular stowage tanks.

MACHINERY

Fires and secondary explosions occurred in the
hangar, on the flight deck aft of frame 60, and in the upper decks
near the stern. These burned out the diesel engine of the after cas -
ualty power generator, the starboard boat winch, and equipment in
the carpenters', shipfitters', and torpedo workshops.

ELECTRICAL

A fire was started in after port quarter from an
undetermined cause. All electrical equipment in the burned out areas
was completely destroyed by the fire and explosions.

(c) Shock

HULL

There are many conditions of fittings and equip-
ment on this ship which are somewhat characteristic of shock. There
are some, although very few electric light bulbs broken. Machinery,
such as both catapult elements and the airplane crane, has been shifted
from the assigned location. A drinking fountain at frame 27 near the
centerline is shifted several inches to port but no connections except
the drain are broken. The relatively heavy hot water heater, located
in the officers washroom, gallery level, frame 27, has also shifted
several inches to port and several of the connections are broken. A
large part of the furniture in the gallery and forecastle levels has 41

broken from thefooting and shifted generally, but not in all cases, to
starboard. Heavier items have broken loose, while lighter units show
strain and/are partial failure of securing clips. In the middle portion
of the ship, crew's bunks, furniture and galley equipment has shifted
to starboard or jumped out of the footings. Some of the above is very
likely due to the deep starboard roll of the ship, and some to vibration "

or whipping but it is not very probable that shock, in the sense Implied
by impact, played a very distinctive part in the injury to this ship.
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MACHINERY

There was no damage to machinery that could be
specifically attributed to shock.

ELECTRICAL

Some indication of shock on electrical equipment
mounted on bulkheads was apparent although not enough equipment
was damaged in this manner to substantiate any definite conclusions.

(d) Pressure

HULL

The great bulk of the structural and attendant
Incidental damage was caused by the pressure wave. The pressure
front struck almost normal to the port shell from a source about 225
degrees relative bearing. There are five principal areas of damage:

1. Port side aft of bulkhead 126 above the water-
line.

2. The hangar area, including that deck and the

flight deck.

3. The port shell forward of bulkhead 126.

4. The port and starboard walkways and island
structure including the stacks and uptakes.

5. Interior spaces.

The damage aft of bulkhead 126 and above the
waterline was so universal that no critical scantlings could be deter-
mined, and it is believed not to be feasible to provide against such
datnage at the range involved because a ship of this size would not
be able to handle the required plating or framing weights.

In the hangar space also, there was no structure
which satisfactorily withstood the blast pressures sufficiently well to
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establish a critical set of scantlings. It is true that the starboard
side is usable; but the port side, which took the direct blast and
has similar scantlings, is not. There It Is a matter of orientation
tvith respect to the blast. The comment 'that adequate plate and
framing weights would probably be too heavy for the ship applies
here also.

On the port shell and blister plating, between
frames 126 and 60, the plating, which varied from approximately
30# to 15#, was sufficient to keep the structure tight but did not pre-
vent dishing, in most cases, very severe dishing. There was some
minor damage to the 12# to 20H# plating of the shell forward of frame
50. Although the ship probably could get back to a repair base with-
out trouble from the plating, between frames 50 and 126, there is a
definite loss in strength - for which reason the critical scantlings
would be somewhat over these provided. The scantlings forward of
frame 60 are satisfactory and probably cr~ltizal for that particular
distance and orientation from'the burst.

The scantlings of the walkways and island struc-
ture may be considered critical in spite of the failures in the port
walkway, since the detailed structure of the walkways and gun stations
generally Is in usable condition. The cause of failures insufficient
connection between the walkway and shell of the ship.

Scantlxings of interior spaces were satisfactory
for the purpose but could not be lightened.

Broadly, the failure was collapse or Incipient
collapse under the influence of pressures far in excess of those for
which the structure was designed. Aft of bulkhead 126 the structure,
acting as a series of panels was moved bodily from its assigned
location and so badly damaged that collapse was accompanied by
boundary failure and tears with the panels. The condition of this area
was worsened by fire and low order explosions to the extent that
definition of particular types of failure was lost. Forward of 126p
panel failures of various degrees are* clearly indicated. Columns.
and other structure within this general region failed, largely in conn-
ections as a result of various panel failures. Forward of bulkhead
45 panels Indicated Incipient failure by light dishing or slight crump-
ling of the bottoms of stiffeners.
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eumnThere was a minor amount of displacement ofequipment and machinery.

MACHINERY

The blast pressure of the explosion caused the
major damage to the stacks, airplane elevators, crane, and some
of the damage to piping. This pressure caused failures and deflec-
tion of decks .and bulkheads which in turn, caused most of the damage
to piping. The pressure wave appeared to have come from the port
quarter..

ELECTRICAL

Air blast pressure from about 240 degrees rela-
tive was indicated throughout the major damaged areas due to the
manner in which the structural members on which electrical equip-
ment was supported were ruptured and blown over the side.

(e) Effects apparently peculiar to the atom bomb.

HULL
AlntedwihaeOther than the radiant heat there were no effects

noticed. which. are peculiar, to.the atom bomb.

-'MACHINERY

• The very high magnitude of blast pressure is
apparently peculiar to the atom bomb.

ELECTRICAL

* The blistering of paint by radiant heat and the
presence of radioactive material on exposed surfaces were the effects
noted peculiar to the atom bomb.

II. Effect of Damage.

(a) Effect on machinery, .electrical, and ship control.
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HULL

None, except for crushing of boiler uptakes.

MACHINERY

The ship was left without steam power and hence
was immobilized. Temporary repairs to enable the ship to steam E
at slow speed would require at least 4 days. Damage to gasoline
piping would have greatly accentuated the effect of fires and explos-
ions If the ship had been operating under war conditions. Damage
to gasoline, firemain, and water curtain piping would have handi-
capped efforts to fight the fires. The firemain In the hangar and on
and above the flight deck level aft of frame 50 was inoperable except
for a few connections on the port side. The airplane elevators were
left useless as their platforms were blown overboard. The crane
is inoperable. The hoisting gear of the crane could have been made
operable for emergency use by a tender within about 24 hours, but
the rotating gear is probably beyond repair. The port boat winch is
missing. The starboard boat winch, the diesel engine of the after
casualty power generator, and the carpenters', shpfiltters', and
torpedo workshops are beyond repair. The refrigerating plant is
Inoperable but could be made operable by the ship's force within 2
days. The main shafts were believed to be out of alignment making
high speed impossible even If boiler power for same were available.

The test had little effect on ship control from a
machinery point of view, except to limit power available to that
furnished by the two emergency diesel generators and the forward
casualty power generator.

ELECTRICAL

No effect on electrical equipment associated
with propulsion. Damage to bridge steering selsyn control cable,
the loss of approximately three pounds of mercury from each of the
master gyro-compasses and complete destruction of navigation
lights were the most vital casualties to ship control.

(b) Effect on gunnery and fire control.
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HULL

Assuming that guns were mounted in all the
locations provided, approxima4tely 75% would be inoperable; 50%
of the 40MM and all centralized fire control would be lost. Ammun-
ition supply is intact.

MACHINERY

No comment.

ELECTRICAL

Fire control systems and communications were
badly damaged and in most cases inoperable due to structural fail-
ures rupturing wiring and wiring equipment. The power and control
cables to three of the four (4) heavy machine guns were severed
under gun mounts when foundations were deflected.

(c) Effects on watertight integrity and stability. .

HULL

blha57onteThe hull is non-tight on the second deck aft of
bulkhead 67, on the third deck aft of bulkhead 91, and on the first 4
platform aft of bulkhead 113. This lack of watertight integrity is
the result of buckling of the bulkheads under the main and second
decks. The bulkheads generally buckled first through access door
openings, thus leaving the closure warped and incapable of being made
tight. Openings in bulkheads for large vent ducts were easily vulner-
able because the vent ducts, being weaker than surrounding structure,
tended to fail early and have left the bulkhead non.tight. In aeveral
instances bulkheads have been torn at hard spots formed by the
intersection of structure members. The main deck has a small
tear at frame 113 near the centerline, a larger one near the center-.
line at about frame 122 and one approximately 12 feet long on the
port side just aft of frame 132. These are all transverse tears.
There is a large fore and aft tear in the main deck, frames 128 to 131.
In accordance with present naval practice the bulkheads throughout
the mid-length of the ship are tight only to within about 15 inches
of the main deck. Below the first platform the ship is tight except
for an occasional compartment aft of bulkhead 126. The port shell
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Is generally open aft of bulkhead 132 above the third deck. The frag-
ment hole at frame 68 has opened one of the blister compartments,
B-3O4-~V. At the hangar deck level all ventilation intakes and uptakes
have been either blown away or completely ruptured and many of the-
closure fittings of these systems on the main deck level are distorted.
Due to the list, several of the tears In the port shell are lifted out of
reach by the swell In the lagoon and the ship Is not taking water.. At
sea, however, she would. be subject to progressive flooding within the
Limits noted which could be dangerous if the damage control crew
could not keep the flooding down. Stability has changed very little.

MAC HINERY

No com'ment.

ELECTRICAL

Electrical damage had no effect on watertight
integrity.

(d) Effect on personnel and habitability.

HULL

Assuming that the ship was operating as an aircraft
carrier with the crew at battle stations, It Is probable that fully half
her crew would be immediate casualties from the effects of beat, pressure,
and radioactivity. Probably a large proportion of the remainder would
be subject radiation sickness after several hours or days. Although
there is considerable loss in habitability due to reduced ventilation and
lighting, and the shifting of galley equipment and furniture, the ship Is
generally habitable forward of bulkhead 126. ~Some compartments aft of
that bulkhead can be used after considerable cleaning up.

MACHINRY ,

It is estimated that there would have been no casual-
ties to engineering personnel below decks. Casualties would have been
very high among exposed personnel. Habitability was reduced by lack
of steam power and general damage to the area exposed to blast pres-b
sure and fires.
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ELECTRICAL

Electrical damage to living spaces. were minor,
except to CPO 'quarters aft, which was completely wrecked. -The
galleys could be used as soon as the main turbo generators were put
in service following restoration of boiler power. The fire and flush-
Ing main was operable from diesel power immediately.

(e) Total effect on fighting efficiency.

HULL

The fighting efficiency of the INDEPENDENCE as
an aircraft carrier has been reduced to zero.

MACHINRY

The effectiveness of-this vessel as an aircraft
carrier was reduced to zero, and could not be restored without a
major overhaul...

ELECTRICAL

tsThe fighting efficiency would have been zero due

to the destruction of or damage to all aircraft handling facilities.
Interior communications remained reasonably operable except for

the 3 MC and 5 MC systems, which were largely inoperable or demol-
ished..

IV. General Summary of Observers' Impressions and Conclusions.

HULL

The gradation of damage on thlis ship illustrates
the rapid deterioration of pressure as the wave moves out from the
center of burst. Study of the ship suggests that had she been just a
trifle closer to the burst) she would have been sunk; and, had she
been just a trifle further away from the burst, she would have re-
tained at least some, if not all, of her facilities as an aircraft carrier.
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MACHINERY

It would appear that no aircraft carrier now
afloat could withstand an attack of this nature at such close range
without serious reduction of her military effectiveness as a
carrier. Extensive studies of design features of this type are
indicated.

ELECTRICAL

This vessel was subjected to the radiant heat
of the bomb followed closely by air blast pressure of considerable
magnitude. Due to the proximity of tbhs ship to the bomb burst,
the damage suffered was so extensive that it was rendered inoper-
able as a fighting craft.

The fact that ship's generators, both main and
emergency, all switchboards, lights, automatic telephones, telegraphs
and the announcing systems (except 3MC and 5MC) were all working
in spite of the severe punishment received, certainly shows that the
electrical equipment has been well designed to withstand battle damage.

V. Preliminary General or Specific Recommendations of

Inspection Group.

HULL

Future designs should eliminate structural discon-
tinulties and provide compensation for ali access openings, whether
for doors, cables, vent ducts, or pipes. Frames should not be omitted
in shell or blister panels. Stress concentrations, whether in corners
of hatch openings, brackets, etc., should be reduced to the minimum.
Circular vent ducts are preferable to rectangular sections. Door
frames should be redesigned so that support will be provided by the
panel stiffeners rather than the panel plating. Fifteen pound plating
with adequate stiffening should be the minimum employed topside.
Curved surfaces in lieu of flat should be used exclusively. Two bomb
elevators should be provided In place of one. Automatic closure seals
for bomb elevators, uptakes, and trunks should be studied. Over-
hanging structure and opportunities for the blast to "tunnel" should be
eliminated. Vital services piping and cables should be kept below
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decks even at the expense of convenience. Where this is not possible,
they should be split and each branch protected by extra heavy
structure, which should be streamlined. All topside operating
positions should be completely enclosed, including gun and director
stations, and should be streamlined. A study should be made of
better methods of securing the elevators.

MACHINERY

Recommendations based on the experience of this
vessel are too numerous for all to be listed here. A few of the most
important will be mentioned In a general way.

1. Redesign stacks to enable them to better
withstand blast pressure, and relocate them so all will not be badly
damaged by blast pressure coming from one direction.

2. Study the design and layout of piping to make
it better able to withstand this type of attack. In particular, support
piping from heavy frames or other structural strength members not
likely to fall or be severely distorted.

3. Adopt measures to prevent elevator platforms
from being blowlh overboard or wrecked.

4. Reduce surface area of structural members
of deck equipment (such as crane) as much as possible, and round
these surfaces. Install the crane machinery in a protec.ted location
instead of on the rotating platform.

ELECTRICAL

For installation of electrical equipment such as
power and lighting, distribution panels, transfer switches, motor
controllers, distribution connections and junction boxes, and similar
equipment supported on bulkheads less than 1/2 inch in thickness,
"U" bracket foundations fabricated from flat bar and angle bor
similar to enclosure sketches CR-1E and CR-2E, as recommended
under part C, items F, G, K, and L should be used. When decks and
bulkheads are deflected or buck/ld, the resultant stresses generated
would then not be absorbed by the enclosures of the electrical equip-
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ment, permitting a more flexible installation.

Cable should not be passed through long lengths
of conduit and risers through decks should not be attached directly
to fixtures, as bends in the conduit and shifting of equipment cause
breaks In the cable. The last cable strap supporting the cable before
it enters the equipment should be made of very light steel so as to
permit It to fall when cable is tensioned.

The present method used to support the sensitive
element in Mark VfII, Model 3, Arma compasses definitely will not
withstand the effect of shock. It is recommended that the design of
the flotation bowl and float be changed to Incorporate some means of
retaining mercury in the bowl when subjected to shock or rapid ver-
tical acceleration. Use of a close fitting collar with baffles to suppress
wave motion in the mercury is suggested. Bowl support springs
between Inner gimbal ring and outer bowl should either be increased
in number or in size and a better method for securing them devised.
Compasses on several of the target vessels had these springs greatly
elongated or detached allowing the compass unit to fall to the base of

S the binnacle.
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TECHNICAL INSPECTION REPORT

SECTION I - HULL

GENERAL SUMM4ARY OF HULL DAMAGE

I. Target Condition After Test.

(a) Drafts after test; list; general areas of flooding, sources.

ea The drafts of 23 feet zero inches forward, and 23 feet
six inches aft are unchanged as a result of the test. There was no
list before the test and it is now about 5 degrees to starboard.
There are several reasons for the list, (1) removal of planes,.
test gear, and structure from the port side by the blast; (2) shifting
of port side weights to starboard, such as catapult machinery,
furniture, planes in hangar, hangar side plating, etc.; (3) flooding
of starboard shaft alley; (4) movement of hangar bents and flight
deck and stern structure about 1 foot toward the starboard side.

(b) Structural damage.

Superstructure. The superstructure on this ship is
here considered to be the island structure, the stacks and the radio
masts. All pipe frame structure and the platforms supported thereby
have been blown down and off the ship by the pressure wave. The
stacks-have been collapsed and twisted but have remained generally
In place. Radio masts have universally been twisted, bent or ripped
from their locations. The island structure itself shows some minor
dishing of the exposed bulkheads but is intact and usable. Doors on
exposed bulkheads are severely dished and are Inoperable, and the
door at the hangar deck level has been torn from its hinges.

Hull Flight deck. Between the forward edge of the
flight deck and bulkhead 45 the damage to th~e deck is insignificant
except for.the depres.L1ng of the forward edge of the elevator opening.
The deck is undistorted and entirely usable. Along the port and
starboard sides of the elevator opening there is no perceptible damage.
Aft of the forward elevator opening the deck shovws the first sign of
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injury, which manifests Itself by a slight warping toward the port side.
The starboard side remains very nearly in original alignment while
the port deck edge rises rapidly, until at the expansion joint at frame
63 1/2 It is several feet above Its normal position. The expansion joint
has not opened perceptibly from. Its Position before the test. The sur-
face of the deck Is in good condition materialay except for two small
burned areas at about frame 59 where a test airplane was located.

Beginning at the expansion joint, frame 63 1/2, the
flight deck Is very sharply hipped along the centerline with the wood
decking broken, and several feet of the thin steel deck plating below
is split. Between the expansion joints at frames 63 1/2 and 84 1/2
the deck, on the starboard side, begins to rise at the deck edge and
progresses in a straight line to the hip at the centerline. On the port
side between these frames there is little change from the normal .
position of the deck between the edge and approximately eleven feet.
Inboard of it. From here the deck peaks sharply in a straight.line
to the hip at the center. In addition to the transverse deformation,
the longitudinal run of the deck rises from 63 1/2 In a fair curve
to about 7 feet above normal at frame 84 1/2. The sharp peaking
disappears at about frame 80 where It fades into a smooth arch
which continues past the expansion joint at frame 84 1/2. Except
for the splintering of the wood at breaks along the centerline the
surface of the deck Is In materially good condition.

Between the expansion joints at frames 84 1/2 and
111 1/2 the flight deck drops in a relatively smooth curve from about
7 feet above normal to a generally normal position at 111 1/2. The
ridge in this area is more pronounced because the deck maintains
Its normal position for about nine feet inboard of the deck edge both
port and starboard, thus making a much sharper angle of rise. The
wood decking here is also splintered and broken and the thin steel
plating underneath split over a considerable portion of its length.
At approximately frame 95 there is a tear in the steel plate extending
across most of the deck.

The aftermost section of the flight deck, frame
111 1/2 to the stern, is badly damaged. Between 111 1/2 and the for-
ward edge of the after elevator opening the deck is about normal.
There is a slight depressing of the deck all around the opening, and
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the starboard side of the deck is in fair material condition except for
a slight rise towards the stern. Aft of the elevator opening and to port
of the starboard side of the opening, the deck Is not only not usable but.
is also relatively dangerous for walking. The area is badly burned
and heavily distorted to port of the centerline aft of frame 132. The
after edge of the deck rises at an axxgle of approximately 45 degrees
on the port side to a point about 20 feet outboard of the centerline. At
this point there is a void in the deck, which extends forward to about
frame 136. This corner of the deck which has been blown away by
the blast, overhung the boundaries of the ship.

The deck is not usable as a carrier deck,. and aft of
frame 63 1/2 it is not usable for any purpose.

Gallery level walkways. On the starboard side there
is little discernible damage, but on the port side the walkways and
overhanging gun 'tubs are either missing or so sharply forced upwards
that the positions are useless.

Gallery and forecastle, decks forward of bulkhead
S45. Structural damage on these decks is limited to minor distortion
of joiner bulkheads and relatively few cases of foundation displace-
ments.

Main deck. There is little damage to the main deck
forward of bulkhead 45. From this bulkhead aft, the deck has been forced
down in way of both elevators by the pressure wakve which entered the
hangar space, and in way of the hangar deck by the load transmitted
through the transverse and longitudinal floors between the hangar and

A main decks. The area affected extends aft to bulkhead 126 and about
20 feet each side of the centerline. A maximum depression of 14"
in the forward elevator well occurs at frame 53 on the centerline;
In the after well the maximum Is 15° at frame 122 and approximately
nine feet to port. The maximum depression in way of the hangar
deck is about fifteen inches, and the average depression throughout
this area is about 5". Aft of bulkhead 126 the main deck is badly
damaged, especially on the port side. Areas exist wherein the depres-
sion of this deck is as much as two feet, and aft of 136, port side,the
deck is ripped along the shell and has been folded under itself. On the

* starboard side of this deck, between frames 126 and 132, fire and low
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order explosions of torpedo air flasks occurred, which caused
general havoc throughout the stern of the ship aft of bulkhead 144.
This Internal source of damage coupled with the direct effect of
the atomic bomb burst have made the bulkheads, decks, doors,
equipment, furniture, ventilation, and electrical facilities useless.

Second Deck: There is practically no damage
to the second deck area from the stem to bulkhead 49. Aft of bulk-
head 49, the second deck bulkheads generally buckled from the
loading exerted by the main deck, but there is no discernible buckl-
Ing of bulkheads below the second deck or depression of the second
deck forward of bulkhead 101. The deck is depressed slightly between
frames 101 and 119 aft of which very severe dishing and distortion
of the deck begins, for the most part on the port side where the
extreme damage to the port shell has caused long accordian pleats
in the deck. Water-tightness throughout this deck aft of bulkhead
49 has been destroyed due to damage to door frames, doors, vent
ducts, and cable runs.

Third Deck: There is no damage forward of
bulkhead 57 which shows slight buckling. Between 67 and 91, the
bulkheads show signs of elastic deflection-of the second deck but
have retained their tightness. The deck has not been depressed.
There is some slig't tripping of the port shell frames between
frames 91 and 101. Aft of frame 101 the tripping and buckling of
the frames becomes very pronounced. Aft of 113 the buckling is
very severe and is accompanied by a definite displacement of all
port side structure to starboard.

Below Third Deck: There is some slight
damage to joiner bulkheads and some loss of water-tightness.

Shell - Starboard Side: The sheer strake,
frames 12 to 15, shows local damage caused by service ships
when alongside the INDEPENDENCE in the target area. The sheer
strake and the strake next below, show a slight herringbone stress
pattern at frame 20. The side panelling just above the main deck,
frames 30 - 36, is dented and dished from contact with service
ships, also in the target area. No other evidence of damage from
the test exists between frame 36 and 120 where a deep, wide wrinkle
becomes apparent at the main deck and travels diagonally aft to
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frame 126 at the waterline where It merges with a series of short
diagonal panel depressions, running In the direction, which continu~e
to the stern. The side panelling alt of bulkhead 126 and above the
main deck is blown out as a result of damage In the torpedo work-
shop.q

Shell - Port Side: There is only the faintest
suggestion of panel dishing between the stem and frame 40. In the
neighborhood of frame 40, there Is some scorching of paint and the
beginnings of discernible panel dishing which increases in severity
to frame 50, where Individual panel failures become apparent. At
frame 70, traces of the blister longitudinals appear and continue to
frame 106 with the depressions between them reaching maximums 4
of about 18 inches at approximately frame 95. Longitudinal dishing
of the blister plating Is evident to frame 112. Between frames 112
and 126 the disformation. of the shell is severe but varied. Aft of
bulkhead 126 the wilted appearance of the port side, both above and
below the main deck, bears striking witness to the tremendous force
of the attacking instrument. The original character of the side
plating and companion structu~re can be determined between frames
126 and 134 above the main deck although it is badly mauled. Between
the main azd third decks the shell is relatively smooth from frame 4
126 to 134 but shell plating and framing have been forced to starboard
slightly leaving the third deck clearly defined. Below the third deck
from 126 to 134 there Is a deep depression giving the appearance of
collision damage - which is, however, due to lack of adequate fram-
Ing In this area. Aft of frame 134, above the main deck, the side
plating and structure Is generally collapsed to frame 144. Below
the main deck the sheer strake is torn as is the connection between
the main deck and the sheer strake. The shell plating has been pushed
to starboard and down, almost to the third deck, with deep valleys
existing between the framing. The transom between the port side
and centerline has collapsed and the main deck droops over the
wreckage aft of 134.

Hangar Space: All but three of the light cover
plates between the heavy port side columns, w hich support the
flight deck, have been blown out; some across to the starboard side
of the hangar and some overboard. The columns, with the exception
of those just forward and and alt of the expansion joints, have been
generally inclined slightly to starboard at the top, bent slightly Z
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forward and twisted in a counter-clockwise direction. The "wobble
bent" columns, those just forward and aft of the expansion joints,
have been ripped from the deck at their riveted connections to the
hangar deck and definitely deformed. The light cover plates on the
starboard side are less affected by the blast, about half remaining
in place. The main columns on the starboard side, with one or two
exceptions, show no effect of the blast. Most of the "wobble bent"
columns offer only a little evidence of the tendency to lift which
characterized the action of those on the port side. Both elevators
have been carried over the side, bulkhead 45 is deeply dished in
horizontal valleys between the forward decks, bulkhead 126 is bulged
into the hangar space, and the hangar deck is deeply dished, between
the longitudinal floors from frame 56 to 115. The maximum depth
of this dishing occurs along the centerline at frame 89 and amounts
to 15".

(c) Other damage.

All steam machinery below the third deck is oper-
able if steam can be supplied. All uptakes are collapsed above the
hangar deck and temporary uptakes and temporary exhaust ducts
must be provided before the boilers can be lighted off. The diesel
plant consisting of two 160 k.w. generators is operable. The ship
control station on the bridge is operable, as is the ship control
station at the forward end of the port gallery walkway. Electric
lighting circuits below the main deck, aft of bulkhead 45, and all
circuits forward of bulkhead 45 will require only minor repairs - a
few hours work by ship's force - before operation is possible.
Telephones and loudspeakers are in approximately the same con-
dition although here are some scattered phones in heavily damaged
areas, which are now operable. The steering gear is operable and
can be controlled from both main and secondary stations. Gyros
and repeaters, in general, are operable. The anchorwindlass is
operable. Fire control equipment is generally not operable. Below
decks electronic equipment is practically all operable, while radars
and other topside electronic equipment is disabled. Not all guns
normally aboard the ship were in place for the test. The remaining
guns on the port side are not operable; but, those on the starboard
side, except the one furthest aft, and those in the forecastle are
operable. Arresting gear sheaves and barrier stanchions on the
flight deck appear to be intact and are generally operable, but the
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hydraulic gear, which is supported on the underside of the flight deck

between elevators, dropped to the hangar deck because of failure of
the supporting bolts when the flight deck buckled. Such hydraulic gear
located aft of bulkhead 126 remained In place, but was seriously
damaged from fire and distortion of the supporting structure. The
elevators were blown off the ship but the elevator machinery appears
to be intact except for entangled wire and a few dislocated sheaves.
Upper sheaves around the elevator openings in the flight deck are
warped and out of alignment. The airplane crane is not operable,
being off its roller path and Is cocked to starboard about 15 degrees
and 10 degrees forward. The bushings, bearings, and holding down
clips are marred, gouged, and somewhat mangled, but the ship's force
should be able, with a few days work, to repair and reseat the crane
for use. Except for electrical connections the hoisting machinery Is
intact and usable. The training "A" end is intact but the "B" Is i
shifted slightly, and is inoperable. The starboard catapult accum-
ulator bottle has shifted about 1" to starboard and opened some of
the oil line flanges. This catapult can be returned to service very
quickly. The port catapult electric motor and pump have been dis-
placed about 6" to port, oil lines are broken and gauge and control
panels displaced to starboard. The catapult is inoperable and Is not
susceptible to quick repair. All four radio masts were in the up

* position for this test and were blown to starboard, generally folding
over the flight deck edge. Their operating machinery was deranged
due to general buckling of all structure along the gallery walkway.

IL. Forces Evidenced and Effects Noted.

(a) Heat.

The entire flight deck is very noticeable darkened,
apparently from the heat of the blast; curved surfaces indicate a source

approximately broad on the port beam and shadows support the con-

clusion that the relative bearing of the burst was about 225 degrees.
All surfaces facing the burst are darkened and there is some scorching
of paint on the inboard (port) side of the island structure. Some piping
in this area shows slight blistering. There is no damage to interior

paints. Paint on planes in the hangar show but slight scbrching and in

many cases none at all. Some manila line was scorched to approx-
imately 1/32", depth. Cloth seam tape and the olive drab paint on an

army portable radar unit are completely gone on the side exposed to
the blast
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(b) Fires and explosions.

There were severe fires and low order detonations
but no violent explosions.

The port side aft was blown inward by the A-bombburst, exposing about six compartments containing some bedding, and

a small amount of lumber in the shlpfitter and aviation metalsmith's
workshops. There was undoubtedly, some acid and paint in these shops,
in the battery repair shop, and in the torpedo workshop. Some of the
materials in the shops, which were open to each other and to the wea.
ther - from the effect of the blast - caught fire, either from the heat
of the burst or from a: source which may never be determined. This
fire spread through practically all compartments aft of bulkhead 126
and above the main deck and into compartment C-20-4-L on the 2nd
deck between bulkheads 126 and 132. About 1436 on "A" day, the fire
reached the twelve torpedo warheads in compartment C-101-E on the 41

starboard side of the main deck between frames 126 and 132. There
were air flasks in the compartment and at least one Mk. 24 mine. It
is, of course, Impossible to establish an exact order of events within
the compartment, but it seems probable that the heat of the fire
approaching the compartment raised the temperature sufficiently to
cause exudation of the warhead filler. This filler would burn fiercely,
thus causing a further increase in temperature within the compart-
ment which-probably caused the torpedo air flasks to explode. Torpedo
air flabks were ruptured and the propellors and tall piece of the Mk.
24 mine was found as a fragment in the compartment. The smoke and
flash patterns on "A" day showed a series of burst and flashes com.
patible with repetitive burning of exudate and failure of air flasks. 4
All the material in the compartment appeared to be burning about 1400
as the smoke was most intense and voluminous. This fire was exting-
uLshed on the morning of "A" plus I day. This flurry blew out part
of bulkhead 126, ripped the starboard shell practically the full length
of the compartment, blew up the overhead and ripped the main deck -
thus, spreading the fire into compartment C .204-L where bedding
and shoring timbers burned. The heat from this general conflagration I
Aft of bulkhead 126 caused the smoldering and then burning of the wood

covering of the flight deck. The heat was sufficiently intense to cause
the water-proofing compound used with the wood decking to become
generally tacky and in some spots became fine ash. Acetylene and
oxygen bottles in the shipfitters shop were lisplaced but intact.
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A fire, probably 6f secondary origin, occurredin
the diving gear locker on the starboard side of the main deck between
frames 141-144. The gasoline engine drive for the air compressor
located In the compartment has been blown from its foundation and
is on the deck. The fuel tanks are bursted open. A possible source
of this fire, which gutted this compartment and the washroom to star-
board, could be the gasoline spread when the fuel lines to- the tanks
were ruptured. Heat from the fire aft by bulkhead 126, may have
ignited this gasoline.

Burned and charred areas at approximately frame
58, port side of the flight deck were caused by the burning of an air-
plane stowed here. The pontoons of the plane were torn from the 4
plane causing the second burned areas.

An army F -i1 trailer has been displaced, from
its position on the flight deck near the after elevator, into the elevator-
well, and is badly charred. The movement is probably the result
of the deep starboard roll. The tires are destroyed except for a few
charred fibres. Hose, lying near has burned to the canvas casing,
and wooden strips, are heavily charred. These strips were part of
the securing equipment. The source for this fire could have been the
fire in the torpedo stowage space.

Although some warheads would be in compartment
C-101-E under operating conditions, the normal stowage Is the
magazines. Warhead and torpedoes in the magazines were not
damaged nor were those on planes. Ammunition in ready lockers
has not beem harmed, nor has the gasoline in the regular stowage
tanks.

(c) Shock.

There are many conditions of fittings and equip-
ment on this ship which are somewhat characteristic of shock.
There are some, although very few electric light bulbs broken.
Machinery, such as both catapult elements and the airplane crane,
has been shifted from the assigned location. A drinking fountain at
franie 27 near the centerline is shifted several inches to port but
no connections except the drain are broken. The relatively heavy
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hot water heater, located in the officers washroom, gallery level, M
frame 27, has also shifted several inches to port and several of
the connections are broken. A large part of the furniture In the
gallery and forecastle levels has broken from the footed and shifted
generally, but not In all cases, to starboard.' Heavier items have
broken loose, while lighter units show strain and/or partial failure
of securing clips. In the middle portion of the ship, crews bunks,
furniture, and galley equipment has shifted to starboard or jumped
out of the footings. Some of the above is very likely due to the
deep starboard roll of the ship, and some to vibration or whipping
but it is not very probable that shock, in the sense Implied by the
impact, played a very distinctive part in the injury to this ship.

(d) Pressure.

The great bulk of the structural and attendant
incidental damage was caused by the pressure wave. The pressure
front struck almost normal to the port shell from a source about
225 degrees relative bearing. There are five principal areas of
damage:

1. Port side aft of bulkhead 126 above the water-
line.

2. The hangar area, including that deck and the
flight deck. I

3. The port shell forward of bulkhead 126.

4. The port and starboard walkways and island

structure including the stacks arid uptakes.

5. Interior spaces.

The damage aft of bulkhead 126 and above the
waterline was so universal that no critical scantlings could be
determined, and it is believed not to be feasible to provide against
such damage at the range involved because a ship of this size would
not be able to handle the required plating or framing weights.
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'In the_ hangar. space also there' was no estuctuz'e
which satisfactorily withstood the blast pressures sufficiently well
to establish a critical set' of scantlings. It is true-that the starboard
side is usable; but the port sides which took the direct blast arA- has
similar stantlings, is not. There is a matter of orientation with
respect to the blast. The- conlment that adequate plate afid framing
weights would probably be too heavy for the ship applies here also.

On the port shell and blister plating, between - '
frames 126 and 50, the plating, which varied from approximately 30*
to 15#, was sufficient to keep the structure tight but'did not prevent ''

dishing; in most cases, very severe dishing. There was some minor
damage tothe 12# to 20* plating of the shell forward of frame 50.
Although the ship probably could get back to a repair base without
trouble from the plating, between frames 60 and 128, there is a de-
finite loss in strength -for which reason the critical scantlings
would be somewhat over th6se provided. The s~antlings forward of
frame 50 are satisfactory and probablt critical for that particular
distance and orientation from the burst., '

ture may .... The scantlings of the walkways and island'struc'-
ture may be considered critical In spite of the failures In the port'

* walkway, since the detailed structure of the walkways and gun
stations generally is in usabld.'condltlon. The 'cause of failures is
insufficient connection between the walkway and shell of the ship.

Scantlings of, interior spaces were satisfactory
for the purpose but could not be lightened. ' "'' '

' "' '. Broadly, the failure was collapse or incipient " "
collapse 0nder the Influence of pressures far in'excess of those
for which. the structure was designed. Aft of bulkhead 126lthe -
structure, acting as a series of panels was moved bodily from its
assigned. location ahd. kobadly damaged that collapse was accomp.
anied by boundary failure and tears within the panels. The con-
dition of this area was worseiied by fire and low order explosi6ns ' '

to the extent that definition of, particular types of failure was lost.'
Forward of 126,. panel failures 'of'various degrees are clearly, lndi-
cated. ColUmns and other structure'within this general region failed, .
largely In connectifiS as a; result of the various panel failures'. '

Forward.of bulkhead 45, panels indicated incipient failure by light,"
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dishing or slight crumpling of the bottoms of stiffeners.

There was a minor amount of displacement of

equipment and machinery.

(e) Any effects apparently peculiar to the a'om bomb.

Other than the radiant heat there were no effects
noticed which are peculiar to the atom bomb.

M. Effects of Damage.

(a) Effect on machinery, electrical and ship control.

None, except for crushing of boiler uptakes.

(b) Effect on gunnery and fire control.

Assuming that guns were mounted in all the loca- '

tions provided, approximately 75% would be inoperable; 50% of the
40MM and all centralized fire control would be lost. Ammunition
supply is intact.

(c) Effects on watertight integrity and stabillty.

The hull is non-tight on the second deck aft of I
bulkhead 57, on the third deck aft of bulkhead 91, and on the first
platform aft of bulkhead 113. This lack of watertight integrity is the
result of buckling of the bulkheads under the main and second decks.
The bulkheads generally buckled first through access door openings,
thus leaving the closure warped and incapable of being made tight.
Openings ln bulkheads for large vent ducts were easily vulnerable 14
because the vent ducts, being weaker than surrounding structure
tended to fail early and have left the bulkhead non-tight. In several
instances bulkheads have been torn at hard spots formed by the
Intersection of structure members. The main deck has a small
tear at frame 113 near the centerline, a large one near the center-
line at about frame 122 and one approximately 12 feet long on the
port side just aft of frame 132.. These are all transverse tears.
There is a large fore and aft tear in the main deck, frames 128 to
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131. In accordace with present naval practice the bulkheads
throughout the mid-length of ship are tight only to within about 15
inches of the main deck. Below the first platform the ship is tight A4

except for an occasional compartment aft of bulkhead 126. The
port shell is generally open aft of bulkhead 132 above the third
deck. The fragment hole at frame 68 has opened one of the blister
compartments, B-304-V. At the hangar dech level all ventilation
intakes and uptakes have been either blown away or completely
ruptured and many of the closure fittings of these systems on the
main deck level are distorted. Due to the list, several of the tears
in the port shell are lifted out of reach by the swell in the lagoon
and the ship is not taking water. At sea, however, she would be
subject to progressive flooding within the limits noted which could
be dangerous if the damage control crew could not keep the flooding
down. Stability has changed very little.

(d) Effect on personnel and habitability.

Assuming that the ship was operating ae an
aircraft carrier with the crew at battle stations, it is probable that
fully half her crew would be immediate casualties from the effects
of heat, pressure, and radioactivity. Probably a large proportion
of the remaLider would be subject to radiation sickness after several
hours or days. Although there is considerable loss in habitability
due to reduced ventilation and lighting, and the shifting of galley
equipment and furniture, the ship is generally habitable forward of
bulkhead 126. Some compartments aft that bulkhead can be used
after considerable cleaning up.

(e) Total effect on fighting efficiency.

The fighting efficiency of the INDEPENDENCE
as an aircraft carrier has been reduced to zero.

IV. General Summary of Observers' Impressions and Conclusions.

The gradation of damage on this ship illustrates
the rapid deterioration of pressure as the wave moves out from the
.;enter of burst. Study of the ship suggests that had she been just

a trifle closer to the burst she would have been sunk; and, had she
been just a trifle further away from the burst, she would have re-
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tained at least some, if not all, of her facilities as an airfraft
-carrier.

V. Preliminary General or Specific Recommendations of the
Inspecting Group.

Future designs should eliminate structural
discontinuities and provide compensation for all access openings,
whether for doors, cables, vent ducts, or pipes. Frames should
not be omitted in shell or blister panels. Stress concentrations,
whether in corners of hatch openings, brackets, etc., should be
reduced to the minimum. Circular vent ducts are preferable to
rectangular sections. Door frames should be redesigned so that
support will be provided by the panel stiffeners rather than the
panel plating. Fifteen pound plating with adequate stiffening should
be the minimum employed topside. Curved surfaces in lieu of
flat should be used exclusively. Two bomb elevators should be
provided in place of one. Automatic closure seals for bomb ele-
vators, uptakes, and trunks should be studied. Over-hanging
structure and opportunities for the blast to "tunnel" should be
eliminated. Vital services piping and cables should be kept below
decks even at the expense of convenience. Where this is not
possible, they should be split and each branch protected by extra
heavy structure, which should be streamlined. All topside oper-
ating positions should be completely enclosed, including gun and
director stations,-and should be streamlined. A study should be
made of better methods of securing the elevators.

VI. Instructions for Loading the Vessel Specified the Following:

ITEM

Fuel oil 33 1/3 %
Diesel oil 33 1/3
Gasoline 33 1/3
Ammunition 66 2/3
Potable and reserve feed water 95
Salt water ballast 950 tons
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Itemsaboar areDetails of the active quantities of the various
ubitted abyar the Included in Report #7, Stability Inspection Report,

submtte bytheship's force in accordance with "'Instructions to
Target Vessels for Tests and Observations by Ship's Force" issued
by the Director of Ship Material. This report is available for inspec-
tion In the Bureau of Ships Crossroads Files.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION QF.HULL DAMAGE

A. General Description of Hull Damage.

(a) Overall condition of vessel.

The INDEPENDENCE is so heavily damaged by Test A
that she should be considered a total loss, for combat purposes, "K
until extensive repairs can be affected.

(b) General areas of. hull damage.

She was approximately 600 yards, bearing 225 degrees
relative, from the point of burst. The areas affected, and the dis-
paarity in degree of damage, follow naturally from her position in

the array.

The shell, port side, suffered severe disruption, above
and below the main deck, between the transom and frame 125. The
shell between frames 125 and 115, and the blister side plating
between frames 115 and 70, are deeply dished above the third deck.
The dishing diminishes so rapidly forward of frame 70 that no
structural impairment which can be assessed as bomb damage is
apparent forward of frame 40.

The starboard sheer strake at frame 15 and the side
paneling above the main deck, frames 30 - 36, show evidence of
local injury from ships coming alongside, probably in the target
area. There is a deep wrinkle running from about frame 120 at
the main deck to the waterline at frame 127. *Shear ripples are
prominent along the waterline aft of frame 126.

That portion of the superstructure above the bridge
level probably went over the starboard side as no sign of it was
noted during any of the examinations after Test A. Ship control
instruments on the bridge are operable. Only minor damage was
inflicted on the gallery walkways on the starboard side, but the
port side walkways aft of frame 29 are useless as a result of the
severe damage sustained.
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The flight deck, forward of the forward elevator, is
practically undamaged. The airplane crane at frame 48, starboard
side, is off the roller path. Both forward and after elevators placed
in position with the flight deck for the test were blown overboard.
All test gear stowed on the flight deck, with the exception of one Army
truck, has been blown overboard or into the elevator pits., Between
the elevator openings, the flight deck is peaked sharply along the
centerline and humped to approximately seven feet above its normal
position at frame 86. At frame 95 the flight deck plating and support-
Ing longitudinals have separated, the opening extends athwarthship
from port to starboard deck edge. Concomitant failure of the flight
deck in the vicinity of the columns supporting the deep flight deck
girders is indicated by splintering of the wood decking in lines par-
alleling the port and starboad edges of the flight deck. Aft of the
after elevator the wood decking is widely burned, the deck is sev-
erely twisted and a large portion of the port corner is missing.

The gallery deck, just forward of bulkhead 45, is a
jumble of metal joiner bulkheads and furniture. The derangement
decreases rapidly forward of frame 40 and there is little dis- 4
turbance of equipment along bulkhead 18. The disarray on the fore-
castle deck generally resembles that on the gallery deck.

Aft of bulkhead 126, the interior gallery walkways, po op A

deck, and bulkheads are masses of scrap metal which are so badly
mangled and interwoven that imm ediate recognition of significant
compartment structure is impossible.

Little significant damage exists on the main deck for-
ward of bulkhead 45. In way of the forward elevator, frames 45 to
56; the hangar deck, frames 56 to 115; and the after elevator, frames
115 to 126, the main deck is depressed in varying degree. Aft of
bulkhead 1,26, havoc on the main deck is approximately equivalent
to that existing in the region above it.

The hAngar deck and hangar space, located between
frames 45 and 126, exhibit by far the most significant and, from the
operational effect on the ship, the most serious mutilation. Here, .
the hangar deck is generally dished between the deep longitudinals
with hollows being especially accentuated on the port side, and gen-
erally diminishing in magnitude from aft, forward.
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The hangar side plating, starboard side, shows local in-
juries where equipment from the hangar space was hurled against it
by the force of the blast. It Is noticably less impaired by the blast
itself, than the hangar side plating, port, which has been almost
completely demolished by the pressure wave. The transverse and
longitudinal deep floors under the hangar deck are severely buckledMI
and the load imparted to these floors contributed to the depressing
of the main deck.

of theIn way of the elevators, the main deck, which is the bottom
ofteelevator well, is noticeably depressed and locally torn. The

flight deck glrders are, in general, severely distorted and in many
instances are broken along -the centerline of the ship. The flight deck
longitudinal beams are twisted and in some instances are torn from
the deep transverse girders. The columns of the fixed bents are
severely twisted and bowed. The wobble bent columns on the port
side are, without exception, torn from the deck.

The compartments on the second deck, aft of bulkhead 46,
reflect the general depression of the main deck. The main and metal
joiner bulkheads are buckled, and the watertight closures are in-
effective.

The second deck from bulkhead 50 is slightly depressed
at the bulkheads as far aft as bulkhead 113. Aft of bulkhead 113 the
depression becomes general and is augmented by severe deformation
on the port side.

The compartments on the third deck, aft of bulkhead 91,
was not tight., and main and metal joiner, bulkheads are buckled. Com-
partments on the port side, aft of bulkhead 119, reflect the progressiv-
ely severe punishment taken by the side of this ship.

Compartments in the first platform aft of bulkhead 113,'
show minor structural damage resulting from the strain transmitted
from the more heavily damaged area of the port shell and third deck
overhead.

(c) Apparent causes of damage in each area.

The principal cause of damage in all affected areas was
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the pressure wave. The effect of light shock can be obse'rved forward
of bulkhead 45, particularly on the 02 and 03 levels,. Some part of the
displacement of furniture and fittings throughout the ship, and the
loss overside of some of t1~e test items from the flight deck, can be
attributed to the deep starboard roll recorded by the ships clino-
meter. Secondary damage, aft of bulkhead 126, was caused by fire
of unknown origin, which spread into the torpedo workshop on the
main deck between frames 126 and 132 and caused burning of the
warheads and possible explosion of the torpedo air flasks.

(d) Principal areas of flooding with sources.

Flooding was negligible and occurred only in the star-
board shaft alley from seepage through the stern tube. The amount
of water taken aboard caused no perceptible change in the draft of
23 feet, forward; and 23 feet, 6 inches, aft; which were recorded
before Test A. There was no list before, and approximately 5`
to starboard after the test. The shifting of structural and equip-
ment weights was responsible for the list.

(e) Residual strength, buoyancy and effect of general condition
of hull on operability.

strengthThe ship has suffered definite and serious reduction in
stregthand buoyancy. The ship's girder has been weakened by

depression of the hanger, main, second and third decks; by severe
dishing of the port shell; by tears in port and starboard shell, .and
by a softening of the middle body structure through local buckling
of bulkheads and stanchions.

Her ability to maintain buoyancy has deteriorated in
several categories, i.e., by rupturing of the port and starboard
shell above the third deck, buckling of bulkheads on the second deck,
aft of bulkhead 45, ano aft of bulkhead 71 on the third deck; loss
of closure integrity due to injury to door frames and doors, and
rupture of ventilation systems on the second and third decks.

B. Superstructure. (exclusive of gun mounts).t

(a) Description of damage, giving important dimensions.
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The radars, radar mast, searchlight and lookout plat-
forms, and the pipe frame which supported them above the air de-
fense level were blown overboard. This structure is shown on pages
S., 4, 5, and 7 which are photographs taken before the test. The con-
dition after the test may be seen on pages 8, 10 and 162 - 166, In-I
clusive. The structural box, comprising the balance of the "Island",
is constructed of 20# plate welded to 5"1 I-beam stiffeners spaced 24
inches apart. The air defense level, a walkway around the "Island"
fourteen feet above the flight deck and fabricated on 15# plating, Is
usable despite the 12" upward displacement of the Air Officers
portion of the walkway which is over the flight deck. Photographs
on pages 164 and 165 illustrate the condition of the outer face of

* the air defense level bulwark, particularly the comparatively mild
deformation of the bulwark and the serrated pattern imparted to the
venturi screen. Photographs 1881-1 and 2, pages 752 and 753 are
views of the ship control station, which was operable. It is reason-

* able to assume that the local damage to the brass disc steering
wheel, shown in these photographs, is the result of impact of flying
debris. One pelorus stand on this level is broken near thie deck.
There are no apparent fractures in the "island", but the port
side and after panels of the strucuture are generally depressed,
albeit very slightly. Page 34 shows absence of damage to the star-
board side of the "island" structure.

Furniture and instruments inside of the structure are
deranged and all doors in the island are blown inwards. Paint
on the Island Is generally scorched or blistered where not pro-
tected by Intervening structure.

blown to starboard but, except where struck by flying fragments,
they reangenerally in place. Poorpso ae 5 n

165 howremains of the stacks.

All radar and supporting structure along the port and
starboard sides of th~e flight deck are bent and broken.

(b) Causes of damage in each area.

The air blast from the port quarter caused all of the
above damage, being either the direct primary agent or the initiating
agent for secondary damage such as flying missiles.
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(c) Evidences of fire in superstructure.

There was no fire in the superstructure.

(d) Estimate of relative effectiveness against heat and blast of
various plate thicknesses, .surfaces, shapes, and construction materials.

1. There is insufficient variety in plating weights in the
superstructure to permit a reasonable estimate of a satisfactory min-
Imum thickness. The 154 and 20# plates were satisfactory.

2. Since all surfaces are flat and all construction rect-
angular, no comparisons are possible here.

3. There does not appear to be any significant difference
In the effectiveness of M.S. or S.T.S.

4. There are no aluminum shapes or plates on the super-
structure.

(e) Constructive criticism of superstructure design or con-
struction, including important fittings or equipment.

The performance of the superstrucutre precludes any just-
ifilable suggestions for improvements on this type of ship, other than
repeating the conviction that presently exposed stations should be
enclosed by plating of minimum weight of 15#. Since the most important
loss of equipment in the superstructure above the bridge is the radar,
it is suggested that the problem of designing against such loss be
studied.

<C. Turrets, Guns and Directors.

(a) Protected mounts.

Not applicable.

(b) Unprotected mounts.

1. The port side 40mm and 20mm guns are not operable
due, in part, to the deformation of the gun tubs and walkways. Such
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damage as exists to the guns could be repaired by the ships force.
The forward starboard mount is operable by hand and is in good
condition, except for local bending of the shield; probably by fragments.
The after starboard gun is out of the trunnion, but the mount and tub
are usable. As a matter of record it should be noted that several of
the guns, both port and starboard, on the I.NDEPENDENCE were re-
moved before Test A. judging from the effect on guns which were a-
board, it appears certain that, on similar vessels, all guns exposed
on the side attacked by an atomic bomb would be inactive. Also It
appears probable that at least half of those on the unattacked side
would be inactivated.

2. The existing shelters on this ship offer inadequate
protection because of the thin plating employed in construction., the
distance from the gun position, and lack of closures to the shelters.
No shelters could have absorbed the force- of the blast received by this
ship on the port quarter.

(c) Director and rangefinders.

There were four directors placed on this ship for the test.
AUl of them are still in place but are not operable. The sights are
bent and/or broken, and the glasses are broken.

(d) Constructive criticism of design or constructions of mounts,
directors, foundations, and shelters.

The 20mm and 40mm guns and associated directors were~
located in tubs along the port and starboard walkways at the gallery
deck level. Although many of these guns and directors were removed
during the preparation of t 'his ship for the test, it is possible to state
that all port guns would be inoperable. It is also reasonable to
assume that all stern guns and the guns and directors located in the
after half of the starboard walkway would be inoperable. Gun crews
at the stern and along the port side would have been directly exposed
to the heat wave, -shock, pressure wave and radioactivity. Those
along the starboard side could have had some measure of protection
from the flight deck.
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The locations chosen for the gun positions are the best
available and follow naturally from the need for securing the widest
possible firing area for each gun. It appears inevitable that a choice
must be made between the loss in fire coverage and the probability
of personnel loss.

If the loss of personnel is accepted, the principal struct-
ural problem is that of adding sufficient metal to hold the geometrical
position of gun tubs and walkways against direct and reflected pres-
sure. Test A demonstrated by the severe upsetting of port side gun
tubs and walkways that reflected pressure in a potent force against
overhanging structures. See page 59. Consequently, such alterations
of this kind as are undertaken on existing ships should fair tWe over-
hanging structure into the hull as completely as is consistent w'ith
the time and funds available.

If personnel are to be given the greatest available protection,
completely enclosed gun positions must be provided and loss of fire
coverage compensated for by additional positions. These positions
should be streamlined and enclosed by materials capable of with-
standing heat and blast pressure. Access to such completely enclosed
positions should be only from inside the hull - thus eliminating the
relatively fragile walkways. Such a change in concept could most
readily be made in new carriers where full advantage~ could be taken
of the opportunity to eliminate overhangs by judicious' fairing of the
hull from waterline shape to flight deck airstrip shape.

D. Torpedo Mounts and Depth Charge Gear.

None installed.

E. Weather Deck.

Flight deck,

(a) General condition of deck and causes of damage.

This discussion is limited to the plane of the flight deck,
the deck covering, and the. deck- and elevator fittings. The behavior
of the transverse girders and longitudinal beams supporting theI
flight deck Is reserved for the discussion covering the hangar space,
deck and fittings.
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Scorchaing of the flight deck indicates that the relative
bearing of the radiant heat was 220 degrees. The deck is generally
scorched and the painted frame numbers are blackened either from
the heat or smoke.4

The flight deck is divided into four areas by expansion

joints at frames 63 1/2, 84 1/2 and Il1 1/2.

Plate No. 4 is based on survey measurements of the flight

deck, before and after the test, and shows that there was relatively 4
little movement of the edges of the flight deck, particularly in the
horizontal-plane. The edges forward of frame 63 1/2 and aft of
Il1 1/2 appear to have held position very well. The starboard edges
of the two middle sections are very nearly in line. The variation
shown by the port edges of the two middle sections is due primarily
to the deformation of the vertical colu-mns beneath, although there is
some evidence of a small clockwise twisting of the middle sections.
Such evidence is; twisting in the columns of the flight deck bents, the
unequal opening of the expansion joint at frame 111 1/2, and the slight
starboard translation of the deck at frame 63 1/2. Plate 4 also shows
the vertical displacements of the port and starboard deck edges Is
greatest at the expansion joints, these being -in way of the wobble bent
columns. It Is significant that there is little vertical displacement
at the starboard edge where the wobble columns generally held well
but is very pronounced on the port side where the wooble columns
tore loose. The slight movement starboard is attributed to the slight
lifting of the pads under the starboard columns. The centerline of
the flight deck is sharply peaked between the elevators from blast
pressure which entered the hangar space through the port side.
Detail discussion of the four areas follows:

Area 1. Forward edge of flight deck to frame 63 1/2.

This is the least affected p~ortion of the deck, and
appears '-o be flat and usable forward of frame 30, except for a dis-
tinct gouge in the wood decking at frame 26, about 3 feet inboard of 4
the starboard deck edge. The decking in this area is splintered and
suggests impact damage by flying debris. Photographs on pages
168 and 169 show the flight deck forward of frame 35. Between
frames 30 and 43, there is a faint wave pattern running along the
port side of the deck outboard of the elevator opening although theV
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plane of the structure is relatively true as depicated in photographs on
page 170 and page 171. The deck, outboard of the forward elevator
opening on the starboard side, remains sensibly true as far aft as
frame 56. The connections of the island to the flight deck are uniform-
ly good. See photograph on page 162. Along the lower margin of this
photograph to right of center, can be seen indications of a depression
which extends transversely across the elevator opening between frame
40 and 45 and attains a maximum magnitude of approximately 9"1 on
the centerline at the opening. This depression originates in the ex-
tremely deep deformation of the upper panel of bulkhead 45. See
photographs on pages 265 and 266. From the after edge of the elevator
to the expansion joint at frame 63 1/2, the deck has been distinctly
bowed by pressure in the hangar space. The photograph on page 166
shows this condition very clearly. The photographs on pages 175 and
176 are general views of this area, looking aft, and indicate a grad-
ual rise in the deck from starboard towards port, along the expansion
joint. The condition of the port side of the deck outboard of the elevat-
or opening can bee seen in the photograph on page 175 which illustrates,
also, the sharp break at the deck edge at frame 58; resulting, in a dis-
placement of four M~et from the normal position at the expansion joint.
Page 178 is an excellent partroyal of the general configuration of the
deck. The photograph on page 185 portrays, generally, the condition
of the deck in the vicinity of the expansion joint, port side. The
photograph on page 191 shows this area as seen looking forward from
frame 70. Although this photograph was taken after Test B there.
was no apparent change as a result of that test. *The photograph on
page 186 details the 4 foot by 3 foot burned area at frame 58 and
indicates considerable charring in this region. The airplane which
had been located on this section of the deck was partially destroyed
by fire and is probably the source of this damage. Pages 162 - 186
and 219 - 222 are views of this area.

Area 2.

Between the expansion joints at frames 63 1/2 and 84
1/2 the deck is sharply peaked along the centerline and the wood
decking is fractured at the peak. The ridge at frame 63 1/2 is
approximately 4 1/2 feet above the normal plane of the deck. From
this pisition at frames 63 1/2 it drops slightly to approximately 3
feet, 10 inches, at frame 70 and then rises to 6 feet above normal
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at frame 84 1/2. The peaking effect on- the port side does not begin
at the deck edge as pages 224 and- 225 -show it does starboard, but
in the vicinity of the hangar bent columns, as is- indicated by splinter-
ing of the wood decking in lines which approximately parallel the
deck edge. The photograph on page 195 shows two fracture lines.,
the inboard of which occurs approximately 11 1/2 feet inboard of the
port edge and is sensibly -directly over the inboard toe of the heavy
brackets.bq1ow. The outboard fracture is, by measurement, approx-
imately 3C. from the inboard line and agrees very well with con-
ditions shown on page 228 which applies to the starboard side aft
of frame 84 1/2. This fracture line ceases abruptly. at frame 80
where a definite transverse break in the deck occarrs as shown in
photographs on page 192 and page 195. From the deck -edge, which
Is about one foot above normal at the expan~sion joint, the deck on
the port side aft of frame 80 rises to the ridge in a relatively fair
curve. The joints in the end plates of the expansion joint at frame
63 1/2 and in the plates covering the deck openings are broken and
separated as shown in photographs on pages 189 and 190. Pages
187 - 196 and 223 - 227 are views of this area.

Area 3.

The condition of this area iS similar to, but somewhat
worse than, that in Area 2. The starboard corner is down about 7
inches below normal at frame.86. Between the expansion joint and
frame 88, starboard, the deck risers, to the peak from the deck edge.
Page 224 shows a definite change in contour at frame 88. Aft of
this frame there is clear evidence on pages 153, 201, 202, 224, and
228 of a fracture pattern paralleling the deck edge, port and star-
board, approximately 9 feet distant from 'it and similar to that
occurring in Area 2, port side. The peaking is more pronounced,,
being 6' - 10"1 at frame 84 1/2, 6' - 10" at frame 90, 5' - 11"1 at
frame 100 and decreases in a smooth curve to 2' - 6" above
normal at frame 111 1/2. The wood and steel deck are broken and
separated, transversely at frame 95 from 9 feet inboard of the port
deck edge to 9. feet inboard of the -starboard deck edge. See photo-
graphs on pages 201, 202 and 228 for views of this deck separation.
Pages 198 - 207 and 228 - 229 are views of this area and the
expansion joint- at frame 111 1/'2. A 10,000 gallon gasoline storage
tank which weighed approximately three tons was installed on the
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port side near the after elevator. This tank slid across the. deck

and went overboard on the starboard side.

Area 4.

The photographs on pages 150 and 151 show very clearly
the condition of this area. The expansion joint at frame 111 1/2,
between areas 3 and 4 is open about 8"1 on the starboard side and
about 22"1 on the port side. Due to the tipping of area 4 from the
force of the blast on the port quarter, the port side deck edge is
raised about 14"1 and the starboard side is down approxi mately
1"1. The force of the blast pushed area 4 aiDout 6"1 to starboard with
respect to area 3. Page 151 shows that the deck between the expansion
joint and the forward edge of the elevator opening is in good condition
except for some irregularity of contour. This area of the deck is
not peaked but showed the effect of the force from below which
caused the peaking of areas 2 and 3. The starboard side of the deck,
in way of the elevator opening, is in good condition. The port side
of the deck in way of the elevator opening is slightly depressed, due
to partial collapse of the longitudinal beam below, and there is con-
siderable splintering and loosening of the wood deck covering. These
effectes way be seen on pages 207, 208 and 209. The area affected
Which also contains a hole in the steel deck about 1 foot wide, cen-
ters at about frame 119. Chocks for the after wheels of the water
trailer, which was located her, appear to be intact and indicate
that the trailer jumped out of the chocks. Aft of the elevator open-
ing the starboard deck edge appears true although the after corner
is up a little. Between the after edge of the elevator opening and
frame 137 the deck is severely warped and the wood deck covering
is practically burned off by the intense fires below. The port
deck edge at frame 131 is -up about 3 feet above normal in a peak
which starts at about frame 128. The peak drops to approximately
normal level at about frame 137. Between frame 137 and 138
the deck is torn from the port edge to within approximately 8 feet
of the centerline.

The port after corner of the deck is missing. The
boundaries of the missing corner are: the after edge of the deck,,
the por~t side of the deck, the tear. between 137 and 138, and a
line paralled to the centerline and approximately 18 feet from the
deck edge. The transverse deck beam at frame 140 is bent up
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almost 900 from the present deck edge. Pages 150 - 151 and 215 -

218 show the tear, the bent deck beam and the corner void. Page 217 shows
that the inboard boundary of the void runs along the line of the hull
structure below and points toward the conclusion that the missing
corner was ripped off by reflected blast, Pages 218 shows a section
of the deck, just aft of the tear and inboard of the missing corner,
bent up and standing about 10 feet above the deck.

Gallery Deck. 2

The starboard gallery deck walkways and gun positions
were virtually untouched as far as the expansion joint aft except for
an occasional bent rail stanchion. The bulwark of the gallery walkway.
on the port side 'ls bent inboard slightly between frames 13 and 18.
The bulwark plating is somewhat dished and the stiffeners are slightly
crumpled just above the walkway due to betding of the bulwark. Between
frames 18 and 24 the gallery structure is missing. The railings are
bent in between frames 26 and 28 but the walkway appears otherwise
sound. The director station tub, frames 26 to 29 is bent upwards at
about a 45 de~gree angle but appears to be in good condition, the walk-
ways between frames 29 and 39 is bent up and distorted. The gun tub
frames 32 to 35 is missing. See page 230. The outboard section of
the gun tub frames 39 to 42 is missing but the main portion appearos
to be undamaged. The gallery level structure between frames 42 to
'I is missing with the exception of two I-beams which project from,'the side of the gallery. The radio mast at frame 62 is bent over the

flight deck and the walkway structure is bent up at angle of approximately
300 , see pages 73 - 76, 168, 170, 171, 172, 185 and 186.

The gallery level structure frames 63 1/2 to 84 1/2 is
generally damaged on the port side, as follows: gun tub and walkway
frames 66 - 71 is bent up at approximately a 450 anigle, the outboard
deck section and bulwark of the gun position of frame 71 - 74 is miss-
Ing and the forward and after sections of this bulwark are blown
sharply forward. See page 76. Page 77 shows that the gallery structure
between frames 74 and 80 is missing and between frames 80 and 84
1/2 it is blown tight against the main structure, On the starboard
side, the stacks and uptakes are generally demolished but the uptake
support frames and walkways appear to be in a satisfactory condition.
See pages 34, 35, 76 and 77. The gallery walkway on the starboard
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side ar' of frame 84 1/2 is normal except that railings in a few places
have been mutilated by planes or debris sliding off the deck. On the
port side, the walkway is folded flat against the main structure between
frames 84 1/2 and 89. The 20mm gun tub at frame 90 is tilted up about
15 degrees but is in servideable- condition otherwise. The walk-
way aft of frame 98 is generally folded up, and the radio mast is bent
across the deck in line with the blast and is about 3 feet above deck at
the inboard end. The director tub at frame 98 is in good condition,
and the walkway between framt..s 100 and 105 is usable although
railings are bent and twisted. The radio mast at frame 100 is bent
across the flight deck in line with blast and at an angle with the deck
of 300*. The outboard deck sector and bulwark of the 40mm gun tub
at frame is missing and the forward and after bulwarks are laid
forward slightly at the outboard edge. Aft of this tub the walkway
is laid tight against the main structure to frame 111- 1/2. An armly
gasoline truck apparently was not moved by the blast. See pages
35, 77, 78, 152 and 153 for views of these areas.

Along the starboard gallery walkway the 40mm gun in
the tub between frames 115 - 118 has been misaligned by equipment
sliding over the deck edge. Pages 37, 39, 151. and 152 are views of
this tub after removal of the gun for inspection. Various parts of
the .26 foot whal1eboats from the boat stowage 10 feet below, are lay-
Ing in the walkway at frame 123. Eight torpedo and bomb trucks
are laying on the flight deck or walkway in the general area of frame
124. The gallery structure is in generally good condition. Tbe walk-
way, port side, is laid tight against the main structure as far aft as
frame 122. Aft of 122 the walkway is pushed down and the radio
mast is pointing outboard at frame 125. Aft of 125 the gallery struct-
ure suffered the generally severe disruption characteristic of other
structure in the port quarter. See pages 38 - 43, 81 - 86, and 231 -

237.

In the instances noted above where the outboard sector
of a gun tub and its attached bulwark are missing, the failure is pro-
bably due to failure of the bolts in the connection to permanent
structure.

Main Deck (stern to frame 18).

The deck is in good condition from the jack staff to frame 8.
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On the port side no noticable damage occurred between frames 8 and
the enclosed portion of the ship which begins at frame 18. Deck
erections are in good condition. While one of the service ships was
alongside in the target area, she dished the starboard sheer strake
heavily at frame 10 1/2, causing a long.itudinal bulge at the deck edge
between frames 12 and 13 from the shell to 6 feet inboard. The
deck in this area is moderately washboarded. The port after corner
of the hatch between frames 10 - 12, starboard of centerline, is ripped
from the deck and lifted about I" and the port side of the coaming is
dished about 1" .

Main deck (frame 144 to stern).

As shown on pages 84 - 86 and 576 - 577, the port side
of the main deck, aft of bulkhead 144 and outboard of 10 feet to port
of the centerline, suffered severe disruption. The deck plating
tore transversely approximately 6 feet along bulkhead 144 and frame
146. Between these frames the connection between the main deck
and the side plating has held and the deck. edge lifted approximately
18 inches above its normal position. The rest of the deck on the
port side, outboard of the bulwark of the gun spo nson, has been
pulled down to an angle of approximately 60* with tht- .Lorizontal by
the extreme dishing of the shell and transom. Panels of bulkhead 144
are severely dished. The side plating, port side is bulged and is
dished on the starboard side. The deck plating on the starboard
side is also locally buckled. The bulwark around the after gun
sponson is severely distorted along the straight portion. One section
of the port side is laid inboard approximately 750 while the star-
board side bowed outboard several inches as shown on page 585.
The deck of the sponson on the port side is depi-essed about 25' from
the horizontal, outboard of a line about 3 1/2 feet from the centerline.
The depression in the portside panel of the 40mm R.S. handl ing
room, frames 148 - 150 on the centerline, shown on page 84 is
approximately one foot deep. Page 582 shows the separation of the
connection between this panel and the main deck for the full length
of the panel. This photograph shows very clearly that the stlffeners
as well as the plating pulled free. The after panel of this house
is dished about 3" and is separated from the deck for approximately
18" inboard of the port corner. The starboard panel of the house
is dished about 3" from reflection of the blast off the 20# shield shown
on page 585.
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The forward panel of this house was protected by a locker and was
not dished. The locker however, was dished approximately 6"' by the
blast in funneling between the locker and bulkhead 144. This action
is consistent with results on other target ships. The overhead,
which forms the deck of the 40mm, director station over, sagged 3"-
forward of the after panel and drooped slightly aft of it. The H-beam
columns, at frame 148, port and starboard, which form the quarter
point supports for the overhanging structure above 01 level are
twisted and have pulled loose from the upper brackets. See pages
581 to 586, inclusive. Page 578 illustrates the deformation of the
01 level aft of bulkhead 144 and the distortion of the longitudinals.
Pages ,57D, 580, and 583 - 586 show the rupturing, twis~ing and
general misalignment of the structure aft of bulkhead 144 and above'
the main deck. The boat handling platform frames 123 - 129 hangar
deck level, is undamaged on the starboard side but, as shown on
page 83, the port platform is bent upwards at angle averaging about
300 with the horizontal. The davits and operating machinery, port
side, are useless. Pages 135 - 142 depict the port platform, and
adjacent structure.I

(b) Usability of deck in damaged condition.

The flight deck is absolutely inusable as a carrier deck
in its present condition. The forward section is -repairable and is
safe for all ordinary purposes. The two center sections are not
repairable but are safe for walking. There is a possibility that some
portions of these two sections would fall if the ship were taken to
sea in heavy weather. The after section is not repairable and is
not completely saife for walking.

The main deck forward of bulkhead 18 is perfectly us-
able, as is the starboard gallery walkway, boat handling platform
and main deck aft of bulkhead 144. The port gallery walkway is
usable aft of frame 18. Aft of frame 18 the gallery structure, boat
handling platform and the main deck aft of bulkhead 144 are not
usable or repairable.

*(c) Condition of equipment and fittings.

1L The anchoring, tow-lng and mooring fittings and equip-
ment are intact and usable forward, and on the starboard side, only, aft.
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2. Boats and boat handling; liferafts, There were two 26
foot motor whaleboats on board before the test; one port aiA one star-
board; located at frame 126. There is no trace of the port boat and
the handling winch is jammed and broken due to deformation of the
supporting platform. The port davits are twisted and bent, and the
overhead structure which supports the falls is structurally weak
from effects of the blast. All of the starboard boat handling gear
appears to be intact although the boat was demolished. Parts of this
boat are reposing on the gallery walkway over. The life rafts on the
starboard side, which remnain, are intact and are apparently usable.
The three which remain are forward of frame 31. The four which
are missing were installed at frames 36, 44, 90 and 92. Only one
life raft was stowed on the port side. It remains at frame 44p hangar
deck level, and appears to be. unusable. It is partially free of its
lashings.

3. Airplane handling gear. Both elevators were locked
at the flight deck level before the test, but were blown overboard.
The locks for the forward elevator are in the following condition:
Forward starboard retracted, and apparently not sheared; After
starboard appears to be iln like condition; Forward port projects
approximately 1"1 beyond face of lock but does not appeai to be
sheared or deformed; After port projects approximately 1/4"
beyond face of lock and does not appear to be sheared. The L.ort
waterway around the elevator opening is torn in way of the girder
rail and is folded clear. The starboard waterway is distinctly
humped in way of the guide rail and both locks. The auxiliary parts
of the locks, such as yokes and guide rods, show some distortion.
The guide rods, center retaining rod and lock pad may have been dis-
torted by movement of the ship under the blast load, or by the
elevator in leaving the ,hip. The latter cause appears more probable
and would also account for the purely local deformation of the water-
way bar. There appears to be a distinct possibility that the elevators
failed approximately along the centerline, of the ship in the same
fashion as Areas 2 and 3- of the flight deck and were then blown over-
board. The pressure relief obtained by loss of the elevators would
account, in part for the lack of flight deck peaking in Areas 1 and 4.
The waterway bar around the after elevator is only slightly affected,
the two port locks are projecting about l", the after starboard locks
projects approximately 2"1 and the pedestal of the forward starboard
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lock is broken. The airplane crane just forward of the island, appears
to have been lifted so as to unseat it at the base of the kingpost and
cant it about 10* forward and 15* to starboard.

4. Barriers, arresting gear and catapults. The flight
deck sheaves and barrier stanchions appear to be intact, but the
wires are pulled because the oil shock absorbing gear, which was
supported just below the flight deck, has fallen to the hangar deck.
Parts of this equipment are visible on pages 255, 257, 259, 260 and 261.

The securing bolts failed due to the movement of the f'lght
deck.

The two arresting gear units between frames 132 and 135
are in place but are scorched and somewhat warped from fire and
movement of the deck., The catapult and catapult tracks forward of
frame 40 appear to be in good condition but the machinery on the.
gallery deck is displaced, probably by shock. One of the starboard
airflasks has moved about 1" to starboard due to failure of a strap.
The port catapult has not. been operated due to shifting of the motor
by foundation spreading. The motor and tank foundation shifted about -

6"1 to port, and there was considerable oil leakage. The gage board and
control panel have also shifted to starboard.

F. Exterior I-ull (Auove w.l.).

(a) Condition of exterior hull plating and causes of damage.

There is little immediately apparent damage of great
significance to the starboard shell between the bow and frame 120.
Pages 30 to 38 and 46 to 48 cover this portion of the hull. Page 31
however, shows denting along the top of the sheer strake in the
vicinity of frame 15. This area was damaged while in the target
area by one of the assisting ships and so was an area at main deck
level, frames 32 to 39. The ripples immediately below, which
extend to the waterline at frame 14, may be due to working of the
ship in service or to a slight whipping of te bow from the pressure
wave. The occurrance at this location, which is one of the weaker
spots in the ship's girder, suggests blast ef'fect as the probable
cause but evidence is somewhat too local to be satisfactorily con-
elusive. The mild, but definite, herringbone failure pattern in the
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region of frame 20, pictured on page 47, is an indication that the ship's
structure was pushed to starboard by the blast.

Some evidence of normal service washboarding Is visible,
just above the waterline in the region of frames 95 to 100,. on page 36.
Deformation which is attributable to the blast begins at frame 120
and continues to the stern. See pages 37 to 41, inclusive. Pages 49
and 50 show a muddled failure pattern between the main and second.
deck at frame 120 which develops into a clearly defined wrinkle just
above the third deck at frame 124 and continues to the waterline at
frame 127. just below the third deck, a series of panel ripples
begin at frame 124 and continue to frame 142. These patterns are
visible on pages 36 - 44, and page 49. The above deformations are
consistant, results of an hypothesis that under the influence of the
blast, the stern moved to starboard about a vertical axis9 approximately
at frame 126 while tending to rotate clockwise simultaneously about a
longitudina~l axis. Additional evidence of this effect is furnished by
diagonal wrinkling of bulkheads 119, 126 and 132 on the starboard.
side in the vicinity of the waterline. Page 44 supports this view by
indicating faintly a reversal in direction of these waterline panel
failures between frames 142 and the corner of the transom. The
side plating above the main deck and aft of frame 132 is generally
unfair from the fire which raged in this area. The side plating is
ripped from low order detonations between 126 and 136. There is a
rip at frame 144.

The~port shell between the bow and frame 35 is essent-
ially free from any effects of the burst. Page 130 shows some very
light dishing of the side plating panels in the. region of frame 30 and
a shadow line formed by the protection, from the heat wave, furnished
by part of the. gallery walkway.

Between frames 30 and 40 there is no clearcut structural
eTuidence of blast damage although there is irregular panel dishing.

The photograph on page 60, although taken from Test B
which caused no discernable increase in structural damage, strikingly
illustrates the progressive worsening of the hull depressions 8and
the clear definition of the deck -lines. Individual panel failures,
above the third deck between frames 55 and 70, are well defined on
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page 66 - 68. The aspect of the ship with respect to the center of 17
burst is such that forward of frame 59 the pressure wave slips along
the shell, whereas the changing shape aft of frame 59 permits im-
pingement by the wave. Forward of this frame, such damage as can
be defined may be classed as secondary, i.e. due to movement of the
ship from action of the burst, or loading of members by pressure
on flight deck, but aft of frame 59 it is indisputably the result of direct
pressure. The trace of blister longitudinal #7 (third deck level)
appears between frames 58 and 59, and that of blister longitudinal
#9 (second deck level) at frame 60. Longitudinal #7 is stove in
approximately 3" between frames 59 and 61, and approximately 2"1
between frames 61 and 63. From an apparently normal condition
at frame 59 the dishing of the side plating between these longitudinals
increases to a depth of 10 inches at frame 71 between #7 and #9, and
8" between #9 and blister top (main deck). Dimensions, from normal,
of these depressions are given on plate Nos. 39 and 40. Dishing of
panels below the third deck becomes apparent at about frame 68.
There is a fragment hole (13" x 13") in the blister plating between
longitudinals #7 and #9 which opened compartment B-304-V. The
fragment could not be found inside. "•etween the blister top and
longit•dinal #9 the maximum depression of 18" occurs at frame
95; between longitudinals #9 and #7, 19" at frame 89; and below
the third deck, 6" between frame 89 and 100. This longitudinal
three panel pattern changes abruptly at frame 106 to a four panel
pattern because of a change in the location of blister longitudinals,
and ceases abruptly at frame 112, where vertical panels begin.
Pages 87 - 93, are elevations showing the conditlon'of• he plating;
pages 98 - 104 are overhead views illustrating the run •X the long-
itudinals and panels. On page 93, notice the shadow cast by the
line at frame 104. Pages 112 and 113 show the blister side plating
between frames 107 and 114. Frame 112 is just forward of the fire
hose. There is a break in the welded seam of the upper blister strake.
Aft of frame 112 the trace of the second deck longitudinals is dis-
cernible; pages 113 and 114 show the deep buckle in the blister
plate just below this longitudinal and emphasize the hard spot at
the juncture of the longitudinal and the floor at frame 116. The
blister is very shallow here and little deformation occurred. The
same construction was used at frame 114 but the floor, page 115,
shows the end of the blister and indicates by the traces of the main,
second and third decks that the shell in this area also is heavily dished.
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The cunter of the propeller guard approximately marks frame 124
and at this frame, as may be. seen in the photograph on page 115., the
trace of the third deck begins to rise. The depression below the
third deck aft of frame 126 is about 2 feet deep and is shown more
clearly on page 116 and 118. The photograp h, on page 115, also
shows the lift of the third deck, the fading out of the trace of the
second deck, and the appearance at about frame 128 of the longitu~d-
inal below the third deck. There are several minor holes and tears
In this region. A very severe tear about frame 129 below the third
deck is probably the result of high local stresses at this point due
to the extreme deformation of the shell. See page 118. At the
same frame, there is a tear along the main deck with a small vert-
ical tear running down from it. The second deck traces disappears
due to the extraordinary deep inward bowing of the shell structure,,
which is out of normal by several feet. In view of the manner in
which the shell below the third deck, forward of frame 126 and aft
of frame 132, retained Its shape, the depression between these frames
Is difficult to explain on any basis except the difference in stiffeiding.
Forward of frame 126, stiffening is provided at every frame; between
frames 126 and 132, 1st platform to 3rd deck, stiffeners are placed
every frame and a half. There is no stiffeninig at frame 133. Above.,,
the third deck there is a stiffener at every frame, Below the third
deck aft of frame 134 the shell is stiffened at each frame except
141 and 143. The photograph on page 96 shows this pattern very
clearly. Had no stiffener been provided at frame 142, the pattern
would have approximated that in evidence between frames 126 - 134.

The structural chaos from frame 130 to the stern is well
illustrated on page 96. At frame 130, main deck, there is a hori-
zontal tear, the end of which, on the frame line, appears to be the
forward terminus of a sharp bend line which runs down and aft to
the second deck at frame 140. The tear extends from frame 130 to
bulkhead 132. Above the main deck, the blast sheared the side
plating vertically along bulkhead 132 and aft along the main deck
to bulkhead 138, and folded the plating inward and aft about bulkhead
138. The shell is ripped vertically between the main deck and the
bend line. The main deck and shell above the bend line have been
pushed down and thus overhang the shell below the bend line.

Aft of bulkhead 138 the appearance of the ship suggests
that the structure above the third deck was pushed forward and to
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starboard lifting the port corner of the transom as it moved. This
warped the third deck line and put several accordian-like pleats in
the transom plating. Between bulkhead 138 and 144 the seam between
the shell and main deck is broken and the sh-ell is folded in, carrying
the second deck with it, until it approaches within appr~xkrnately 1I foot
of the plane of the third deck. The main deck split transversely along
bulkhead 144 and is folded down over the opening in the shell which
has been formed by the violent. action which took place below. The shell
and third deck connection, frames 140 to 146, is torn just above the
toe of the weld. The shell above the third deck, bulkhead 144 to the
stern, has been heavily folded, and being still connected to the main
deck, aft of bulkhead 146, has pulled it in and down in such manner
that the deck overlaps the shell. The port corner of the transom is
folded forward and to starboard around the hard line 10 feet to port
of the centerline, produced by the longitudinal bulkhead between the
second and third decks. This fold appears to extend between the main
deck and bottom of the ship on the transom and is well pictured on
pages 127 and 128. These photographs show, also, that the port
corner of the transom is pulled up out of position. This severe
pulling of the corner can be followed as far forward as frame 136.
Pages 125 - 129 are detail views of this area and show the severe
distortion and tearing of the shell. Pages 128 and 129 show parts of
a bad tear of the transom, 3rd deck level. Part of this tear is con-
cealed by the folding of the shell and transom. The stern'gun sponson
fairing plate is torn at the toe of the weld to the transom from about
2 feet to starboard of the centerline, across the centerline and well
up the port side.

(b) Exterior hull fittings.

Here are but few instance of failures of exterior fittings.
The vertical ladders on the port side aft of the island, made of
formed sections of sheet metal, were badly mangled. These ladders
are typical of those fitted elsewhere on this ship, and on others.
Their failure appears to have been due to the blast, augmented perhaps
by fragments or large pieces of equipment striking them. Several
sets of ladder rungs, formed of solid bar, were welded to the hull be-
fore the test. Several of these rungs are missing from being knocked
off by boats covering alongside, but more have been affected by the

* blast. Formed vertical ladders are vulnerable to such damage also
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and are in general less desirable. It is suggested that where the lad-
der parallels a plated surface, and portability is not necessary, welded
rungs be used. Screwed pipe fittings in the hangar sprinkling system
pulled apart with out visibly stripping the threads. Inspection of the
flanged pipe fittings show instances of 'separation'. Failure in such
systems occurred in the pipes due to failure of supporting structure.
Boat booms and accomodation ladders all of which were secured as
for sea, were carried away by the blast.

(c) Details of Impairment of shear strake.

Such impairment consists of dents in the region of frame
15 on the starboard side, buckle at about frame 120 starboard, and
tears, folds and buckles aft of frame 129 on the port side, and is more
completely discussed in subhead (a) of Iterm F

(W) Condition of side armor externally fitted.

None.

G. Interior Compartments (above the water or armor deck, if fitted).

This item contains the discussion for the hangar space in
addition to that covering the areas surrounded by waterline boundaries.
Item G-1 covers interior compartments as such, and G-2 covers the
hangar space.

Because of marked differences in structural features and the
nature and degree of damage in compartments belc(w the hangar
space as compared with that in the areas forward and aft of this
space, sub-items under G-1 are divided into three parts. The first,
covers all compartments above the waterline and forward of trans-
verse bulkhead 45; the second, compartments below the main deck
between transverse bulkheads 45 and 126; and the third, those spaces
aft of bulkhead 126.

G-1. Interior compartments (above waterline or armor decks).

(a) Damage to structure and causes.
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Compartments forward of the hangar space.

Damage to structure in the gallery deck area forward is
not severe. As a result of the force of the blast on the port side, the
outer bulkhead in the air engineers office, frames 36 to 39, is
buckled inward about fifteen inches. In the air conditioning space aft
of this, frames 42 to 45, the outer bulkhead is dished in about four
inches5 and the deck bulged upward about six inches. The foundation
for the air conditioning unit is distorted. The flight deck bent, frame
42, shows a bad buckle at the toe of the bracket, and the web of the
transverse deck beam is wrinkled at a point about eighteen feet in-
board of the port bent column. The downward component of the blast on
this level accounted in mnaj or part for damage to the overhead. The
scratch gauge at frame 42 on the centerline recorded 7/8 inch
relp"L1ve movement between the flight and gallery decks. Transverse
bulkhead 45 is bulged inward about fifteen inches as a result of the
force of the blast which penetrated the hangar space and exerted
force on the after face of the bulkhead. Photos pages 243 and 244
show damage to this bulkhead and to equlipment mounted on the for-
ward face of the bulkhead, in the 0.1.0. room. Photos pages 266
and 268 show the deflection of the bulkhead as viewed from the hangar
space.

On the forecastle deck the overhead, at bulkhead 29,
appears to have approximately one inch permanent downward def-
lection at the centerline, and the port side of the 40 millimeter
ammunition hoist at fram~e 29 was distorted slightly. At frame 35
the transverse bulkhead was bulged forward approximately one

-inch; and between frames 44 and 45 the decks showed slight wrinkl-
* ing, due mainly to the forward deflection of divisional bulk-head 45

from air blast which entered the hangar space aft of the bulkhead.
* The bulged bulkhead is shqwn on photo page 245. The deck over-

head is deflected downward slightly, buckling the starboard stanchion
at frame 42 and slightly buckling the port stanchion at this frame.
Due to the inward movement of the port shell under the impact of
the blast, a bulged area approximately 3 inches deep, was observed
between frames 29 and 32. Shell stringers in this panel were dis-
torted at both ends. The deck adjacent to the bulged shell is buckled
downward about 4 1/2 inches. The inward bulging of the shell dis-
cussed above extends aft to frame 42. Between frames 32 and 35
the bulge was about 2 1/2 inches; between frames 35 and 37, about
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2 Inches; and between frames 37 and 39, the bulge is only 1 1/2 inches.
Shell stringers in way of the above bulged areas are distorted at
intersections with the shell frames.

Damage oan the main deck forward of the hangar space,
frame 45 to the bow, was much less severe than that on the levels
above. Structure above the main deck served to shelter main deck'
compartments from the downward force of the blast. In the wardroom
messroom between frames 29 and 32 the shell Is bulged inward approx-
imately 2 inches. The inward movement of the shell deformed long-
itudinals at the end connections, and buckled the flange of the longitud-.
inal about one inch. The deck overhead in way of this damage is
buckled downward 4 1/2** immediately inboard of the sholl.. The In-
ward bulges along the port shell extend on aft as far as transverse
bulkhead 45 in the following order. Between frames 32 and 35 the
shell is bulged 3 inches; between frames 35 and 37, 1 1/2 Inches;
frame 37 to bulkhead 39, 1 inch; and between bulkheads 39 an~d 45
only slight bulging is Indicated. Shell longitudinals in way of the
bulged panels, in general, show distortion and strain particularly
at points near the connection to the frames. Transverse bulkhead
39 shows a diagonal buckle, running from high outboard at the star-
board shell to low inboard for approximately one third the breadth
of the ship. The buckle was distinct but shallow as indicated by a
general forward dish in the bulkhead of 1/2 Inch. Apparently the
downward movement of the structure above this space as a result
of the force of the blast on the flight deck caused the compression
buckle in the bulkhead. On the starbo'ard side the shell panels are
bulged Inward to various degrees from frame 29 to transverse bulk-
head 45. Between-frames 29 and 32 the shell Is bulged 3 Inches; be-
tween 32 and 35, 6 Inches; between 35. and 37, 3/4 inch; and between
frames 37 and 39, 1 1/2 Inches. Shell stringers In way of the bulged
areas show bowing and deformation near the welded connections at
the shell frames'. This starboard shell damage is believed to have
been inflicted by a tug or other service vessel after the test. Trans-
verse bulkhead 45 shows a smooth bulge extending from port to star-
board between the forecastle and main deck levels. The maximum
bulge, about 5 Inches near the centerline, is seen best from the
opposite side of the bulkhead In the hangar space as shown. on
photos, pages 265 to 271.

Compartments on the second deck forward of the han-
gar space suffered relatively little damage from the downward
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component of the blast as a result of the protection afforded by the
overhead structure, consisting of the main forecastle, gallery and
flight decks. Forward of frame 45 the following damage was observed.
The starboard shell forward of bulkhead 3.2 is bulged inboard a max-
imum of 2 inches in the upper half of the panel. The shell longitudinal
stringer at mid-height shows signs of strain. The two outboard main
deck longitudinals overhead, exhibit cracked paint at the afterside
of bulkhead 32. The paint on frame 31 is cracked at the connection
to the overhead. The main deck, overhead, isWtudded ,inward 3
inches just inboard of the -port shell for a distance of 33 inches
forward of bulkhead 35. The outboard deck longitudinal shows a 2
inch buckle 42 inches forward of bulkhead 35. The paint on shell
frame 34 shows cracks at the main dock.* Vi'ere 'is no damage between bulk-
heads 35 and 39. Bulkhead 41 shows a 1/4 inch buckle 12 inches
inboard of the port shell. This extends from the second deck to
a 12 inch. Pipe passing through bulkhead 41, 12 inches below the main
deck. Downward movement of the main deck is evidenced by thq
buckling of deck longitudinals just forward of bulkhead 45. Buckling
is greatest at the centerline longitudinal, the flange of which shows
a one inch offset. This is the outer fringe of the damage on the
second deck in way of the forward elevator pit, the bottom of which
is the main deck, which suffered severe downward 'deflection as
a result of the blast wave which penetrated the hangar spaces. Dam-
age to bulkhead 45 is shown graphically on plate number 29.

Forward of bulkhead 45 there is no. structural damage
on or below the third deck.

Below the main deck in way of the hangar, frames 45 to 126.

Interior compartment structure above the waterline in
way of the hangar suffered considerably more damage than similar
structures forward of the hangar. As a result of the blast action
in the hangar, the hangar deck was pushed do'wn generally between
bulkhaads 45 and 126 taking the main deck with it. This load was
transmitted to the bulkheads and stanchions in compartments on
the second deck with resultant distortion in these members, the
degree of distortion depending primarily of the rigidity of the
structure above and the support provided below.
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The main deck between frames 45 and 56 serves as the
bottom of the forward elevator pit in the hangar space. The blast
wave in the hangar space caused the entire main decks in this area
to be deflected downward, seriously damaging the supporting structure
beneath. About one foot forward of frame 47,. a welded butt, apparently
at a joint in a flush patch or filler plate, failed. The failure extends
from a point about 4 feet inboard of the port shell to another point
6 1/2 feet farther inboard. The 25 pound plate material, obviously
had not been correctly prepared for welding, as the fracture showed
no evidence of beveling of the plate edges prior to welding. The
resultant incomplete penetration contributed to a major degree in
the failure of the joint. This failure is best shown on photograph page
273, taken from within the hangar space. In way of this failure the
outboard deck longitudinal is completely fractured at the welded butt joint.
The second and third outboard longitudinals show strain at transverse
beam 47. Transverse bulkhead 49 is badly buckled below the main
deck longitudinals. The buckle, running parallel to and about 12 inches
below the overhead is approximately 6" deep and about 12" wide.
It starts at the second main deck longitudinal inboard of the port
shell and extends athwartship to a 12" pipe passing through the bulkr
head, 10 feet inboard of the starboard shell. There are six minor
splits in bulkhead 49 in way of the buckle, ranging from 3 to 12
inches in length. The entire watertight door at the centerline and
the bulkhead in way of the door were deflected forward pivoting about
the bottom of the bulkhead. The door and immediately adjacent
plate remained essentially straight and apparently tight. Light
stiffeners on the after side of the bulkhead bent in way of the buckle,
and in some cases the welds to the bulkhead failed. The second
stiffener to starboard of centerline initiated a three way tear in
the main deck by a punching action when the deck was depressed by
the blast. The tear extends 18 inches forward. The latter is in

the zone of weakness of a seam. See plate number 30 and photo-
graph page 592. The heavy transverse beam at frame 53 is deflected
smoothly beginning just inboard of the port outboard longitudinal.
A 4 inch pipe stanchion to the transverse beam at frame 53, at the
port quarter breadth, buckled at midheight and deflected 19 inches
to port, as shown on photograph page 600. The cutout in the web
of the main deck transverse beam at *rame 53 on the port side
cohtributed to the distortion of the member. Cutouts of this nature
in members which were highly stressed during the tests, although
restrengthened somewhat by doublers and stiffeners, have been
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shown to constitute serious structural weaknesses, the effects of
which are well illustrated on photograph pages 598 and 599.
Plates 5 and 26, and photograph pages 596, 597 and 601 illustrate
the depression of the overhead in the buckling of joiner bulkheads
in the area between transverse structural bulkheads 49 and 57.
Plate 31 shows a 6 inch downward deflection of the main deck,
primarily along the center breadth of bulkhead 57. Between bulk.-
heads 57 and 69 the number 1 and 2 boiler uptakes bulkheads
effectively aided in the support of the main deck, with a result that
only a slight amount of strain in structural members on the star-
board side was observed. Since the greater part of the uptake
bulkhead structure on this level is to starboard of the ship's center-
line, structure on the port side showed considerable strain and de-
formation. An example of such damage is the main deck beam at
the quarter breadth stanchion at frame 53 shown on photo page 602.
Bulkhead 69 shows buckling principally on the port side where the
overhead is down approximately 1 1/2 inches and the bulkhead is
torn at the overhead. On the starboard side the bulkhead outboard
of the door is wrinkled horizontally. In the area between bulkheads
69 and 79, the support of the longitudinal bulkheads on each side
of the centerline materially contributed to the support of the main
and hangar deck structure overhead, with a result that the downward
deflection of the overhead on the starboard side is slight, while on
the port side in way of the passage a major downward deflection
of approximately 1 1/2 inches was observed. On photograph page 605
the deflection of the main deck beam at frame 72 just outboard of the
port longitudinal bulkhead and the weakening effect of the cutouts
in the web of the beam are clearly shown. Bulkhead 79 is buackled
from port to starboard as a result of a 2 inch downward movement
of the overhcead at the port quarter breadth, the deflection gradually
decreasing toward the centerline and starboard quarter breadth. There
is a bad tear at the top of the bulkhead between the door and port
shell. Boiler uptake bi~kheads 3 and 4 so effectively contributed to
the support of the overhead to starboard of centerline between
bulkheads 79 and 91, that there is practically no damage to
structure on this side of the ship. To port of centerline where there
is considerably less support, the overhead is depressed approx-
imately 2 1/2 inches at the quarter breadth point. Photograph
page 607 shows a transverse beam at frame 88 on the port side,
crippled just outboard of the uptake structural bulkhead. Not-e
the weakening effect of the cutouts in the web of the beam for fore
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and aft runs of piping. Web frame is fractured at the edge of the
weld connecting it to the S.T.S. stringer strake in the main deck
above. This failure is due to the tremendous upward pull exerted
on the stringer strake by the upward force of the blast pressure
wave in the hangar against the flight deck above. This upward
force was transmitted through flight deck bent 89 the footing of
which is connected to the upper side of the stringer strake of which
is connected to the upper side of the stringer strake, over web
frame 89, by heavy welds. Photos pages 608, 609 and 610 show
the failure in the web while pages 442 and 441, respectively, show
the flight deck bent footing, the weld to the stringer strake and the
failure of the weld joining the bent to the shear strake. The long-
itudinal bulkhead on the port side for a distance of one frame forward
of frame bulkhead 91 was crushed downward approximately 2 inches.
A view of the damage to the bulkhead from the after side is shown on
photograph page 611. Bulkhead 91 is deeply wrinkled on the port
side and the door is non tight. There is a horizontal wrinkle through
the center portion of the bulkhead and a severe wrinkle inboard the
starboard door, which remained tight. The overhead between trans-
verse bulkheads 91 and 101 in way of the crew's galley was generally
depressed, ranging from as much as 5 inches in areas near and
slightly to port of centerline and midway between bulkheads 91 and
101. The fact that there is no support for the overhead, other than
the shell and the deck structure itself, between 91 and 1.01, accounts
for the deep and general depression of the overhead in this area,
as illustrated by photograph pages 612 to 617, inclusive. Bulkhead
101 is buckled with maximum distortion occurring on the portside
in way of the watertight door. The overhead here is depressed
approximately 2 inches. See photograph pages 618 and 619. Aft of
bulkhead 101, in the crew's berthing space, C-201-L, structural
damage is much increased. In addition to the overhead being
deflected downward, the port shell in this vicinity begins to show
considerable evidence of strain and permanent deformation. Trans-
verse bulkhead 101 is buckled forward one inch at the top, and aft
one inch at the bottom, due to approximately one inch downward
movement of the overhead. At frame 103 the main deck transverse
beam to port of the centerline is severely buckled by the inward
movement of the shell. See photo page 620. The centerline stanchion
at frame 106 failed by buckling as shown on photos page 621 and 622.
The transverse beam at this location is deflected downward approximately
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2 1/2 inches. At quarter span points on either side of the stanchion
the deflection increases to approximately 4 1/2 inches. At frame
108 the centerline stanchion is severely buckled by a 5 inch down-
ward deflection of the overhead. Quarter span stanchions, starboard
and port, are buckled to a ]esser degree by deflection of the over-
head at these locations of 2 and I inches respectively. Plate 27
P.nd photograph page 623 indicate the damage inflicted in this area.
From frame 108 aft to frame 113 the downward deflection of the
overhead gradually decreases until at the bulkhead 113 the deflec-
tion is 4 1/2 inches at the starboard quarter breadth, 4 inches at
the centerline and approximately 3 1/!' 'nches at the port quarter
breadth. See plate 32. The downward movement of the overhead
resulting from the force of the trapped blast in the hangar space
above, buckled bulkhead 113 severely at the second deck level as
shown on photos page 626 and 627. Tears occur near the top just
to port of center. The buckles shown are from 6 to 12 inches deep
and run from low port to high starboard, probably indicating, in

* addition to the downward deflection of the overhead a slight star- 4
board movement of the main deck with respect to the structure be-
neath, This movement becomes increasingly apparent as one
progresses aft from C-201-L. Photo page 625 shows a crippled
mid-height port shell longitudinal and other evidence of deformation
such as cracked paint on the shell plating. The slight inward de-
flection of the port shell begins to be apparent in this area, and
becomes more pronounced as one progresses aft. Between frames
113 and 119 the overhead is deflected downward approximately
2 1/2 to 3 inches with a maximum deflection in this space of
approximately 10 inches occurring at bulkhead 119 on the port
side. The inward deflection of the port shell is more apparent
here than in C-201-L. Photo page 628 shows the downward deflection

* of the overhead at bulkhead 119 and clearly indicates the inward
movement of the port shell and the starboard movement of the
main decks, overhead, with respect to the structure beneath. The
buckle in the photograph runs from low outboard to high inboard.

16i Damage to the bulkhead 119 is shown schematically on plate 33.
Deflection of the overhead at frame 115 in this area is shown on
plate 25. Starting just forward of bulkhead 113 there is a compres-
sion wrinkle in the second deck caused by the inward movement of
the shell. This wrinkle extends through compartment C-202-L
and on aft of bulkhead 119. It is about four inches high at bulkhead
119. Structure on the second decks between frames 119 and 126
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Is in way of the after elevator pi~t where the main deck was directly
exposed to the force of the blast- wave which penetrated the hangar..
In this area the overhead was badly deflected with depressions at
frame 122 of 12 inches at the starboa.rd quarter breadth, 4 inches
at the centerline, and 15 inches at the port quarter breadth. As'I
shown on plate 28, port, starboard and centerline stanchions failed
by buckling. The transverse beam at frames 122 fractured in an.
inferior arc weld at a butt joint in way of an intersecting deck
longitudinal. See photos pages 629, 630, and 631. As.a result of
the further" starboard displacement on the main deck with respect
to the structure below, bulkhead 126 shows numerouis diagonal
buckles running In general from, low port to high starboard. See
photo pages 634. The wrinkle in the second deck on the port side
continues on through this compartment, increasing perceptibly as
it runs aft, as shown on photo page 633. The inward movement of
the port shell in way of bulkhead 126 as indicated by the buckling
of the bulkhead in way of the mid-height shell longitudinal is shown
on photo page 635. Wrinkling of the bulkhead further inboard in
way of the wrinkle in the second deck is shown at the lower left
in the photograph.

On the third deck in way of the hangar space, between
transverse bulkheads 45 and 126, the structural damage is much
less severe than on the second deck. Between' transverse bulk-
heads 45 and 49 there is no structural damage. Between bulkheads
49ýand 57 the overhead has been deflected downward several
inches with a result that the final permanent set after the "spring
back" was approximately one inch. Photo page 655 shows the
failure in a butt weld in starboard quarter span stanchion at
frame 53 in compartment A-312-3L and cracked paint on the over-
head indicating strain. Bulkhead 57 was slightly crushed by the
permanent downward deflection of the overhead one inch on the
port side and approximately 1/2 inch on the starboard side. Bulk-
head 69 was very slightly crushed as indicated- by slight buckling
b ~ nd cracked paint in areas adjacent to the shell and port and star-
board doors. Between 69 and 79 structural bulkheads showed
only a very slight amount of strain or buckling. Between bulk-
heads 79 and 91 the uptake bulkheads acted effectively in resist-
Ing the downward movement of the overhead. Some slight indications
of second deck deflection are noted, however, in the form of crack-
ed paint or faint buckles in structural bulkheads, such as shown
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on trunks B-321-T on photo page 656. Bulkhead 91 has six or eight
lightly buckled areas and is slightly crushed indicat- ng that the deck
to port of centerline is deflected about 1/2 inch. It is depressed
to a negligible degree on the starboard side. The shell frames on
the port side between frames 91 and 101 appear to be slightly de-

formed indicating some inward movement of the shell. The over-
head between frames 91 and 101 is depressed as indicated by the

slight downward deflection of the overhead at bulkhead 91 and a
somewhat increased amount of deflection at bulkhead 101. See photo s
page 657, 658 and 659. Bulkhead 101 is wrinkled vertically along
the port shell, and buckled several inches deep along the bottom near
the port side. Wrinkles run through the port door which is badly
warped and non-tight. On the starboard side there is a wrinkle
outboard the starboard door. Aft of frame 101, in compartment
C-301-L, the overhead to port of centerline is deflected downward
from one to two inches as indicated by the crippling of the trans-
verse girder at frame 104. Photo page 660 shows the girder and
the weakening effect of the cutouts affected to facilitate the arrange-
ment of piping. Further evidence of second decks deflection, al-
though only to a slight extent on the starboard side, is evidenced
through the cracking of paint and slight distortion in the web of the
transverse beam in way of the supporting quarter span stanchion.
Port side web frames from 101 to 113 and mid-height shell long-
itudinals from 108 to 113 clearly reveal the inward deflection of
the port shell resulting from the air blast. Photo page 662 shows
only slight distortion in webs 104 and 106. Photos pages 663, 664,
665, and 667 show seriously buckled members. Photos pages 665
and 666 show the fracture of the welded connection between the web
of frame 110 and the third deck. The maximum deflection of the
shell between frame 110 and 113 is approximately 3 1/2 inches.
E Balkhead 113 is buckled on the port side with the ridge of' the buckle45
running from low starboard to high port, indicating in addition to
the slight downward movement of the overhead in this area, that
the second deck has moved slightly to starboard with respect to
the structure below. Photos pages 668, 669, and 670, show the
buckle in bulkhead 113. On the port side aft of bulkhead 113, in the
fruit and vegetable locker C-307-2A, the beam at 116 has been bent lp

dewnward. and the shell frame, bowed inboard. See photo page 671.
The starboard movement of the second deck and port shell are
clearly shown on photo page 672 in the buckling of the athwartship
ventilation duct and transverse bulkhead 119. Compartment C-308-1A
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shows the inward deflection of the port shell between frame 120 and'
bulkhead 123. The degree of deflection of the main deck is considerz.-
ably increased from bulkhead 123 and aft to 126 and reaches a
maximum of approximately 15 inches as shown on photo page 675
and 676. Note the failure of the mid-height shell longitudinal in a
welded butt. Bulkhead 126 is buckled from the one inch downward
deflection of the overhead and the starboard movement of the
second deck as shown in photo pages 678 and 679. The port shell
is severely bulged in way of the bulkhead.

Compartments aft of the hangar space (above watErline).

Aft of the hangar space, damage to structure in way of
interior compartments above the waterline is devastating. The
severe "punching" effect of the blast which focused on the port
quarter, is plainly evident from bulkhead 126 aft. The thinner shell
plating aft of 126 probably accounts to some degree for the greater
apparent damage in this area, particularly that below the main deck.
In addition to damage suffered from the direct effects of air blast
from the explosion of the atomic bomb damage from secondary
effects, such as fire and possible low order explosions of mines
or warheads contributed materially in weakening and distorting
structure in this part of the ship.

On the gallery level the transverse bulkheads of the
portside compartments in the overhang, outside the main shell,
were badly distorted by blast and ravaged by fire. See photos
pages 230, 231, 232, 233 and 235. Damage in the crews shelter
and athwart ship passage due to blast and fire are shown on photo
page 234. The 40 millimeter ready service ammunition room
C-0310-M forward of bulkhead 138 is demolished. See photogrpah
page 237. Blast and fire badly damage bulkhead 138 on the gallery
deck level. Photograph page 236 showing the portside of this bulk-
head illustrates the damage to structure in this area. The flight
deck survey shows the overhead on the gallery deck level to be
deflected downward from 2 to 5 inches. From examination of the
flight deck it appears that the overhead from frame 126 aft to the
flight deck overhang is deflected downward from one to four inches.
The port side of bulkhead 144 has been damaged by blast. The
entire width of bulkhead 144 is damaged by fire, as are the com-
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partments aft of bulkhead 144. Although starboard side compart-
ments on the gallery deck levels were damaged to various degrees
by fire, relatively little damage was sustained on this side of the
ship as a result of air blast. Some slight bulging inboard was noted
on the outboard bulkheads of compartments at this level.

On the poop deck structural damage resulting from the
effects of fire was severe. Damage from air blast on the port side
was extremely heavy. Compartments aft 6f bulkhead 126 and for-
ward of bulkhead 132 are gutted by fires, which spread from the
main deck compartme,,ts below. On the port side the shell in way
of C-0201-EL is deflected inboard and torn. See photo page 247.
The ravapqs of fire and blast are evident in the crews berthing
space aft of bulkhead 132 as shown on photo page 246. Bulkheads
in this area are badly distorted, the overhead is deflected and
burned, and the port shell is torn open by the blast. Aft of bulk-
head 138 in the crews berthing quarters the port side of the struct-
ure, including the port shell, has been demolished by the blast
which penetrated the side of the ship at this location. Additional
structural damage was done by fire which swept the area some-
time after the blast wave struck. The torn shell and disrupted
compartment described as shown on photo page 248. The tear
in the shell is better shown in the photograph on page 249, looking
out board through the side of the ship. The connection between
bulkhead 138 and the deck failed in the welds, as shown on photo
page 250.

Structural damage in way of main deck compartments
aft of the hangar space is extremely heavy. Most of the devast-
ation to the port side structure was the direct result of air blast.
However, considerable damage to structure throughout the spaces
aft of the hangar resulted from fire. Local damage to structure
between frames 126 and 132 on the starboard side resulted from
the low order explosion of the Mk. 24 mine or torpedo warheads
which were apparently "cooked off" by the fire which is considered
to have spread from the carpenter shop, on the port side. Photo
page 567, 568 and 569 shows the damage to the starboard shell in
the torpedo stowage space C-101-B. Note the-tear in the thin
shell plating at the sheer strake just above the deck, and the dam-

A" age to the shell framing. Photo page 570 shows the damage to the
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overhead in this space in way of the torpedo hatch. The after bulk-
head at frame 132 is heavily dished from the warhead explosion. See
photo page 571. The forward bulkhead which was deflected forward
by the explosion is better shown in photographs taken from the hangar
space, as illustrated on pages 563 to 566. In the shipfitters shop,
on the port side, the bulkheads are blackened by the fire, which is
believed to have originated in this compartment, and spread through-
out that part of the ship aft of the hangar and above the main door.
The deck is depressed in this space, particularly toward the after
part of the compartment. This was caused in part by the turning
down of the outboard edge of the main deck in this area as a result
of the punching effect of the blast between the main and third decks.
Bulkhead 132 is torn from the deck at the welded connection as shown
on photo page 572. The port shell is bulged inward and torn from
the force of the blast. Damage to the forward bulkhead is shown on
pages 563 to 566. This compartment and the one immediately aft,
C-106-E, aft have been completely gutted by fire. The latter, which
is the shlpfitter shop, was almost demolished by the combination
of fire and blast, as shown on photo pages 573 and 574. The main
deck on the port side was pulled down and at the outboard edge
as in the compartment forward, but to a greater degree since it

Swas nearer the point where the blast penetrated the shell below.
The inboard bulkhead and stiffeners are deeply dished and badly
burned. Photo page 574 shows air blast and fire damage to bulk-
head 138 in this space.. Similiar damage, but to a lesser degree,
from blast and fire, is in evidence in the lighting* repair.shop,
tool issue room and the oxygen tank stowage space between bulk-
heads 138 and 144. On the starboard side, aft of the torpedo stow-
age space, the stowage battery shop and the aviation armory are
gutted by fire. The damage to blast in these spaces is small but
deflection of the main deck, as a continuation of the damage done
bythe blast on the port side, is apparent. Aft of bulkhead 138 on
the stav'uoard side, the crews water closet, C-109-L, the decon-
tamination space and the diving gear locker were swept by fire.
Structural damage from blast was negligible, except for the
continuation of damage inflicted to port side spaces through
certain inembers such as bulkheads and decks into the stq.rboard
spaces. Thw welded connection joining bulkhead 144 to the main
deck failed as a result of the force of the blast from aft. The
overhead is blackened by fire and is slightly sagged.
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On the second deck aft of the hangar space, in the crews
berthing, C-204-L, damage from fire was considerable. The deck
overhead was torn by the explosion of the warheads in the torpedo
stowage space, allowing embers or burning material to fall into
the berthing space, igniting bedding and other flarn able materials.
The overhead on the port side and toward aft was deflected down-
ward and scorched the port shell was deflected inward, severely
wrinkling the second deck, as shown on photograph page 637. The
outboard edge of the main deck is turned downward as shown on
the port profile, plate I and photos pages 85, 86 and 95. The
deflection of the overhead on the port side in way of frame 129
is shown on photograph pages 638 and 639. Transverse bulkhead
132 is burned and badly buckled as shown on page 640 and on plate
35. The starboard shift of the main deck and the depression of the
overhead account for the wrinkles shown in the bulkhead. The fire
did not spread beyond C-204-L on this level. Aft of bulkhead 138,
in compartment C-205-2L, port side damage to structure by air
blast is considerably heavier than forward of 132. The port shell
has been thrust violently inboard along the mid height stringer
approximately 6 feet at frame 132 and 8 feet at bulkhead 138. See
photos pages 641 and 636. The inward movement of the shell in
this compartment wrinkled the outboard portion of the second deck
badly and turned downward the outboard edge of the main deck.
Bulkheads 132 and 138 have been crushed inboard on the port side
and indicate from the direction of the wrinkles, which is from low
port to high starboard, the lateral movement of the structure above;
see plates 35 and 36. The overhead sags throughout the compart-
ment, particularly from the centerline to port. Transverse beams
overhead are badly buckled as a result of the inward movement.of
the shell. See page 644. The centerline longitudinal girder is
crushed in way of bulkhead 138, as shown on photo page 643. Aft
of 138 the blast penetrated the port side carrying away inboard the
10 and 12 pound medium steel shell plating; turned downward the out-
board edge of the main deck overhead; wrinkled and depressed
the second deck and buckled transverse beams and bulkheads. The
above damage is shown on photos pages 646, 650, and 651. Starboard
side structure is relatively undamaged as shown on photos pages
648 and 649. The port shell in this area has been deflected inboard
about eleven feet or to the quarter breadth stanchion just forward of

* bulkhead. 144, as shown on page 650. Aft of bulkhead 144 in C-207-L
the port shell is badly deflected inboard and torn at the overhead
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between bul~kheads 144 and 157, as shown on the port profile plate 1
and on photo page 96. The overhead from the port side inboard to
the centerline is deflected downward several inches, and at the
out outboard edge the main deck is torn and turned sharply downward.
Bulkhead 147, similiar to 144 is buckled in such a manner to clearly
indicate starboard movement of the structure above the second deck.
See plates 37 and 38. In the C.P.O. wash room, water closet and
showers between bulkhead 147 and the transom, considerable struct-
ural damage was sustained as a result of the lateral effect of the blast
both from port and aft. The port side of the bulkhead was crushed
inboard by the deflection of the port shell, and buckled downward
by the depression of the overhead. The bulging of bulkhead 147 in
C-208-L is shown on photo page 653. The transom plating was bulged
inboard at this level.

On the third deck aft of the hangar space damage to.
structure on the port side, although heavy, was hardly as severe
as that on the second deck. Aft of bulkhead 126 in the crews berth-.
ing space in C-309-L. The overhead to port of the centerline is'
deflected downward; the overhead structure is crushed inboard in
deep wrinkles, as shown on photograph page 680; and the shell is
bulged inboard at the overhead, crippling or breaking the frame
connections to the third deck and buckling transverse beams in the
overhead structure. Bulkhead 132 is crumpled in for several feet along
the port side and through the port side door. A large buckle occurs
inboard this door. The bulkhead on the starboard side is seriously
buckled and the door is rendered non-tight. See plate 35. Aft of
bulkhead 132 in compartment C-310-L damage is very similar
to that in C-309-L, except somewhat heavier, The port shell is
crushed in at the overhead, frames are broken at both the deck
and overhead, and the second deck is down badly to port of center-
line, particularly at the outboard edge. At bulkhead 138, as shown
on plate 36, the overhead on the starboard side is depressed from
one to four inches, while on the port side the overhead is deflected
downward as much as twelve inches., The bulkhead is badly crushed
and buckled as indicated. Between transverse bulkheads 138 and
144, in crews berthing space C-312-L, damage to structure was
similar to, but heavier than, in C-309-L or C-310-L. The port
overhead in this area suffered the maximum deflection observed for
any similiar structure throughout the ship. Bulkhead 144 on the port
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side is badly wrinkled from the upper outboard corner, and the star-
board side shows slight buckling, as shown schematically on plate 37.
In addition to the buckling of transverse beams and bulkbead resulting
from the lateral force of the blast, the intercostal shell frames were
broken away at the fillet welded connection to the third deck, and the 12
and 15 pound shell plating was ruptured at the deck along the fillet
welded seam. Although welds connecting intercoastal shell frames
to decks appeared small for the thickness of sections joined, it
appears obvious from an examination of the area between frames
126 and 147 that intercostal design such as employed on the INDEPEN-
DENCE in this area constituts a structural weakness. In the crews
library, C-313-L, and in the berthing space between bulkhead 147
and the transom, the damage although very similiar to that in C-21 2-L,
is some what less severe. The port side is crushed inboard several
feet at the overhead, and the port shell and overhead framing are
badly buckled, as in bulkhead 147; see plate 38. In this area the
port after corner of the third deck is tilted up several inches as a
result of the punching action of the blast on the shell plating between
the main and third deck. Portside damage to bulkheads and wrinkles
in the second deck overhead are shown on photo page 682.

(b) Damage to joiner bulkheads and causes.

Forward of the hangar space (bow to frame 45).

Metal joiner bulkheads were badly damaged in areas
where the overhead was deflected downward by the blast or where
the blast wave penetrated to the interior through doors which failed
or through fractures in the shell plating.

On the gallery deck on the 03 level, blast entered the
port shell through a door from the aviators ready room, just aft
of bulkhead 39. See photo page 239. The blast was deflected
just inboard the door by a steel partition serving as a light lock.
The blast and pressure wave severely damaged the inboard metal
joiner bulkhead to the C.I.C. room; the inboard joiner bulkhead
of the aviators ready room at frame 42, and progressed forward
down the port passageway to frame 37. Here the pressure wave
wrecked the joiner inboard bulkhead in compartment 0310. Photos
pages 240, 241, and 242, respectively, show this damage.
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The downward deflection of the overhead accounted for a major part
of damage to these bulkheads, which were not full height bulkheads,
but employed shori. metal clips running from the top of the bulkhead
to the overhead where they were secured.j

On the forecastle deck blast from the port side entered
the door in the shell just forward of transverse bulkhead 45. The
action of the blast demolished the joiner bulkheads forward to and
including bulkhead 42. See photo page 245. Forward of transverse
structural bulkhead 39 there was only minor damage to joiner bulk-
heads. Such damage was due primarily to the slight downward
deflection of the overhead.

On the main deck forward of the hangar space light
joiner bulkheads from-the starboard passageway were dished to
starboard a maximum approximately 1 1/2 inches between frames
39 and 45.

On the second and third decks forward of the hangar
space joiner bulkheads are undamaged.

Compartments below the main deck in way of the hangar space.

Damage to joiner bulkheads on the second deck in way
of the hangar space is severe. Thin bulkheads just forward of bulk-
head 45 along the passage way, A-211I-L, were buckled slightly by
the downward movement of the overhead. Aft of bulkhead 45 in
way of the bad- depression in the bottom of the forward elevator pit
joiner bulkheads were severely damaged. Photos pages 593, 594,
and 595 show damage to bulkheads of the repair party locker, frames
53 and 54. Other damaged areas in this vicinity where the deck
structure overhead was down a maximum of 14 inches, are along
the port and starboard passageways between bulkheads 49 and 57.
joiner bulkheads in this vicinity were seriously crushed, buckled
and split. Photos pages 596, 597 and 601 illustrate the damage
on the port and starboard passageways, respectively. Bulkheads
on the portside of the vessel between structural bulkheads 57 and
69 showed only slight deformation from the downward deflection of
the overhead. This area was protected effectively by the added
support afforded the overhead by the uptake bulkheads in this part
of the vessel.
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V
Aft of bulkhead 69, in compartments B-201-2L and B-201-4L, joiner
bulkheads were only slightly damaged. The two inboard longitudinal
structural bulkheads aided in supporting the overhead to the extent
that joiner bulkheads were largely protected. In B-203-L, between
bulkheads 79 and 91, joiner bulkheads were only slightly distorted
on the port side due to the added support afforded the overhead by
the uptake bulkheads. In the crew's galley between bulkheads 91
and 101 metal joiner bulkheads were heavily damaged by the down-
ward movement of the overhead. Inboard and outboard bulkheads
along both the port and starboard passageways are crushed as
shown in photo pages 612 to 616. No stanchions were provided in
this area to help support the overhead structure, and as a result
the deflection of the structure reached a maximum of from 5 to 6
inches. This action crushed, split and otherwise deformed joiner
bulkheads until doors would not function and panels and connections
were rendered practically useless. In crew's berthing space,
C-201-L, joiner bulkheads bounding the crews water closet and
urinals were buckled by the downward movement of the overhead
and the inward deflection of the port shell. Bulkheads on the star-
boa d side were only affected. Compartments C-202-L and C-203-L
are oerthing spaces extending from bulkhead 101 to bulkhead 126
and contain no joiner bulkheads.

On the third deck in way of the hangar space, damage to
joiner bulkheads, as a result of deflection of the overhead, is limited
to slight panel deformation in compartment A-312-1L . This
compartment is in under the forward elevator pit the bottom of
which was badly deflected by blast, and as a result deformed structure
in the ship beneath it. Other damge to joiner bulkheads in way of
the hangar space on this level between frames 45 and 126 is so
slight as to be negligible. Uptake bulkheads or inboard longitudinal
bulkheads so effectively aided the support of the overhead structure
in the next three spaces aft of A-312-IL that the structure did not
deflect sufficiently to buckle joiner bulkheads.

There are no other joiner bulkheads aft of this on the
third deck except those in the refrigerator spaces between bulkheads
113 and frame 123. Although bulkheads on the port side in the fruit
and vegetable locker C-307-2A and in the meat locker C-308-IA
show considerable deformation from the inward movement of the
port shell and downward deflection of the overhead the lining material
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was very resistant to rupture, as shown in photos 671, 672 and 673.
Damage to bulkhead 123 at the port shell connection is shown on page

675.

joiner bulkheads extra spaces aft of the hangar space: *
There are relatively few joiner bulkheads aft of the hangar

space. However, most of these are either damaged by the fire which
sweep all compartments above the main deck, or by the force of the
blast on the port shell and hangar deck.

Bulkheads in the ready room, ready room office and in
the aircraft ammunition stowage room on the gallery deck were scor-
ched and distorted by fire. The downward movement of the flight deck
overhead contributed to the deformation and buckling observed. Bulk-
heads in the carbon dioxide bottle stowage and in the emergency bat-
tle dressing station are burned and deformed by blast from astern and
from above.

On the poop deck there are no joiner bulkheads.

On the main deck aft of the hangar space joiner bulkhpads
bounding the "ISK" radar room are demolished by the force of the
blast from the low order detonation of torpedoes in the adjoining
space C-101-B.. In the aviation metal shop on the port side, joiner
bulkheads were demolished by the force of the bomb blast which pene-
trated the port shell, and by fire which reduced everything flamable to
ashes. In the shipfitter and sheet metal shop on the port side there
are no joiner bulkheads ,other than the centerline bulkhead. This
bulkhead is demolished by the blast wave which penetrated the port
shell. Bulkheads on the starboard side in the storage battery shop, the
aviation armory an(. the garbage grinder room are either demolished
or badly damaged by blast which destroyed the intervening centerline
bulkhead, see photograph 574. joiner bulkheads on the port side in the
tool issue room, oxygen transfer and stowage shop and the lighting re-
p air shop are demolished by the blast wave which pierced the port
shell. The centerline bulkhead between transverse bulkheads 138 and
144 is also demolished. Bulkheads to starboard of the centerline, in
the diving gear locker, crews water closet and in C-109-L are either
demolished or badly damaged by the blast.
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On the second deck, bulkheads bounding the C.P.O. pantry
on the starboard side in C-205-2L, just aft of bulkhead 132, are only
slightly damaged as a result of the downward movement of the over-
head. See photograph page 642. There are no joiner bulkheads in the
spaces aft of the transverse bulkheads 138.

On the third deck aft of the hangar space there are no
joiner bulkheads, except those between transverse bulkheads 144 and
147. The one on the port side was severely damaged by the down-
ward movement of the overhead and the inward deflection of the port
shell.

(c) Details of damage to access closures and fittings.

Forward of the hangar:

On the gallery deck the door in the port shell between
the aviators ready room and the walkway outboard was carried away
inboard by the blast as shown on photograph page 239.

On the forecastle deck the door in the port shell at the
athwartship passage, just forward of bulkhead 45, was blown inboard
by the blast wave allowing the blast to enter the ship and demolish
joiner bulkheads inside. The companionway between the gallery and
forecastle deck level was distorted by the relative movement of the
decks by the vertical component of the blast which acted on the flight
deck and transmitted the force to lower decks through the intervening
structifre. The companionway between the forecastle and main deck
was only slightly deformed.

Access closures and fittings on the main, second, and
third decks in this area were undamaged.

Access closures and fittings below the main deck in way
of the hangar:

Access closures in bulkheads below the main deck in way

of the hangar suffered major damage which in many cases resulted in
the loss of water tight integrity of 3uch closures.
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On the second deck WLje watertight door in bulkhead 49 is
crumpled and no lornger.watertight. See photograph page 590. Al-
though there is slight buckling in bulkhead 57 near the port and star-
board doors these doors appear to both be watertight. In bulkhead
69 the port door appears to be tight and undamaged. However, the
door on the starboard passageway is warped and no longer tight. All
three doors in bulkhead 79 have been rendered non-tight by defor-
mation of the bulkhead and doors as a result of the downward move-
ment of the overhead structure. The port door in bulkhead 91 is
buckled and no longer watertight. See photograph'page 611. The
starboard door is apparently tight and undamaged. The port door
in bulkhead 101 is no longer watertight as a result of the deforma-
tion of the bulkhead and door frame, as shown on photos. pages 618'
and 619. Bulkhead 113 is so badly buckled in way of the port side
door that it is no longer watertight. See photo page 113. Although
the bulkhead shows considerably less deformation on the starboard
side, the watertight integrity of the starboard door is questionable.
At bulkhead 119 on the port side the door and bulkhead are badly buck-
led and no longer tight. The watertight integrity of the starboard door
is questionable because of the buckling of the bulkhead at that location.
The doors in bulkhead 126 port and starboard are no longer tight as a
result of buckling of the bulkhead and doors. See photo page 634.

On the third deck in way of the hangar space damage to
access closures and fittings is considerably liss than on the second
deck. No damage in this category was found between bulkhead 45 and
frame 100, even though several bulkheads exhibited indications of
slight local buckling due to the downward movement of the overhead.
At frame 101 the transverse bulkhead and door on the port side are
buckled and non-tight. See photos pages 657, 658 , and 659. There
is no access through bulkhead 113 on this level. At bulkhead 126,
port and starboard, doors are buckled and non-tight as a result of A

buckling of the bulkhead. See photos pages 678 and 679.

Aft of the hangar space:

Access closures and fittings in this area were severely
damaged.

On the gallery deck the port side door in the shell, open-

ing into the athwartship passageway was blown inboard and demolished
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as shown on photograph page 234.

On the poop deck all access closures inboard were either
damaged by the downward movement of the overhead or demolished by
the blast which penetrated the port shell. The double doors in bulkhead
126 on the starboard side are blown inboard. The single door on theport side is intact as shown on photos pages 563, 564, 565 and 566.

(f) Damage in way of piping, cables, ventilation ducts, etc.

Forward of the hangar space the effects of piping, cable, and
ventilatioa ducts on the performance of structure during the test are
negligible.

In way of the hangar below the main deck there are numerous
instances where transverse beams and frames are weakened by cutouts
in the webs of such members, both for piping and ventilation qucts.
Structure in way of electrical connections and cables where stuffing tubes
are employed performed very satisfactorily. 'I ypical illustration of the
latter, on photos pages 586 and 611 shows the severe deformation of
the bulkheads adjacent to cable stuffing tubes caused by the downward
movement of the overhead. Note that the area pierced by the stuffing
tubes shows less deformation that the areas adjacent to it. Ventilation
ports in bulkheads in way of deck beams and longitudinals are sources
of structural weakness as shown on photograph pages 588 and 592. As
a result of the downward movement of the overhead under the force of
týe blast, the deck longitudinal crippled the ventilation port and des-
troyed its watertight integrity. Structural transverse bulkheads do not,
as far as strength is concerned, appear to have been adversely affected
by pipes which pierced them. However, the watertight integrity of such
intersections, as a result of the test is questionable. See photograph
pages 590 and 591. On the second deck at frame 53, on the port side,
the transverse beam is deformed in way of a reinforced cutout for a
ventilation duct. Although reinforced by a doubler, the cutout served to
weaken the member. Heavier doublers might overcome such weaknesses.
See photograph pages 598 and 599. As shown on photograph page 605
the transverse beam at frame 72 over the port passage is deflected
downward just outboard of the inboard longitudinal bulkhead in way of
cutouts for cables and a water pipe. These cutouts are considered to
have caused the local deformation observed. At frame 88 on the port
side the downward deflection of the overhead resulted in the crippling
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of the transverse beam in way of cutouts in the web of the beam for
pipes. While the cutouts are considered to have contributed to the
failure, the resistance to downward movement afforded by the longi-
tu~dinal bulkhead intersected by the beam had much to do with the
failure being localized in the vicinity of. the cutout, as -shown on page
607. Bulkhead'91, port is buckled badly in way, pi a ventilation port.
The port is no longer watertight and contributed to the weakness of
the structure. See photograph page 612. the transverse beam on
both sides of the centerline stanchion at frame 106 is badly deformed
through cutouts, one of which is pierced by a small water pipe. See
photograph page 622. Similiar but less drastic deformation Is shown
at frame 108 on photograph page 623. The transverse beam at frame
122, port, failed through a cutout for the passage of electric cables,
as shown on page 629. Note the extreme deflection of the flange.

On the third deck, in way of the hangar, the transversea
beam at frame 104 is deflected downward with the deck structure and
locally deformed in way of cutouts for steam pipes and water lines
See page 660.

Aft of the hangar space:

On the second deck, just forward of bulkhead 138, the
centerline longitudinal girder is crushed in way of a cutout in the web
for a transverse steam line. See photograph page 643. Above the
main deck, damage to structure from the blast is so extensive that"
the effects of piping cables, ventilation ducts, etc. on structure could
not be readily ascertained.

of(g) Estimate of watertight subdivision, habitability, and utility

The hull is no longer watertight on the second deck aft ofI bulkhead 57, on the third deck aft'f buked9,adontefrtpa4
form aft Qf bulkhead 113. Lack of watertight integrity is the result
of buckling of the bulkheads under the main and second decks. The
bulkheads generally buckled first through access openings, leaving
the enclosure warped and incapable of being made tight. Openings in
bulkheads for vent ducts were easily Vulnerable because of the vent
ducts, being weaker than surronding structure, tended to fail early and
permit the bulkhead to leak. In several instances bulkheads have been
torn at hard spots formed by the intersection of structural members.
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The main deck has a small tear at frame 113 near the centerline, a
larger one near the centerline at about frame 122 and one approx-
imately 12 long on the port side just aft of frame 132. These are
all transverse tears. There is a large fore and aft tear in the main
deck, frames 128 to 131. Below the first platform the ship is tight
except for occasional compartments aft of frame 126. The port shell
is generally open aft of bulkhead 132 above the third deck. The frag-
ment hole at frame 68 has opened one of the blister compartments,
B-304-V. Due to the list, several of.the tears in the shell are lifted
out of reach of the swell in the lagoon and the ship is not taking water.
At sea, however, she would be subject to progressive flooding such as
to require damage control measures. Damage to watertight subdivis-
ion on the second deck is shown on photograph pages 611, 618, 619,
628, 634, 635, 640, 646, 647, 660, 661, and 653. Damage to water-
tight subdivision on the third deck is shown on photograph pages 657,
659, 678, 679, 681.

labitabfli•yagd utility of compartments on and above
the second deck; aft of bulkhead 126 are nil as a result of blast and fire
damage. On the third deck between bulkheads 126 and 138, habitability
and utility are seriously impaired by blast. Compartments aft of 138
on this level are not habitable or usable due to blast damage. Habit-
ability and utility of other interior compartments in the ship, excepting
those in the hangar space, are either unaffected or only slightly Impair-
ed.

G. Hangar Space.

(a) Damage to structure and causes.

The hangar spaces is bounded by the sides of the
ship, bulkheads 46 and 126, the hangar deck and the flight deck. Struc-
turally, the flight deck is a landing field on'sttltse placed on the main
deck between two watertight bulkheads, in the middle half-length of
the ship. The region under the flight deck is protected from the wea-
ther by light, 10#, side paneling between all supporting columns except
in way of the expansion joints where the lower sections of the paneling are
#12 gage, 4.4#, with a section of #17 gage, 2.25# above. The hangar
construction does not contribute to the watertight integrity of the ship
nor does it add materially to the strength of the hull. The hangar was
filled with planes before the test.
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The pressure wave blew In 18, approximately
85 per cent, of the side panels on the port side, and badly distorted
the remaining three. Remnants of about half of those blown in are
laid hard up against the starboard bents and are a part of the hodge-
podge of airplanes, engines, pipe, vent ducts, cable, hose,. And other
mangled items which comprise the debris littering the starboard side
of the hangar. The remaining port panels went overside as did about
25 per cent of the starboard panels. About 26 per cent of the star'.
board panels are hanging by shreds, and the remaining 50 per cent
are distorted in varying degrees. In crossing the hangar space, the
port panels not only assisted the pressure wave in pushing airplanes
and other equipment to starboard but carried with it all vent ducts
and vertical piping. Some remnants of the starboard panels-show
evidence of moving inboard, and some on the port side of moving out.
board, as though actuated by a second pressure wave moving toward
the blast center. Although some further pressure effect has appar.
ently pushed bulkhead 126 forward, the interior of the hangar suggests
that the blast wave focused in the hangar space and expanded in all
directions. Bulkhead 45 is dished forward, the hangar deck is de.
pressed and the flight deck is pushed up and ruptured along the center-
flue. Small sheet metal enclosures such as control stations, uptakes,
and rectangular ventilation ducts collapsed by dishing of the, panels;
indicating that the pressure which affected them behaved as though
It originated within the hangar. It .s Interesting to note that the sheet
metal walkway for servicing hydraulic arresting gear equipment is
not deformed. See pages 475 and 476. The platforms of the elevated
control stations in the hangar are bent upwards similarly to some
sections of the port gallery walkways. The magnitude of the dis.-f
turbance within the hangar is Indicated by the penetration of a radial
engine into the intake between frames 77-80. See pages 386 -and 387.

None of the port side roller curtains are oper-
able. The curtain between frames 107-110 is In place but the mech.
anism is damaged and the guides are crushed. All other curtainsi•: are missing. The starboard curtain, frames 50-53, is operable, and
the curtains, frames 107-110 and 118-121, require only minor repair.

Most of the curtains, frames 47-60, is missing and that between
1214124 Is lying in the elevator well.
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The forward elevator well which is the main
deck between frames 45 and 47 is heavily depressed over most of
its area. The maximum depression of 14 inches occurs at frame
53 on the centerline. The following table of depressions is inserted
for easy reference:

Frame 12 feet to port Centerline 12 feet to starboard

49 6 inches 6 taches 6 inches
53 6 inches 14 inches 6 inches
57 0 6 inches 0

(For complete contour details, see plate 4A)

The hangar deck, which extends from frame 57
to frame 115, is generally and severely depressed. This deck is
four feet above the main deck and Is supported by a series of
longitudinal and transverse plat floors. The longitudinal floors are
located approximately 7 and 17 feet from the centerline, port and
starboard, with flat bar stiffeners located 12 feet each side of the
centerline at every frame. There is no longitudinal on the center-
line. The omission of a longitudinal here results in a 14 foot span
and accounts for the severe depression the full length of the deck.
The deck survey figures on plates 41 and 42 which apply to the
hangar deck have been gathered into an approximate contour map
of this deck in plate 4A and show that the maximum pressure effect
within the hangar occurred between frames 89 and 98 on the center-
line of the ship where the depression is 15 inches. The area most
affected is between frames 83 and 104 over the entire width of the
deck. Although there is dishingbetween the transverse floors, the
most noticeable pattern is created by the longitudinals and is shown
on pages 279, 280, 282, 285, 286, 287, and 289; see also plate 4A.

Z' The number and severity of the depressions
decrease; rapidly forward of frame 80. The severity of the depress-
ions decreases slightly goLng aft from frame 101. Pages 290 and
291 show small but very severe local depressions lying between
frames 107 and 115. Those along the edge of the elevator well are
probably the result of Impact by heavy equipment which dropped
from the overhead or which were carried by the blast from the
flight deck.
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There was some crushing of the.deck edge along
the port shell between frames 102 and 115 as a result of pressure
on the port side. The port shell is crushed at the Intersection of the
hangar deck and the deck itself is torn athwartships in some instances.
The fOllowing photographs show these damaged areas in detail; 362,
402, 407, 444, 457, 458, and 499. The after elevator well is generally
depressed between supports which are also buckled.

The average depression along the centerline- is
approximatey_8 inches. Between frames 86 and 101 the average
depression of the longitudinals is:-.
22 P 6 inches 228. 3 inches

17 P 4ches 17'S 3 inches
12 P 8 inches .128 5 inches

7 P rinches7 S , 5 inches

(See.also, plate 4A)

and Pages 281-283 show the condition of the longitudinal
and transver8e floors in this region. Between frames 92 and 115, the
average depresSion of the 1ongitdnals. Is:

12 P '"61/2jnches .128 71Inches
7p 6ches 7 S 6 inches

All the above figures are approximate but Indicate
generally that the efect of the blast in the hangar •s very nearly

symetrical. ..
khBulea4 45, shown on pages 265-271, is severely

dished0along its full width. Traces of the main, forec stie, and gallery
dec"' are clearly visible. The depth lof dishing between main and fore-
casle deck is aboutt 4 inches, between forecastle and gallery decks it
is approx~mately $ inches and attaihs the maximum of 16 inches between
gallery and flight decks. The extremely heavy dishing between these
two decks is the result of direct pressure on the bulkhead from within
the hangar augmented by pressure on the flight deck along the edge of
the elevator opening. Even in this highly stressed upper panel there
were no failures in plating or connections.
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Page 272 indicates the undulating character of
the main d~eck in way of the forward elevator pit and indicates the
relative location of the bulkhead where the fallure of the'riveted
connection, shown on pages 274 and 275, occurs. The failure shown
on page 273 occurs just forward of frame 47 in the weld of a make
up seam in a soft patch. Page 276 shows local damage caused by
the shock Initiated displacement of the starboard set of 4evator
operating sheaves, frame 56. Pages 277 and 278 show the effect
on the floor at frame 56 of pressure on the hangar deck.

The floor at frame 116, shown on page 292, is
buckled by the blast and from pressure on the hangar deck. The
photograph shows, also, the damage to the edge of the hangar deck
caused-by a water truck as it fell from the flight deck into the
elevator pit.

Bulkhead 126 is bulged into the hangar space
from the combined effects of the blast wave and the fire and of low
order detonations of torpedoes stowed in the starboard compartment
just aft of this bulkhead. The bulging is much more pronounced on
the starboard side than it Is to port and attains a depth of approx-
imatkly a foot to starboard of the centerline. This bulkhead is shown
on pages 663 to 666 and the torpedo stowage is shown on pages 567
to 571. The tears through the welded seam at the top of the lower
strake of plating are approximately six ieet long, and the vertical
rip through a weld in the strake just above it and to port of the center-
line is approximately 3 feet long. The crumpling of the stringer, at
the hangar deck level, in the starboard after corner of the elevator
well may be due to the starboard movement of the stern. It is in
this general location that the deep wrinkle in the starboard shell
occurs. This crumpling is shown on page 564. This photograph also
shows a distinct wrinkle in the plating of the elevator pit, running
diagonally from the starboard corner, which is the formation to be
expected if the ships structure were being squeezed by rotation of
the stern. The side paneling above the hangar deck between frames
124 and 126 is dished.

prdbWithin the hangar space, the flight deck is sup-
ported by six partial bents and twenty-one full bents. The partial
bents occur at frames 47, 50, and 53 In way of the forward elevator
opening and at frames 118, 121, and 124 in way of the after elevator
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opening. These bents consist of medium steel columns (36"x12"
x150 lbs. I-beams) bracketed to the face plate of the elevator longi-
tudinal hatch girders.

A full bent consists of similar vertical columns,
except at frames 66 and 116, where the columns are medium steel
36"x16 1/2"x230 lbs. I beams; and a horizontal girder which is an
H.T.S. I-beam 36x10 -1/2"x116 lbs. The vertical and horizontal
members are tied together at the upper Inboard corners with 30"x30"1
brackets cut from 36"x12"xl5O1bs. I-beams.

Fifteen of these full bents run through the hangar
deck and are connected to the hulltby heavy welds to the shell and to
the main deck. The six full bents which are located In way of the
expansion joints are known as "wobble bents" and are connected to
the hangar deck by plates which are welded to the foot of the column
and riveted to the hangar deck. Each "wobble bent" is backed up by
a bracket, in line with it, fitted between the main and hangar decks.
One such "wobble bent" is located just forward and one just aft of
each expansion joint. Their brackets are 72"x30" cut from 36"x16 1/2"
x230 lbs. Ibeam.

The bents are spaced at twelve foot intervals and
support a system of longitudinals made of 12"x4"x14 lbs., lightened,
eye beams, spaced two and one-halt feet apart.

The restriction of the blast in the hangar space

apparently allowed a build-up of pressure greater than that applied
externally to the flight deck. The framed bents, not being designed to
withstand this type of loading, were distorted by the upward displace-
ment of the flight deck. Through the area of maximum .deflection of
the flight deck, bents at frame 77 to 96 (with the exception of the
"wobble bents" at frames 83 and 86) were not able to follow the upward
displacement of the deck. Consequently, the longitudinals have pulled
away from the girders, leaving them almost completely devoid of any
longitudinal support.

The flight deck girders have been displaced upwards
from a minumum of four to six inches in the extreme forward bent at
frame 56 to a maximum of over 80 inches amidships. The girders, in
moving upwards have tripped, their flanges have buckled In varying
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degrees and many girders are separated from the flight deck longi-
tudinals. Twelve out of fifteen full bents have been fractured, their
failures occuring at one or more of five highly stressed points.
These stress concentrations are located at the arc-welded center-
line butt joint in the flight deck girder and in way of the girder and
column arc-welded connections to the flange of the port and star-
board brackets. (See plates 5 to 24.)

The ease with which the wobble plates were extruded
over the rivets connecting the port columns of all six wobble bents to
the hangar deck increased the loading of adjacent structure and allowed
the failures In the "Cwobble bents" to follow a pattern somewhat diff-
erent from that found in the other full bents. The port columns of the
"wobble bents" are pivoted upwards about the base of the starboard
columns and the starboard brackets, receiving the highest stresses,
have usually failed (see plates 7 and 8; 14 and 15; 23 and 24).

In addition to the damage created by the pressure
from within the hangar space, the loading applied normal to all port
vertical surfaces that remained in place helped to rack the bents to
starboard. The port columns are generally distorted and bowed forward
in varying amounts. The athwartship displacements conform roughly in
degree with the magnitude of the upward displacement of the flight deck,
being a maximum of about 15 inches to starboard in way of the overhead
at frame 92 and falling to zero in way of the forward and after elevators.
Most of this racking load is absorbed in the collapse of the bents before
it reached the starboard columns. A few of these columns show com-
pressive stress patterns near the base and are bowed slightly to star-
board, but most of them are intact, the failures in way of the bracket
welded connections preventing the columns from working throughout
their length to any extent.

All of the plane arresting gear motors secured to
the overhead spaces between bents sheared through their hangar-clip
bolts (t•.rty-six to each unit) and dropped to the hangar deck demolish-
ing all equipment directly below them (see photos, pages 255, 217, and

* 260).

"The two elevators were locked in the "up" position
at the time of the test. They apparently lifted vertically and cleared
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t-he side without causing any appreciable damage. None of the lock-
ing pins were sheared. All of these had been reported as being In
place. of the eight locks (one at each corner of each elevator).. one
is out the full two Inches., three are out about ani inch, one. was out
about 1/4 of an Inch, and three were flush -on one of the latter, the
pedestal was broken. These locks are activated mechanically by rod~s
which run. around the opening frame one to the other, and are fastened
at intervals to the stru~cture. Warping and buckling of some structure
in way of these systems may have pulled the rods sufficiently, and at
an early enough time, to retract the locks as noted above. Also, had
the elevator buckled slightly., it could have cleared the locks. The
damage to the port longitudinal hatch girder, frame 118, could have
be'n caused by the elevator (see photo, page 262).

For purpose of detailed Inspection, the hanga.i
space is easily divided into four separate structures by considering
the expansion joints as boundaries. These joints directly affect the
reactions of the framed bents by denying those adjacent to the "wobble
bents" the increased rigidity that would have been afforded by a con-
tinuous structure.

1. Section of hangar forward of first expansion Joint.

Bents 47 to 62; see plates 5, 6, and 7, and photos
pages 299-325: The section forward of the expansion joint at frame
63 1/2 contains two typical framed bents, a "wobble bent" adjacent
to the expansion joint, and three partial bents in way of the forward
elevator.

The partial bents are practically intact. The areas
between these bents, frames 47 to 50 and 50 to 53, port and starboard,
are used as loading accesses and are closed by roller.-type metal
curtains. The two after curtains were in an "up" position at the time
of the test the two forward curtains were all the way down. Neither of
the port curtains survived the blast, a foot or so of the after curtain
is still attached to the overhead. A larger portion of the forward
curtain remains (see photo, page 267). About half of- the forward cur-
tain on the starboard side remains. The -after starboard curtain is
still up and appears operable, its cover is damaged (see photo page
279).
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The light cover panels between frames 53 and 66
are dished to port (see photo page 297).

The three full bents at frames 56 and 69 show the
effect of the failure of the port wobble p: te of bent 62. The port
column of the "wobble bent" at frame 62 is displaced upward and aft
about 45° (see photo page 89) allowing the port after corner of this
section of the flight deck to pivot upwards about two feet. This
action has resulted in the separating of the flight deck girders on bents
56 and 59 from their port columns in way of their bracket connections,
(photos, pages 299-301). The girders themselves are deflected up-
wards in smooth curves, varying from a maximum of four inches along
the centerline of bent 56, to 26 inches at bent 62. Girder 56 lies along
the after edge of the f )rward elevator well and is substantially stable.
The columns of bent 13 are heavier than usual and are tied into the
main deck with the aid of a large outboard bracket. Girders 59 and
62 have tripped and their flanges are buckled (photos, pages 305, 315,
and 316). Minor damage to the starboard portions of bents 59 and 62
are shown on pages 309 and 317 to 319. The remains of the air intake,
Starboard, and No. 1 uptake fill the spaces from frames 56 to 59 and
59 to 62 respectively (photo, page 310). The port panels from frame
56 to 65 are carried away (photo, page 253).

The expansion joint at frames 63 1/2 Is separated
about three or four inches, average, port to starboard. The after
edge is pushed up about 15" further than the forward edge.

2. Section of hangar between first and second expansion
joints.

histnfeBents 66-83 (plates 8 to 14) - photos, pages 320-412:
This section of the hangar, just forward of amidships, lies between the
flight deck expansion joints at frames 63 1/2 and 84 1/2. The flight
deck in this area is supported by five typical bents and bounded by
"wobble bents" forward and aft.

The flight deck girders are pushed upwards about
57 inches, on an average, increasing from 54.1/2 inches at bent 65 to
70 1/2 inches at bent 83, and -acked to starboard about 6 to 8 inches.
Both port and starboard riveted pads connecting the "wobble bent" at
frame 65 to the hangar deck have carried away and the base of the port
column has pivoted upwards 21 inches (photos, pages 327, 328, 333,
334). The deck girder has failed about the centerline butt joint. The
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lower flange has failed In the weld and the starboard side of the joint
has been driven into the port side, splitting the latter (photo., page S20).
Incipient. failures appear In the port and starboard columns at their
lower connections to the brackets (pages 329 and 332).

The flight deck is split open alon'g the port edge
of the centerline deck longitudinal (photo page 326). The port cover
panel, frames 65 to 88, is -missing. The remains of uptake No. 2 fills
the starboard space (photo, page 335). The overhanging compartment
above the uptake is typical of the damage to enclosed spaces in. the
hangar, (photo, page 331). A general view of the condition of the hangar
space between bents 66 and 68 Is shown In the photo on page 257.

The full bents at frames 68 and 71 show the effect
of shouldering the loads that were Imposed upon them by the failure
of the "wobble bents"' at frame 85. Both girders are separated from
the port and starboard column In way of the bracket (plates 9 and 10).
The girders are tripped and the centerline butt Joint of bent '71 has
partially failed (photos, pages 344, 351, 355, and 357).

The failure In the port column of bent 68 appears
to be attributable largely, to the action of the "wobble bent" immed-
iately forward of frame 65. (Photos,. pages 338-342.) The "herring-
bone," pattern In the edge of the tear indicates that it probably Initiated
in both outboard and inboard'flanges of the columnu along the forward
edge and progressed aft. The web material In way of the separation
appears laminated. The lower portion of this failure was out out and
sent to the Engineering Experiment Station at Annapolis, Maryland,
for analysis. (Test No. C -2863.)

The condition of the port and starboard cover
panels, frames 68 to '77 Is shown In the photographs on pages 345,
349, 363, and 371 to 374..

Bents 74, 77, and 80 are distorted to an equiv-
alent degree with bents 68 and 71. However, the damage in way of
the bracket varie,ý -omewhat (see plates 11, 12, and 13). The girders
-at frames '74 and 77 are open from the top flange down through the
web. The' lower flange is intact. '(see photos, pages 376 and 382.)
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The port cover panels, frames 77 to 83, are
completely blown out and are lying hard up against the starboard
columns between frames 74 to 77 (photo , page 403). The overhead
structure is completely destroyed (photos, pages 388, 401). Immed-
iately above the port column at frame 80, the flight deck plating
and wooden cover is opened up (photo, page 393). The starboard
side between frames 77 and 83 is filled with the remains of an air
intake and uptake No. 3 (photos, pages 385, 386, 400 and 419).
Photographs on pages 387 and 389 show effect of blast orn equipment
in this area.

The base of the port columns of "wobble bents"
83 and 86 are now 36 inches above their original connections to the
hangar deck. Both bents are torn open in way of their starboard
brackets (plates 14 and 15). The photographs on pages 404 and
424 show the severe distortion in the port column typical of that
observed for the "wobble bents" at frames 62, 83, and 110. The
relative athwartship displacement between the structure forward
and aft of the expansion joSirt at frame 84 1/2 can be seen in the photo
on page 428.

3. Section of hangar aft of centerline expansion joint:

Bents 86 to 110; see plates 15 to 23; and photos,
pages 415 to 545: The section of the hangar space Immediately aft
of amidships, bounded by the expansion joints at frames 84 1/2 and
1111 /2, contains seven full bents, spaced between "wobble bents"
at frames 86 and 110. Considering deflection of the flight deck along
the centerline as a measure of damage to the bents, the damage aft
of the amidships expansion joint is greater than that in the section
Immediately forward. These premanent deflections average about
70 inches, running from a maximum of 81 1/2 at frame 86 to about
50 at frame 104, and tapering to 26" at frame 110. Comparatively,
frame for frame, the girders in the after section are deflected up-
ward on an average of about 20 inches further than those in the section
immediately forward of amidships. The bents at frames 86 and 89
are approximately the center of maximum distortion. Forward and
aft of this area the deflections of overhead and depression of the
hangar deck gradually diminish with distance. Commensurate with
the large centerline deflections the flight deck girders are severally
tripped and distorted and the section is racked to starboard about
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twelve inches on the port side (see photos, pages 450, 464, and 471).

This racking may account for the overlap of the lower flange in way
of the centerline butt failure of some of the girders (photo, page 498).
The distortion in the port columns becomes greater in this section
as does the condition of the port shell plating along,the hangar deck
level (see photo, page 444).

In following the flight deck upwards, the girders
have induced high stress concentrations about their bracketed end
connections which have resulted in failures in these areas on all but
the starboard columns of bents 92 and 95. The girders themselves
have failed about the centerline butt welded joint, with the exception
of those at frames 89 and 107.

Immediately above the girder on frame 95, the
flight deck and all of its longitudinal supports have failed from port
to starboard in tension. The separations amount to two or three
inches (see photos, pages 478, 479, and 482). Practically all of the
port cover panels are missing. One mangled section remalis in
place at frames 95 to 98 (photo, page 260). The starboard cover
panels in this area are partially destroyed but about 80 per cent
have remained in place (photos, pages 435, 472)..

All of the hangar space between frames 59 and
107 is painted white. 'lhs area is rather completely covered with

caked dirt, even the overhead, but the paint is not scorched and does
not show any effect due to heat. However, inway of frames 80 to 89,
where the after fire room uptakes move outboard, the overhead
structure is coated with heavy soot and grease (photos, pages 439,
450, and 453). The large area covered evidences a mild blast effect
from the collapse of these uptakes. Planes parked nearby showed
light panels dished and turned back under this attack.

All Interior fittings, duct work, firing and piping
in this section was completely destroyed. A general view is given
in the photograph on page 261.

4. After section of hangar.

Bents 113 to 124; see plates 23625 and photos,
pages 646 to 563: The section aft of the expansion joint at frame
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111 1/2 contains a "wobble bent" at frame 113, one full bent at the
forward edge of the elevator well, and three partial bents-flanking
the elevator well Itself.

The base of the port columns of the "wobble
bents" at frames 110 and 113 are about eleven inches off the hangar
deck (see photo, page 532). The girders are pivoted about the top

2 of the starboard column. There is no noticeable athwartships dis-
* placement (see plates 23 and 24).

The full bent at frame 115 is in good condition.
The port column is bowed forward 4 to 5 inches, but there are nofailures in the bent and the girder has not tripped. There Is no

apparent deflection at the centerline. The girder of this bent forms
the athwartship elevator hatch girder and has heavier than usual

columns, port and starboard, (36"x16 1/2"x230 lbs. I-beams tied
into the ships hull at the main deck with a heavy 34"x117 1/2" out-
board bracket). This is similar to bent 66 in way of the forward
elevator.

The three sets of partial panels at frames 118,
121, and 124 flank the after elevator well. The port columns of
these partial bents were the nearest to the center of the blast and
the column at frame 118 is pushed Inboard (a maximum near the
upper bracket), the outer edge is tripped forward (photo, page 553).
The starboard column is mildly distorted and the flanges are tripped
slightly aft.

The port and starboard columns at frame 121 do
not appear to be damaged. These columns were reinforced, to some
extent, by the heavy channels used as backing for the port and star-
board elevator guide strips (photos, pages 557 and 562). The columns
at frame 124 were protected-by the bulkhead at frame 126 and do not
appear to be damaged.

The port elevator longitudinal hatch girder is torn
in way of frame 118 (photo, page 262). This could have been accom-
plished by the elevator as it was blown overboard.
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H. Armor Deck.

(a) Damage to armor deck and causes of damage.

There was no observable damage to the armor
deck. This deck is the third deck between frames 49 and 106, and
the first platform between frames 23 and 49; and 106 and 126.

(b) Complete protection was afforded to spaces below

armor.

(c) Condition around openings.

Hatches were undamaged.

Gratings were undamaged.

Uptake bulkheads at this level were undamaged.

I. Interior Compartments (below waterline).

(a) Damage to structure and causes.

Apart from the holes In the shell caused by frag-
ments and distortion of the third deck and shell from direct blast,
there is no structural damage.

(b) Damage to Joiner bulkheads and causes..

None observed.

(c) Details of damage to access closures and causes.

None observed.

(d) Condition of equipment within compartments.

The stores in the flooded spaces were partially
spoiled.
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(e) A small amount of flooding occurred in comp'art-
ments C-407-A, C-*412-A, C-413-EA, C-415-A, and C-416-2A from
the holes in the shell, the list of the ship prevented more water from
entering. Shaft alley C -603-E flooded through the packing gland.

(f) Damage In way of piping, cables, ventilation ducts,
shafts, etc.

None, except as noted under sub.-heading (e).

(g) Estimate of reduction in watertight sub-division,
habitability, and utility of spaces.

An estimate of 5% is ample.

3. Underwater Hull.

(a) Interior inspection of underwater hull.

Interior inspection of underwater hull revealed no.
damage at or near the waterline on the port and starboard aides which
was not reported under Item "VF" (Exterior Hull). The extent of the
deep wrinkle on the starboard side, frame 126. could not be deter-
mined because of the tanks below the fEst platform.

(b) Effect of damage on buoyancy, operability, and man.

euverability.

None.

(c) Any known or suspected damage to:

1. Shafts and propellers - none.

2. Struts - none.

3. Rudder.- none.

4. External keels - no damage.
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(d) Details of Imnpairment to keel structure.

frame128 hereNone observed. Some damage may exist aft of
frae 16 wereInspection-could not be made.

IC. Tanks.

(a) Condition of tanks In areas of damage.

No observable damage to tanks.

(b) Cotmntn of liquids.

None discovered.

(c) Damage (known or suspected) to torpedo defense
systems.

All structure In the p~rt side, including the
toredodefense systems, aft of frame 55 is weakened by the over.
aldamage reported under Item "F". Blister vol4, B404a has

a large fragment hole through the side plating several feet above
the waterline.

L. Flooding.

The starboard shaft alley was partilaly flooded
with a negligible amount of water seepage through the stern tube.
No other flooding occurred.,

Forward Aft List

Before Test A, drafts 230"2'8

After Test A. drafts 23' 0"p 23'8"0 Stbd.

The ship took on an insignificant amount of

water and lsted 6"due todama~ge andshiftingofthe upperstr~UCture.
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The absence of flooding, as a result of calm
weather and the list of the ship which placed holes and tears in
the shell out of reach of waves, is fortunate.

The watertight integrity in the after body of the
ship above the first platform Ls negligible. The limits of floodable
spaces are; below the first platform, all aft of bulkhead 144; on
first platform, all aft of bulkhead 133; on third deck, all aft of bulk-,
head 81; on second deck, all aft of bulkhead 57; and all above the
main deck, aft of the hangar space. In this large volume of the
after body bulkheads are buckled and torn, doors and hatches are
non-watertight and the port shell has several large openings along
the third deck. The counter has tears in the plating. The starboard
shell has a large hole above the main deck centered at frame 130.
Ventilation ducts and piping ruptured.

I the ship had been at sea or in rough weather
where pitching would have been Induced, water would have entered
through shell openings. With increased draft by the stern further
flooding, which could easily have caused the loss of the ship, would
have resulted.

After the crew returned to the ship, various
bulkheads and holes in the shell were repaired to reduce the flood-
ability. Bulkheads 101, 113, and 126 on the second deck were made
tight. Bulkhead 126 had one door welded and a tear in the port shell
welded, Limiting flooding to aft of bulkhead 126. Bulkheads between
the first platform and the third deck were made tight from forward
to and including bulkhead 126. All shell openings on the port side
were welded over to a level a few feet above the thrd deck.

M. Ventilation (exclusive of blowers).

(a) Damage to ventilation systems and causes.

Ducts: The ventilation ducts forward of bulk-
head 45 are in excellent condition except for crumpling of two
sections of duct in the fan room, port side, between frames 26 and
29. The fan room is located In the gallery overhang and was forced
against the side of the ship by the blast, thereby crumpling the
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sections of duct between each of the two supply fans and the ship's
side.

Ventilation intake and exhaust trunks located In
the weather have been blown away by the blast, The trunks In the

V hangar space have been blown away or collapsed by the blast which
entered the space after demolishing the port-side plating. Page 573

, ja:shows the result of fire and blast action on a ventilation duct on the
_1q main deck at frame 134.

Between the main and second decks, the ven-
tilation trunks, both, Intake and exhaust, show the greatest effect
Sof blast carried down from the weather deck and the greatest effect
from the collapse of supporting structure. Page 696 illustrates a
crumpled duct at frame 57, port side. The ducts shown on page
604 and 606 burst from the blast pressure. Those pictured on pages

[6 813 and 614 bulged so severely as to assume a nearly cylindrical
* •form but did not fail. The seams of this duct were spot welded.

As shown on page 622 there was a tendency for branch ducts of
crimped construction to separate under severe structural deforma'-I
tion. The effect of bulkhead deck and shell deformation may be
seen in pages 826, 628, 630, and 641. Pages 642 and 643 show
failures in the CPO mess room. Fire and blast caused the failure
of the ventilation systems at frame 144 shown In page 652.

The ventilation systems between the second
and third decks forward of bulkhead 79 were, in gener-al, unaffected.
Trunks aft of frame 79 indicate bulging to a small extent. There
were, however, no failures.

Closures appear to be effective where they
are not damaged by buckling of the structure to which they are
attached. In some instances ducts have separated from the
closure.

While all ventilation was temporarily out of
service, there would have been little change In the habitability of
living spaces. Repair of some of the systems forward of bulk-
head 126, by ship's crew, is feasible. Aft of 126 and above second
deck, mkjor effort will be required.
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(b) Evidences that ventilation systems conducted heat,
blast, fire, or smoke below decks.

The bulging of ducts and the discharge of duct dirt
from outlets indicates that blast was carried below decks. There is
no evidence to show that heat, smoke, or fire were conducted by the
ystems. Except where the duct failed the effect was not serious.

d(c) There is no evidence that ventilation systems
allowed any flooding to occur. There is however, poteiitial daniger
from this source in the open ends of systems on the hangar deck and
in buckled closures in bulkheads below the main deck.

(d) Constructive criticism of design and construction
of system.

Although there are ducts of riveted and crimped
construction which held under pressure and deformation of supporting
structure, the weight of evidence indicates that the most effective
ducts are of cylindrical form and resistance welded construction:
These should be fitted, using gate valve closures, where at all practic-
able.

N. Ship Control.

(a) Damage to ship control stations and causes.

The bridge and control steering station aft are
usable. One pelorus stand In the open bridge, port side, is cracked off
at the base. Although the disc steering wheel is bent away from its
plane, it is usable. Several instruments are out of their mountings
and some have been damaged by the blast or debris. However, the
gyro and three repeaters fumction satisfactorily.

The C.I.C. is out of action because all radar
antennae are gone. Some of the heavy equipment is damaged by
shock. Extreme deformation of bulkhead 45 has damaged or dis-
placed other items of equipment.

e oThe gyro-compasses and all but one repeater
are operative.
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The steering gear, including the bridge control, 4
is uninjured.

The telephone and loudspeaker systems either
remained operable or were put into operation quickly after the crew
reboarded the ship. It functions satisfactorily below decks and In
certain spots in the "island" and hangar area.s.

()Constructive criticism of ship control systems.

Satisfactory on this ship.

Most of the vital equipment was shielded from the
blast to some degree by 15 or 20 pound structure. It Is considered
that complete shielding using not less than 15 pound plate,, should be
provided.

0. Fire Control.

(a) Damage to fire control stations and causes.

The only exposed fire control equipment aboard
j this ship is the Mark 57 director provided for each 40MM mount.

The light metal sights of these directors have been damaged by the

of the gun tubs were damaged or thrown out of position on the port
side.

Except for spaces in the aftermost part of the
ship, the plotting rooms protected by the hull suffered little damage.
Fire control spaces are not usually located way aft.

(b) List of stations having insufficient protection and
estimated effect on fighting efficiency of the loss of
each.

All exposed stations are insufficiently protected.
The effect on fighting efficiency would be the proportion of the num-
ber of stations damaged against the total number provided.
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(c) Constructive criticism of location and arrangement
of stations.

Unless personnel are to be considered expendable,
complete protection must be proirided for them. The universal loss of
exposted fire control stations on this ship indicates that such stations
should be an integral part of the ship's hull, or should be more
securely anchored to it. Gun and director positions, which must be
located along the ship's side should therefore, be comhpletely covered
oponsons with access passageways to them provided inside the hull.
more such positions should be provided to compensate for the loss
5x, effectiveness caused by covering the individual position.

P. Ammunition Behavior.

(a) Ready service ammunition, location, protection, and
behavior under heat and blast.

Main battery - not applicable.

Secondary battery - not applicable.

40MM, 20MM, etc, - There is no effect notice-
able on the ready service ammunitiL.. aboard this ship. None of it
was affected by heat. The stowages, where exposed to the blast were
damaged, particularly along the port gallery walkway. Shelter and
clipping room bulkheads were torn, distorted, and blown away, doors,
scuttles, and fittings jammed. Under the. condition prevailing on this
test, the stowage provided in this ship cannot be classed as satis-
factory. Spaces shielded from the blast are practically undamaged.
The ready service house on the stern was in direct line of the blast
and is severely dished, and buckled, see page 58K. A similar
structure in the forecastle protected from the blast offers no evidence
oi dar-age. Twelve torpedoes, with warheads, stowed in compartment
C -101 -B burned f.ercely. This is not regular torpedo stowage and a

i fire of unknown origin caused the torpedoes to cook off. More pro-
tection than is offered by the construction of this compartment mao3t
be:. provided for warhead stowage.
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(b) Magazines locations, protection, forces involved and

behavior.

Main battery - not applicable.

Secondary battery,. not applicable.

40MM and 20MM The magazines which were
located deep In the ship show no effect ,of the test.

Bomb, mine, depth chargeand torpedo stowage-
The blast had no effect on these types of explosives carried in normal
reserve stowage.

(c) List of stowages which are insufficiently protected and
effects on ship survival of explosion of each space.

The stowages which were vulnerable were those
exposed to direct action of the blast. This appears to be true because
heit is- not a factor and suggests that adequate screening is the
primary requirement.

F11, (d) The gasoline stowage was very deep in the ship and
because it suffered no damage, no data suggesting Improvement was

•!:i:•,obtained.

,Q. Ammunition Handling.

(a) Condition and operability of ammunition handling
devices.

Main battery hoists not applicable.

Secondary battery hoists - not applicable.

Passing scuttles -not applicable.

4 Bomb and torpedo elevators - The bomb elevator
is not damaged but is out of action due to lack of electrical power.
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(b) Evidence that any ammunition handling devices con-
tributed to passing of heat, fire, blast, or flooding
water.

There is no such evidence.

(c) Constructive criticism of design and construction of
ammunition handling devices.

Since there were no failures, suggestions on means

of abviating them are not necessary.

R. Strength.

(a) Permanent hog or sag.

eHull evidence: Plate 41 shows evidence of hangar
deck depression along the centerline and the port and starboard deck
edges. The change in configuration along the centerline must be
eliminated as evidence of hog or sag because there is no support
along the centerline, resulting in local depressions rather than an
overall change in form of the ship structure. The port and starboard
deck edges offer a better check because the structure is stiffer and
is not so subject to local influences. Suspection of the lines run
before and after Test A shows little change between frames 46 and,
65, and frames 101 and 126. Between frames 66 and 101, the hangar
deck appears to have dropped varying amounts, with the port side

affected more than the starboard. The maximum depression of
1 3/4" occurs both port and starboard of frame 80. The average
port is approximately 1" and about 6/8" starboard. The port and
starboard readings are most severe between frames 74 and 83, and
taper off toward the end point; thus, supporting the conclusion that
there is a slight sag. However th::: section showing the sag runs
only for 1/3 the ships edges of elevator openings.

Bulkheads around door openings.

Blister and shell plating where framing was
omitted.
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(e) Evidence of panel deflection under blast.

(1) The port side plating shell and blister plating.

(2) The port walkways.

(3) The hangar deck and elevator walls.

(4) Bulkheads 46 and 126.

(6) The transom and gun tubs aft.

'(f) Tu~rrets, machinery and gear foundations.

There are no turrets on this ship.

Foundations for the operating gear of the port
catapult is damaged. The airplane crane is off its roller path.
Retaining bolts of the arresting gear hydraulic units f"Aled.

The port side gear foundations are unusable
because of damage to aUl overhanging structure.

S. Miscellaneous.

(a) Evidence of heat damage variations under various
colors of camouflage painting.

The location of scorched surfaces and direction
of shadows cast by the head radiation Indicate bearing of 2200 from
point of burst.

Red paint in Japanese flags on the "Island" has
turned white from the effect of radiant heat. The zinc chiromate
yellow used for marking frame numbers are scorched black, except
for a section at frame 25 where nearby equipment furnished pro-
te ction.

The paint on the forward face of the "Island"
tp frame -50, appears to be slightly blistered just at the inboard corner.
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That on the inboard side of the "Island" increases in severity
toward frame 56. The after face of the "Island is considerably
scorched and there are blisters on the vertical pipes. The wood
covering of the flight deck is scorched except where locally
protected by test equipment.

Along the starboard side, the gallery walkway
paint Is unaffected by the heat radiation from the burst. The side
plating and shell are unaffected except in way of the torpedo work-
shop, frames 126-132 above the main deck, where the torpedoes
burned. Paint on the port side is scorched to a depth of one coat
between the bow and approximately frame 20. Aft of frame 20,
the 6corching becomes increasingly deep, and, above the main
deck aft of frame 126, there is considerable flaking of.paint. There
is no scorching of interior paints from radiation and none from
fire except in way of the fire aft. This fire caused paint damage
to both sides of bulkhead 126 and part of the after elevator well,
above the second deck between bulkheads 126 and 132, and above
the main deck between frames 132 and 144.

Examination of seven different navy paints
discloses no blistering and only minor scorching. No differences
are noted in the conditions of army or navy paints which were.
examined. An army fire engine truck, painted with Toluidine red
is an alkid base, shows no scorching or blistering except where it
came into direct contact with flame.

The paint on radar mast at frame 60, port

side, is badly blistered and scorched by a local fire.

(b) Divers report,

On 16 July, a diving party furnished by T.U.1.2.7
made a thorough inspection of the underwater body of INDEPEN-
DENCE, from frame 108 aft with the following results:

1. Rudder undamaged; rotated 2° left. (The rudder

had been moved by the steering gear a few days previously.)

2. All struts, screws, and shafting appear normal
except for one missing rope guard.
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3. Very slight dish at frame 147 below the W.L. port.

4. From W.L. Inboard for. 7' on starboard side 126..
130 very slight dishing.

5. Two holes at 108 port near W.L. and one at 110.
These holes appear to be 3/4" diameter and are caused by pulling
out of a plug weld made here near the end of the blister. The ship
states these holes predated Able Day.

6. At frame 106 .Two minor dishes 25' from the
port W.L. These were probably caused by previous service. The
water was very clear, diving conditions were excellent, the divers
spent about six hdurs on this assignment, and the information recorded

sIs believed to be accurate and complete.

(c) Measurements.

The following measurements have been taken of
structural deformation of the ship.

2. Hangar deck survey.

1. Flight deck survey.

3. Bulkhead 45 and 126 measurements.

underside of main deck.

5. Flight deck vertical vent alignment. W

6. Port side shell and blister deflection.

Inaddition detailed photographs have been taken
of all flight deck beams, and the tops and bottoms (where failure
occurred) of all vertical bents. Many photos were taken of the port

shell. Photos were taken of the flight and hangar decks and of many
regions of failure below deck,.:,
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Two sets of stereoptican views of the damaged
port side, were taken, one by the SA•IOR (CVEi17) about 12 yuly,
and WIHARTQN (APV) about 21 July. By means of these photos,
detailed measurements of the damaged side should be possible.

W. Welding.

(a) General.

The effect of the test on this ship is of consider-
able importance because of the extensive use of welding In the
original construction and her proximity to the blast center. While
other units such as transports, submarines, and the ex-German
cruiser PRMIZ EUGEN have welded Incorporated In their design to
a greater degree, the INDEPENDENCE Is the only combatant surface
vessel of essentfally welded design, in the target array, to suffer
heavy damage.

The extent and gradation of the damage, from
severe aft to negligible forward, affords opportunity to study, under
diverse conditions, the performance of welds in different types of
construction, and in various thicknesses and types of materials.
Rough comparisons were obtained of the performance In similar
structures, of seams joined by different methods of fabrication, such
as welding, riveting, and crimping. In certain cases the more suit-
able method of fabrication for resistance to shock and blast is
clearly indicated.

Because of the unique case provided by this
vessel a careful study was made of the performance of welded con-
nections throughout the ships structure. Details of damage In way
of welded construction together with conclusions and recommendations
based on observations made and correlated data derived from post
test inspections, are included in the following report.

(b) Overall effect of the performance of welding on the
vessel.

Concurrent with the general damage Inflicted on
the ship's hull, described In Item A of Part C, welded seams and
connections were in many instances subjected to abnormal stresses,
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and In certain, cases, are serinusly deformed or fractured.

The complete failure of numerous main structural
elements at welded joints and connections, as In the case of flight
deck bents and the shell and main deck structures, contributed in a
considerable degree to the resultant Inoperability of the vessel as a
combatant unit.

Although riveted connections exposed to the blast
are limited In number and structural significance, the inability of
such connections to astsume a proportionate share of the load was
responsible to a marked degree for the failure of Important adjacent
structure, muich of which was welded.

Detail description of such damage along with that I
related to structure or welded design are covered in the texrt which
follows under the appropriate headings, according to location in the
ship's structure and by pertinent photographs and sketches. Dis-.
cussions under such headings deal with damage observed according
to the structural element In which It occurs rather than by location
according compartment, deck level or general area In the vessel.

(c) Island (superstructure).

signiican and Weld failures in this structure are not particularly
sigifiantandare limited to those joining bulwark stiffeners to the

deck., and to fractures In seams In the bulkhead plating. I-

Are welded seams and butts In the 6.1# medium
steel flight decks, show no sign of failure although the decks plating
was highly stressed and ruptured or torn in several places.

Intermittent fillet welds joining the flight deck
plating to supporting longitudinal beams failed at frame -145 on the
port side. See photograph, page 218. Failure occurred as a result
of the tripping of the flanges of the longitudinal beams subjected the
root of filled welds to high stress.' A great weight to width ratio
for these flanges would minimize the tendency for such failure.
Similar failures occur in fillet weids joining the longitudinal deck
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beams to the fli& deck girders at frames 345, 357, 369, 375, 380,376, 394, 470, 471, and 462. Again, th tripping of the flanges of
the deck beams was the major factor In the joint failures.

At frame 95, many of the flight deck longitudinal
beams failed In the. welded butt In way of the tear In the flight deck
plating and directly over the transverse girder of the bent. See photo-
graph pages 478, 479, and 482. Incomplete weld penetration con-
tributed to the failures.

Flight deck longitudinal beams on the port side
were fractured at the welded intersections with the after gallery
deck bulkhead. These failures, are considered to have resulted, under
blast conditions, from the local concentration of stress at such inter-
sections, which are in effect, structural hard spots.

Examination of the expansion joints in that part
of the flight deck which was bulged upward by the air blast, revealed
failures In centerline butt welds In the deck transverse boundary
channels. At frame 83 1/2 the channel on the after side of the expan-
sion joint failed. At frame 84 1/2 the channels on both sides of the
joint were fractured. While at frame 111 1/2, failure was limited to
the channel sections at the centerline joint, and the resultant incom-
plete joint penetration materially contributed to the failures observed
In these members. Photographs on pages 189, 190, 198, 187, and
206 show the damage described.

(e) Gallery deck, walkways and sponsons.

Except for some casualties to ventilation ducts
and to joiner bulkheads, damage to connections at the gallery deck
level is limited primarily to those failures In walkways and in gun
and director sponsons on the port side of the ship.

Most of the weld failures were in thin medium
steel plating and structure normally subjected to low operating
stresses. Others were in austenitic chronium nickel steel welds in
STS shields and bulwarks on gun and director sponsons. In both
cases incomplete rut penetration due to improper joint prepara-
tion and lack of back chipping is the predominate cause of weld
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failure. Photographs, pages 83, 85, 132 -3-4, 136, 170, 171, 172, 173,
174, 230, 231, 232, and 235 illustrate tkw Lneral nature of these
failures.

(f) Forecastle and poop decks.

There is no significant damage to welds in the
forecastle or poop deck structures.

(g) Hangar space.

Hangar siding and side plating above the sheer
strake: Much of the port siding in way of the hangar space was
carried away by the blast. A study of the pattern of failure at the
connections between this material and the framing structure did not
signify any particular weakness due to welding. Several of the
fractures indicated, instead, that failures are due, in effect, to the.
structural hard spots created by the intersection of thin members
with thick members. Other fractures apparently followed welded
seams in the thin side plating. Photograph, page 440, shows a fracture
In the siding adjacent to a weld joining the siding to a flight deck bent.
The weld joining the side plating to the poop deck on the port side
failed as shown on photograph pages 144 and 247. Other tears along
welds joining the side plating to the sheer strake at the main deck
level and vertical tears at bulkhead 138 are shown on page 144.

SPhotograph page 373 shows a distorted starboard side panel of welded
construction in the hangar space. The stiffeners are attached to
the plating by intermittent welds. No weld failures were found
despite the deformation shown.

A web frame in the torpedo stowage compart-
ment on the starboard side failed in the welded connection to the
main deck, as shown on pages 568 and 569. Damage in this space
was caused by fire and the explosion which occurred after the test.

Arc welded butts and seams in the 15 pound
hangar deck plating showed no signs of failure although the deck
plating was deeply dished between the supporting deep longitudinals.
The all welded supporting structure was buckled in many locations
but no weld failures occurred.
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Flight deck bents: These members which form
the main supporting structure for the flight deck In way of the hangar
space, were In many cases, severely damaged by the blast as des-
cribed under Item G. Much of the damage was at welded connections.
The failu~re of these connections through the hangar space contributed,
in a major degree, to the complete failure. of the flight deck In way of
the supporting bents. While the directions of loading and the extent
to which loading occurred under the blast conditions Imposed by the
test were not fully reckoned with In the design of the flight structure,
many of the failures were of such nature as to indicate inadequacy in
the extent or quality of welding inspection, in the quality of workman-
ship of welding operators and in the design of connections, assuming
severe shock or blast conditions. of a total of 38 bracketed connec-
tions on the 19 bents In way of the hangar, 30 showed fractures, most
of which were of a serious nature.

In many cases welds were definitely smaller
than the size specified on the working plans. From the exami~nation
of fractured connections between brackets, transverse girders, and
columns, it appears rather general that abutting members, contrary
to plane requirement6, have had no edge preparation prior to welding.
As a result., such connections show Incomplete joint penetration to a
serious degree. This defect together with the fact that the size of
fillet welds are under the requirements specified resulted In defi-
nitely weakening the flight deck structure. Photographs, pages 416,
417, 418, and 420 show thle failure of the starboard overhead connec-
tion of flight deck bent 83 along the bracket and transverse girder.
The builder plans calls for beveling the edge of the bracket web to
permit 100 per cent penetration of the joint by weld metal. Actually.,
the members are joined only by fillet welds along the bracket web.
These fillet welds, specified by the plane to be 6/16 inch in size,
actually measured less than 1/4 inch In dimension. It is not surpris-
Ing that failures occurred under such conditions, as the web sections
Joined by such welds were 9/16 Inch and the flange sections 7/8 Inch.
Failures due to improper edge preparation and unidersize welds
accounted for more than half of the total failures found In the flight
deck bent bracketed connections. Port side failures of overhead
connections of this description are at bents 56, 59, 71, 92, 95, 98.,
101, 104, and 107 and are shown on plates 5,6,10, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, and
22, respectively. Starboard failures at bents 68, 71, 83, 101, 104, 107,
and 110 are shown on plates 9, 10, 14, 20, 21, 22, and 23 respectively.
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OW" Base metal failures in flight deck bent menib-;rs
account for approximat ly one third of the total fai1 res found at the
overhead bracketed connections. Most of these failiLres propagated
from fractures originating adjacent to welds, and may have resulted
either from embrittlement of the base material in the weld heat
affected zone or from local high stresses set up at the toes of the
brackets as a result of the blast load imposed on the structure. Port
side connections on bents S5, 74, 86, -39, and 98 are shown on plates
8, 11, 12, 15, 16, and 19, respectively.

Other instances of incomplete joint penetration
are in evidence in welds at centerline butts in flight deck bent trans-
verse girders. Nine out of a total of 19 such girders showed frac.
tures. Fractures varied from those traver• ;ng only the top or bottom
flange, to those completely fractured and separated.

There are indications that some of the members in
the bent structure maybe of such chemical composition or in such

4 metallurgical condition as to adversely affect the weldability of the
material. This was evidenced by brittle fractures which appeared
to have originated in the heat affected zones of welds. While relatively
few shock failures occurred, they are considered sufficiently import-
ant to warrant an investigation of the materials involved. Accordingly,
specimens were taken for metallurgical and chemical analysis. The
results of this investigation will be reported under Engineering Exper-
iment Station Test No. C-2853.

To facilitate study of the effects of design as
associated with failures of the bracketed connections, plates 6 to 25
have been prepared. On these plates, the nature of the failure is
shown diagramatically along with notation as to the origins of
fracture, where possible to ascertain. As access to many of the
fractures was limited under the adverse circumstances prevailing
during the period of inspection, it was difficult to accurately determine
the origin and exact location of the fracture with respect to welds.
Wherever possible close-up photographs and observations were made.
In instances where fractures were not accessible for close examina-
tion, comments are based on a study of the area in question togt:,er
with that of adjacent structure and on photographs taken from various
angles and locations as close as possible to the damage. On such
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cases, conclusions as to the nature of failures and the factors con-
tributing to failures are drawn from an analysis of this information
along with design data shown on page 4. Welds joining the wobble
bents to the riveted deck connection plates were fractured on the
starboard side at frame 62 and on the port side at frame 65 and 110 as
shown on photograph pages, 318, 328, 532, and 534. Limited signi-
ficance is attached to these failures as the deck connection plates
were permitted to deform sufficiently through failure of the riveted
connection to place abnormal peaking stresses on the welded joints.
Minor design changes in the connection would effectively minimize
the possibilities of such failures.

Connections of the hangar bent columns and the
STS shear strake on the port side at frames 89, 92, 98, and 107
failed apparently in the heat affected zone of the STS base metal
adjacent to the austenitic chromium nickel steel welds. Photograph
pages 441, 442, 456, 457, 487, and 521 show these failures.

Hangar deck: Arc welded butt and seam welds
showed no signs of failure although the deck plating was heavily
dished between members of the supporting structure. The welded
supporting structure consisting of longitudinal and transverse floors
between the hangar and second decks is buckled in many areas,
but no weld failures were observed. Details of damage to the hangar
deck structure are shown on photograph pages 279 to 291. A tear in a
weld connecting the hangar deck plating to flight deck bent 74 and to the
side plating on the port side was the only damage in way of welding in
the hangar deck structure. Photograph pages 362, 363, and 364 show
this minor damage.

(h) Main deck.

The permanent downward deflection of the main
deck aft of frame 45, particularly in way of the elevator pits and aft
of 125, as described under Item G, caused welded joints in certain
members to be highly stressed.

A welded butt in the 17.5# main deck, one foot
forward of frame 47 on the port side in way of the elevator pit is
fractured. The fracture is approkimately 6 1/2 feet long and shows
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incomplete joint penetration as a result of failure to correctly prepare
the plate edge. See photograph page 273. In way of this failure the port
outboard deck longitudinal is completely fractured at a welded butt
j oint.

At about frame 130, deck longitudinal number three fail-
ed and tore the weld joining it to the deck plating above, as shown on
photograph pagu, U039.

The transverse main deck beam at frame 122 failed hi a
welded butt at the intersection of the beam and port side deck longitudinal
number three. See photograph pages 629, 630, and 631. The fracture
originated in an inferior weld in the lower flange of the beam and
extended on up through the web arid collar plate covering the notch for
the longitudinal. Examination of the fracture showed that the joint
was poorly fitted and that a "dutchman" was used to avoid refitting.
The section containing the fracture was cut out of the vessel and sent
to the Engineering Experiment Station for examination to determine
if materials were a factor in the failure and to what degree defective
construction was responsible. Preliminary results are set forth
above. Further results will be reported in Engineering Experiment
Station Test No. C-2853.

(i) Second deck.

No significant weld failures were observed in the second
deck structure forward of bulkhead 132. On the port side from frame
132 aft the second deck is severely buckled due to the inward dis-
placement of the shell by the blast wave. As a result of the severe
wrinkling and buckling which occurred, many of the welded connections
between the -leck beams, the shell frames and the deck plating failed.
Since the structure in these areas Is practically demolished no con-
structive criticism can be made of the design or quality of welding.

()Third deck and lower decks or platforms.

No significant weld failures were observed in deck or

platform structures below the second deck.
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(k) Blisters.

Although inspection of construction inside blisters was
limited because of the difficulties of access to such spaces, no
Important weld failures were observed in these structures, port or
starboard. A small fracture in the blister shell at frame II1 on the
port side is shown on photograph page 113. This f~ailure was in a
weld at the after end of a plate in. the upper strake of the blister shell
plating.

(1) Shell - (below main deck).

Except in isolated cases there is no detectable damage to
welds in the shell structure forward of frame 126. Aft of 126 the dam-
age is considerable.

Failures in welds in shell plating (welded construction
was employed in the fabrication of both butts and seams aft of frame
13-0) are be st show n on photograph page s 1 19 to 12 9 inclusive. As
a result of the marked inward deflection of the shell above the third
deck several failures occurred. These were eit her in welded seams
or adjacent to welds along the third deck line. Photographs pages
119, 126 and 128 show fractures along the line of the third deck, which
is the deck shown to be intact about 6 feet above the water. A slight
amount of undercut along the fillet weld joining the shell plating
to the main deck probably contributed to the failure. The shell plating
was also torn along a welded seam at the second deck level forward
of bulkhead 144. See photograph pages 119 and 145. Failure also
occurred along a weld -joining the main deck and sheer strake aft of
bulkhead 138, as shown on photograph page 120.

The welds joining the after sponson to the stern plating
failed as shown on photographs pages 128 and 129. These photographs
also show the failure in the weld joining the sponson plating and the
STS gun bulwark.

Shell stringers and longitudinals.

On the poop deck level on the port side, at frame 140, the
shell longitudinal failed in the weld joining it to the intersecting frame.
See photograph page 250.
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At frame 134 on the second deck, port side, the mid height
shell stringer is fractured in a welded butt, as shown on photograph
page 641.

A butt joint in the port ,:'de shell stringer at freme 124
1/2 on the second deck failed in the welds as shown on photographs
pages 675 and 676. Incomplete joint penetration contributed materially
to all weld failures in the above longitudinal members.

Frames.

Web frames 89 on the port side in fractured adjacent to
the austeniiic chromium-nickle steel weld joining the web to the
STS stringer strake overhead. Failure occurred as a result of the
strong upward pull exerted by the flight deck bent which was welded
to the main deck stringer strake directly over this web. The fracture
appears to be in the web material rather than in the weld. Photo-
graph pages 608, 609 and 610 show the failure in the web below the
main deck, while photograph page 442 shows the connection between
-the flight deck bent and the. stringer and shear strakes. The failure
of the shear• strake connection, shown on photograph page 441, result-
ed in the transfer of added stress to the joint between the stringer
strake and web frame below.

On the second deck, port side, the weld joining intercostal
frame 137 to the shell stringer is broken. At web frame 138, the
welds joining the upper end of the frame to the shell are fractured.
Welds too small to develop 100% joint efficiency contributed to both
of these failures. See photograph page 636.

On the third deck, port side, the welds joining web frame
110 to the deck failed as a result of the inward displacement. of the
shell. Undersize welds contributed to the failure.. See photograph
pages 664, 665 and 666. In the ice machinery room, port side, a
similar failure occurred in the welds joining intercostal shell frames
124 and 125 to the mid-height shell stringer as shown on photograph
page 676.

Other failures of inter-r•'-fal frames at welded connections

are shown on photograph pages 119, and 122. These failures are at the
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third deck line where abrupt inward displacement of the shell occurred.
Undersize welds and welds too small to provide the maximum joint
efficiency obtainable are consistently found to be contributing factors
in the failures of T-joint connections of intercostal members.

(in) Bulkheads.

1. Structural bulkheads.

The divisional bulkhead just aft of the after elevator
pit at frame 126 failed in a welded horizontal seam on the starboard
side in way of the torpedo storage spaces as shown on photograph
pages 564 and 565.

Bulkhead bounding welds failed along the deck in
the shipfitters shop at frame 138 on the port side. These welds
were undersize. The failure is shown at the lower right in the photo-
graph page 574. Similar weld failures were observed on the poop
deck level at bulkhead 138, and are shown on photograpl; page 250.
Bounding welds on the port side between the main deck and bulkhead
144 also failed. See photograph page 574.

In all of the above cases welds were too small to
develop the maximum obtainable joint efficiency.

In the 40MM handling room at frame 149 on the
main deck, austenitic welds joining the STS port and after bulkheads
to the deck failed.

(n) Stanchions.

Welds connecting stanchions to decks or overhead
structure failed in areas where overhead structure was deflected
either upward or downward by the blast.

Failure where upward deflection occurred are located
on the main deck, port and starboard, at frame 148 as shown on
photograph pages 581, 584, 585 and 586.

On the second decks, port side, at frame 52 welds con-
necting the stanchions to the decks and overhead failed. See photograph
page 600.
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Similar failures occurred on the s~ame deck at frames 108 and 109
as shown on photograph page 623.

On the third deck starboard, a butt joint approximately
6" below the overhead stanchion at frame 53 f ailed on the weld.
The fracture revealed that weld penetration into the joint was very
shallow. When.the decks structure sprang back from its position of
downward deflection, the stanchion which had been permanently
buckled in compression failed at the weld instead of following the
deck. See photograph page 655.

Although larger welds would prevent fracture at deck
and overhead connections, all stanchions had apparently failed stru~ctur-
ally by buckling before weld failures occurred.

(o) U~ptakes.

Sheet metal uptakes on -the. hangar decks level are either
badly crushed or demolished by the air blast. The outer jacket was
of bolted and welded construction while most of the inner construction
was welded. A number of corner joints failed as a result of insufficient
joint penetration, or from welding from only one side. The general
condition of the uptake structures after Test A are shown on photo-
graph pages 310, 335, and 439.

(p) Ventilation.

Welded ventilation ducts and pipes on and above the second
decks level suffered severe damage through being crushed or deformed
by the movement of the overhead or adjacent structure, and from air
blast which penetrated "' e ventila'ýon system through outboard ports.

Most of the lighter ducts were of riveted or bolted con-
struction and performed poorly under the conditions of Test A.
ýPhotograph pages 236, 246, 248, 330, 592, 652, show damage in way
of such construction.

1n general, arc welded ventilation ducts and trunks performed
better than riveted and crimped ducts. However penetration of the
blast into ventilation systems revealed the inherent weakness of corner
joints welded from only one side.
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The use of such joint construction, which are simple to prepare arid,
easy to weld, is permitted for the reason that normal operation pres-
sures are almost negligible. See photograph pages 603, 6041. and 606.

On the second deck at frame 95 on the outboard side of the
port passageway, vertical duct showed pronounced evidence of internal
pressure as a result of the blast wave being conducted below deck by
the ventilation system. The duct, originally of approximately square
cross section, was bulged and the walls distended until at certain
locations it was almost circular in cross sections. See photograph
pages 613 and 614. None of the joints failed Fs a result of the blast.
The reason that failure did not occur appears to be in the superiority
of resistance spotwelded joints over joints arc welded from only one
side. Although this was the only resistance welded duct exposed to
severe blast, the superiority in performance of ducts fabricated in
this manner over those fabricated by riveting, arc welding, or
bolting is clearly illustrated.

(q) Boat handling structure.

Several failures were observed in ~velded T-joints in
the boat crane structure on the boat handling platform, port side at
frame 125. The relative weakness of these joints as compared with
the rest of the structure is due to small weld size and minimum joint
preparation. Photograph pages 138 and 140 show the nature of the
failures.

(r) Conclusions.

In g eneral, the performance of welded construction on the
INDEPENSDENCE was very satisfactory. A few weld failures were
found which were obviously the result of poor workmanship on the
part of the welding operator. However, in most cases the primary
causes of failure were lack of edge preparation of joints prior to
welding; lack of, or improper back chipping on butt joints; improper
fitting prior to welding and undersize welds. Failures of welds in
important strength members in the flight deck structure resulted
apparently, from failure to follow the joint designs specified on the
plans. Flight deck bent connections showed many such deficiencies
particularly at the bracketed overhead joints and at the centerline
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butts in the girders. The designs of most of the connections in the
bent structure called for 100 per cent joint efficiency to facilitate
in obtaining complete weld penetration. These design requirements
were not met, as the photographs taken of failures in such joints
will show. Deficiencies such as noted above are largely the result of
failure to adequately inspect joint preparation prior to welding.

In view of the foregoing it appears that more adequate
inspection of welding is needed, particulary inspection of joint
preparation prior to welding. Where operating loads are high or in
structures where important members are subject to blast, con-
sideration should be given to fairing such members to a greater
degree in way of connections.
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TECHNICAL INSPECTION REPORT

SECTION II - MACHIN~ERY

GENERAL SUMMARY OF MACHINERY DAMAGE

I. Target Condition After Test.

(a) Drafts after test; list; general areas of fI. oding, sources.

No data taken by Machinery Group.

(b) Structural damage.

The stacks were badly crushed and distorted at their
bases and lower parts where they extend beyond the side of the ship at
the hangar deck level. The upper portion of stacks #1, #3, and 4 carried
away. 'Severe distortion of the hull near the stern is believed to have
caused misaliginment of the main shafting. Both airplane elevator plat-
forms were blown overboard., pulling apart the wire rope cables. The
guide rails on the port side of the after elevator were bent. The air-
plane cranri was badly damaged structurally and is leaning outboard at an
angle of about 16 0. A great deal of damage was done to piping, es -
pecially in the hangar and on the flight deck., by failure or deflection of
supporting structures. The port boat winch was blown overboard.

(c) Other damage.

No damage to the main propulsion plant or its
auxiliaries was found by visual inspections and operational tests, the
main engines being turned at propeller speeds of 20 RPM. However,
this is not a conclusive test of the main shafting, which is believed to
be out of alignment. All boilers were made inoperable by damage to
stacks and uptakes., which completely sealed the gas passages. There
was severe damage to piping in the hangar and on the flight dec.ký aft of
frame 50, and slight damage to piping (especially refrigeration piping)
elsewhere. Wire rope cable, which broke when the elevator platforms
carried away, is badly entangled in the elevator machinery. The air-
plane crane,, in addition to being damaged structurally, sustained
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damage to the machinery. The rotating machinery of the crane is
probably beyond repair. Ventilating fans in the hangar were demolished.
The starboard boat winch, after casualty power generator diesel engine,
and equipment in the carpenters', shipfitters', and torpedo workshops
were burned out by the fires and explosions in the after areas of the
ship and are beyond rep air.

I.I. Forces Evidenced and Effects Noted.

(a) Heat.

Screwed union joints at gage line valves of gasoline
filling stations #1, 3 and 6 pulled apart. Apparently the nuts were
expanded by heat of the secondary fire that raged in this area. These
stations are at the outer edge of the flight deck. other evidences of
extreme heat topside are blistered paint and charred wood, canvas,
leather, etc..

(b) Fires and explosions.

Fires and secondary explosions occurred in the
hangar., on the flight deck aft of frame 50, and in the upper decks near
the stern. These burned out the diesel engine of the after casualty power
generator, the starboard boat winch., and equipment In the carpenters,
shipfltters', and torpedo workshops.

(c) Shock.

There was no damage to machinery. that could be
specifically attributed to shock.

(d) Pressure.

The blast pressure of the explosion caused the maj or
damage to the stacks., airplane elevators, crane, and some of the damage
to piping. This pressure caused failures and deflection of decks and
bulkheads which in turn, caused most of the damage to piping. The
pressure wave appeared to have come from the port quarter.
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(e) Effects apparently peculiar to the atom bomb.

The very high magnitude of blast pressure is
apparently peculiar to the atom bomb.

III. Effects of Damage.

(a) Effect on machinery and ship control.

The ship was left without steam power and hence
was immobilized. Temporary repairs to enable the ship to steam at
slow speed would require at least 4 days. Damage to gasoline piping
would have greatly accentuated the effect of fires and explosions if the
ship had been operating under war conditions. Damage to gasoline,
firemain, and water curtain piping would have handicapped efforts to
fight the fires. The firemain in the hangar and on and above the flight
deck level aft of frame 50 was inoperable except for a few connections
on the port side. The airplane elevators were left useless as their
platforms were blown ovt. %board. The crane is inoperable. The hoist-
ing gear of the crane could have been made operable for emergency
use by a tender within about 24 hours, but the rotating gear is probably
beyond repair. The port boat winch is missing. The starboard boat
winch, the diesel engine of the after casualty power generator, and
the equipment of the carpenters', shipfitters', and torpedo workshops
are beyond repair. The refrigerating plant is inoperable but could be
made operable by the ship s force within 2 days. The main shafts were
believed to be out of alignment making high speed impossible even if
boiler power for same were available.

The test had little effect on ship control from a
machinery point of view, except to limit power available to that
furnished by the two emergency diesel generators and the forward
casualty power generator.

(b) Effect on gunnery and fire control.

No comment.

(c) Effect on water-tight integrity and stability.

No comment.
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(d) Effect on personnel and habitability.

It is estimated that there would have been no
casualties to engineering personnel below decks. Casualties would
have been very high among exposed personnel. Habitability was
reduced by lack of steam power and general damage to the area
exposed to blast pressure and fires.

(e) Total effect on fighting efficiency.

The effectiveness of this vessel as an aircraft
carrier was reduced to zero, and could not be restored without a
major overhaul.

IV. General Su~mmary.

It would appear that no aircraft carrier now afloat
could withstand an attack of this nature at such close range without
serious reduction of her military effectiveness as a carrier.
Extensive studies of design features of this type are indicated.

V. Preliminary Recommendation.

Recommendations based on the experience of this
vessel are too numerous for all to be listed here. A few of the most
important will. be mentioned in a general way.

1. Redesign stacks to enable them to better withstand blast
pressure, and relocate them so all will not be badly damaged by blast
pressure coming from one direction.

2. Study the design and layout of piping to make it better
able to withstand this type of attack. In particular, support piping
from heavy frames or other structural strength members not likely to
fail or be severely distorted.

3. Adopt measures to prevent elevator platforms from being
blown overboard or wrecked.
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4. Reduce surface area of structural members of deck
equipment (such as crane) as much as possible, and round these
surfaces. Install the crane machinery in a protected location In-
stead of on the rotating platform.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF MACHlINERY DAMAGE

A. General Description of Machinery Damage.

(a) Overall condition.

All boilers are out of commission because of damage
to the stacks,, which completely closed the gas passages. The airplane
crane was extensively damaged and is inoperable, The airplane
elevator platforms and the port boat winch were blown overboard. The
starboard boat winch and a considerable amount of shop equipment2
near the stern were burned out by the fire in this area. The piping of
the refrigeration equipment was considerably damaged. No power is
available except that furnished by the emiergency diesel generators.
and the forward casualty power diesel generator. Firemain. and gaso-
line piping -in. the hangar and on and above the flight deck level, aft of
frame BO were severely damaged and these systems are inoperable
in these areas except for a few connections on the port side.

(b) Areas of major damage.

Major damage to machinery occurred in the hangar,
on this level aft of the hangar, on the flight deck, and on the stacks and
cranes above the flight deck.

(c) Primary cause of damage in each area of major damage.

The primary cause of all machinery damage wa s the
air blast. Severe secondary damage was sustained by the machinery in
the area, of the fire and explosions near the stern. There was also a
large amount of secondary damage to piping in the hangar space and on
the flight deck from the failure of supporting structures and the impact
of various missiles. A small amount of damage to piping in exposed
areas (opening of screwed joints) appears to have been caused by heat.

(d) Effect of target test on overall operation of machinery plant.

All machinery is out of action except that which can
be operated by power supplied by the two emergency diesel generators
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and the forward casualty power generator. It is estimated that the crew
could have cleared one stack and erected a temporary stack to allow
limited operation of one boiler within 36 hours. A major overhaul at
a shipyard would be required to affect repairs to stacks, elevators,
cranxe, piping, and shop equipment for wartime oparation. It is estimated
that at least four days would be required to make emergency repairs
to enable the ship to steam at 8 knots. Damage to fire main and gaso-
line systems would have greatly accentuated the effect of fires and
explosions, and would have handicapped efforts to combat them, if the
ship had been cruising under war conditions.

NOTE: Temporary repairs were made to one stack after
Test A. (Photo 2172-5, 6; pages 683 and 684). No. 2 boiler was lighted
off, the main propulsion machinery was warmed up and tested at 20 RPM.
No damage to the main engines or their auxiliaries was discovered by
this test and the inspections made. However, in view of the severe hull
deformation, at the stern and the limited power available for testing,
this is not considered to be a conclusive test. It is probable that some
misalignment of shafting exists.

B. Boilers.

(a) Air casings.

1. The air casings of boilers were slightly damaged by
the blast. The inner rear casing of #2 boiler had 6 tears from 1 to 6
inches long in various locations on the saturated side. The failures
occurred in large panels of thin CRS sheet of approximately 1/32 inch
thickness. These tears would not have impaired the operation of the
boiler and could have been repaired by the ship's force. No rupture
was found on the superheater side of any boiler.

2. The outer casings were only slightly damaged. The
panels between the economizer and steam drum of boilers #3 and #4
had small tears (one In each panel) about 1 inch long in the upper cover
of the panel nearest to the steam drum. (See photo 2172-8, page 685).
The economizer casing just above the access of #4 economizer was
split at the weld and cracked down to the door opening (See photo
2172-7, page 686).
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3. A review of boiler casings pressure versus blower
speed before and after Test A shows that in order to maintain a
casing pressure of 28 inches of water, it was necessary to increase the
blower speeds from 50 to 100 RPM after Test A. These data are
tabulated on alater page of this report.

-!

(b) External fittings.

All boilers were tested hydrostatically before and '.,
after Test A. These tests indicate no appreciable change in the tight-
ness of the boilers.

(c) Fuel oil burner assemblies.

Fuel oil pressure assemblies were apparently
undamaged.

(d) Brickwork and furnaces.

Brickwork and furnaces were apparently undamaged.
No abnormal cracks exist, and plastic and chrome ore are intact.

(e) Steam, water drums and headers.

Hydrostatic tests on all boilers indicate no ap-
preciable change in the tightness of the boilers. (See hydrostatic test
data below).

(f) Tubes.

There was no apparent damage to any of the boiler
tubes.

(g) Foundations.

The foundations of boilers were inspected and
found to be intact.

!P
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(h) Stacks and uptakes.

1. All uptakesa below the hangar deck are intact and
have but negligible distortion Iin the form of a very slight dish about
3 feet below that deck.

2. The stacks are crushed and distorted beyond
repair at their bases and lower parts where they extend beyond the
side of the ship at the hangar deck level. The uptakes were torn free
at the connection to the stacks and all uptake openings are completely
closed. (See photo 1880-2, 3, 4; pages 687, 688, and 689).

3. The upper parts of stacks #1, 3 and 4 carried
away (see photos 1880-6, 6, 7, 8; pages 690, 691., 692 and 693). No. 2
upper stack is still in place but has been crushed so as to partially
close the opening. The horizontal portions of all stacks remained in
place but, except for #2 stack., the outer casings In t~his section were
ruptu~red and dished so severely that the inner casings were also
heavily damaged. The inner casings of the horizontal portion of #2
stack were only moderately dished.
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HYDROSTATIC TESTS ON BOILER # 2

Time Pressure. Before A Pressure After A

0000 600# 600#
0030 590 588
0100 586 576
0130 578 567
0200 573 557
0230 568 547 4
0300 563 536
0330 557 525
0400 552 515
0430 547 505
0500 544 495
0530 538 485
0600 532 476
0700 518 457
0800 507 439
0900 493 422
1000 480 409
1100 469 399
1200 455 391
1300 445 383
1400 435 374
1500 425 365
1600 418 357
1700 412 350
1800 409 342
"1900 406 334
2000 402 325
2100 398 315
2200 393 •, 312
2300 388 309
2400 384 305
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HYDROSTATIC TESTS ON BOILER # 3

Time Pressure Before A Pressure After A

0000 600o 6000
0030 565 575
0100 545 558
0130 520 540
0200 500 526
0230 485 514
0300 475 500
0330 465 490
0400 455 480
0430 445 470
0500 430 462
0530 420 451
0600 410 440
0700 390 422
0800 380 409
0900 370 393
1000 370 375
1100 365 355
1200 360 336
1300 355 322
1400 350 308
1500 350 296
1600 350 284
1700 350 274
1800 349 265
1900 348 255
2000 346 245
2100 344 235
2200 343 225
2300 340 217
2400 340 210
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C. Blowers.

Undamaged. All blowers were inspected and
operated under normal conditions.

Blower - Air Casing Test
(3 Blowers in use on each Boiler)
(Air Casing Pressure 28 inches of water on all tests)

Before Test A After Test A

Boiler # Steam Press. Blower RPM Steam Press. Blower RPM

1 320# 4350 330# 4400
2 340 4550 360 4600
3 320 4400 340 4500
4 315 4400 325 4500

D. Fuel Oil Equipment.

Undamaged. All fuel oil equipment has been
inspected and subjected to operating pressures. The equipment in #1
fireroom was operated incident to the operation of #2 boiler.

E. Boiler Feedwater Equipment.

Undamaged. All boiler feedwater systems and
equipment have been inspected and subjected to operating pressures.
The feedwater equipment in #1 ffreroomn was operated while steaming
#2 boiler.

F. Main Propulsion Machinery.

1. Undamaged. The main turbines were inspected, tested,
jacked over by the jacking gear, then spun both ahead and astern by
steam at 20 R.P.M.. There was no evidence of any derangement.

2. Leads left in the bearings of #3 high and low pressure
turbines indicate motion of the rotors up to .0095 inch. (See bearing
lead data following).
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#3 L. P. TURBINE - FORWARD BEARING

Forward Lead Before Test A After Test A Difference

Port .007 .002 .005
Tod .011 .003 .008
Stb d .008 .002 .006

After Lead

Port .0075 .002 .0055
Top .009 .002 .007
Stb d .007 .002 .005

#3 L. P. TURBINE - AFTER BEARING

Forward. Lead

Port .007 .003 .004
Top .011 .0025 .0085

Stbh d .008 .003 .005

After Lead

Port .0056 .004 .0016
Top .009 .0025 .0065
Stb d .006 .0025 .0036
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#3 H. P.TURBIN~E -AFTER BEARING

Forward Lead

Port .007 .008. .001
Toý .013 .007 .006
Stb d .010 .005 .005

Center Lead

Port .008 .005 .003
Toý .013 .007 .006
Stb d .010 .007 .003

After Lead

F ort :011 :003 :008
Top .012 .006 .0064

4'
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G. Reduction Gears.

Undamaged. The reduction gears were inspected
and operated under normal working conditions restricted to 20 RPM
by low boiler power available. The teeth and gear Internals were
Inspected while the gears were being jacked over and no derangement
was observed. Representative holding down bolts were sounded and
found tight.

H. Shafting and Bearings.

1. Apparently undamaged.

2. The shafting and bearln g were inspected, both inside
and outside the ship. Divers reported no damage to the external
fittings and struts or distortion of the shaft as far as they were able
to determine.

3. It is doubtful whether the shafting on this ship has
maintained its original alignment during the blast due to the severe
deformation of the hull at the stern and the probability of main strut
displacement. Inspection by divers is not considered to be conclusive
evidence of lack of misalignment outside the hull. The low speed (20
RPM) at which it was possible to turn the shafting is not considered
conclusive as to performance at high speeds. No facilities for check-
Ing the alignment by measurements were available.

4. Maximum movement of shafting in bearings was .021.
(See bearing lead data following).
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#3 LINE SHAFT -FORWARD BEARING

Forward Lead Before Test A After Test A Difference

Port .020 .005 .015 *
Tob .025 .0115 .0136
Stb'd .018 .013 .005

After Lead

Port .0115 .0065 .006
Toý .0195 .009 .0106
Stb d .026 .005 .020

#3 LINE SHAFT -AFTER BEARING

Forward Lead

Port .018 .007 .011
Top .025 .004 .021
Stb'-d .019 .005 . 014

After Lead

Port .018 .008 .010
Top .026 .006 .020
Stb d .019 .0035 .0165

SECRET
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1. Lubrication System.

Undamaged. The lubricating system was in
operation during the period the main engines were being jacked over
and tested. The entire system functioned properly and lubrication at
all points was adequate.

SI. Condensers and Air Ejectors.

Undamaged. The condensers and air ejectors were
inspected, tested, and operated during the period the engines were being
turned over by steam. There were no defects evident. The vacuum in
all condensers was maintained at normal values.

K. Pumps.

Undamaged. All pumps have been inspected, tested,
and proved satisfactory at rated speed and pressure.

L. Auxiliary Generators (Turbines and Gears).

Undamaged. All main turbo-generators have been
inspected, tested, and operated under load. There is no evidence of
any derangement.

M. Propellers.

Undamaged. The propellers were inspected by
divers. No discernible damage had been sustained.

N. Distilling Plant.

Undamaged. Both distilling plants have been
inspected, tested and operated satisfactorily. Neither set shows any
evidence of damage and both are producing the same quantity and
quality of water as before the test.

0. Refrigeration Plant.

* "1. The freon piping was ruptured in the meat room due
to buckling of bulkheads. The ice machine condenser salt water
cooling piping was ruptured at the port outboard corner due to
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distortion of a bulkhead. The above damage could be repaired by the
ship's force.

2. The parts of the system were affected as indicated below:

(a) Compressors.

Undamaged.

(b) Motors.

Undamaged.

(c) Condensers..

Undamaged but salt water cooling thereto was

ruptured.

(d) Insulation and lagging.

Undamaged.

(e) Miscellaneous valves, switches, controls, fittings, etc..

Undamaged, excepc that one control box was made
Inoperable by the buckling of a bulkhead. This condition could be
"remedied by the ship orce.

P. Winches, Windlasses, and Capstans.

Ii. Both (port and starboard) units of the anchor windlassand capstan were undamaged and were operated satisfactorily under

load after Test A.

2.. The starboard boat winch is in a generally burned out
condition from the fire which raged in this area. This winch is beyond
repair.

3. The port boat winch was blown overboard.
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Q. Steering Engine.

Undamaged. Both steering engines have been
inspected, tested, and operated satisfactorily. There is no evidence
of any defects.

R.. Elevators, Ammunition Hoists, Cranes, Etc.

i1. Both elevator platforms were blown off the ship.
Buide rails were bent mn the port side of the after elevator. When
the platforms carried away the wire rope was pulled apart and it
is badly entangled in the machinery, also the upper sheaves are
bent and out of alignment.

2. The machinery of both elevators, other than the above
derangements, appears to be intact.

3. The boat and airplane crane, located on the flight deck
starboard, near the island, is. not operable withough considerable re-
pair beyond the capacity of the ship's for ce. Emergency repairs to
the hoisting gear to make it operable were made by a tender In about
2 days, and it is estimated that this could have been done under
emergency conditions within 24 hours. The rotating gear is considered
to be beyond repair.

4. The rotating hydraulicn motQr was torn loose from Its
foundation and all holding down bolts were sheared. The thrustor
brake was torn loose from Its fouadation. All bolts, except one, of
the foundation for the gear box were sheared off. The input shaft was
bent down about 10d as shown on photograph 2037-1, page 694.

5. The entire rotating structure of the, crane was lifted
clear of. the track and is leaning outboard at an angle of about 156.
The klngpost was lifted out of its lower bearing and the lower (bronze)
bearing was bent and gouged, as shown on photograph 2037-2, page
695.
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6. All guard rails were bent, broken and twisted.

'7. The hoisting gear was temporarily inoperable because
"of casualties to electric cable .

8. There is no, evidence that the crane was struck by the
elevator platform, but this might have occurred as the elevator plat-
form was blown off the ship.

9. Ammunition Hoists.

Undamaged. All have been operated since the test.

S. Ventilation (Machinery).

1. Undamaged below decks. Destroyed on upper decks.

2. All fans In fan room. on 02 deck, serving main machi-
nery engineering spaces, have been inspected, tested, and are
operating satisfactorily.

3. All fans on the hangar deck were destroyed by the blast
and/or missile effect of flying objects during the explosions that
followed the blast.

T. Compressed Air Plant.

Undamaged. All air compressors and adjacent
piping have been inspected and tested, operation satisfactory.

U. Diesels (Generators and Boats).

1. Both motor whaleboats were missing, having been
blown overboard.

2. The diesel engine of the after 60 kw (casualty power)
generator was damaged by blast and fire, and is probably beyond
repair. The forward emergency diesel generator (250 kw) was un- J,
damaged and has been operated satisfactorily since test A. The
diesel engine of the after emergency generator (250 kw) was
inoperative (dismantled) before the test but its condition was not
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changed by the test. The forward 60 kw casualty power generator
was apparently undamaged.

V. Piping Systems.

1. All piping systems, except as noted below, are Intact
and have been tested to design or operating pressures. Most of the
damage sustalned was cau sed by damaged hull structure or impact of
flying objects. Some damage was caused by shock, and a small
amount by direct effect of blast pressure.

2. Details of damage to individual systems:

(a) Main steam.

All piping is intact and has been tested, at design
pressure.

(b) Auxiliary steam.

All piping is Intact and has been tested at design
pressure except as noted below.

1. The whistle and siren piping was badly twisted
and bent above the hangar deck. The whistle and siren themselves
appear to be undamaged.

2. Supply lines were torn away from damaged heaters
in the hangar deck and badly bent and twisted in way of damaged hull
structure. Because of their high location and lagging, it was not
possible to determine whether there were any ;ruptures In the bent
lines,

(c) Auxiliary, exhaust.

gar eckwas1. All boiler safety valve escape piping above the han-
gar eckwasbadly bent and pinched off to such an extent that the

lines are completely closed. It was necessay to modify the escape
line for #2 boiler so this boiler could be safely operated after the
test.
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(d) Condensate and feedwater.

All piping is intact and has been tested to design
fq pressure.

"(e) Fuel oil.

AU piping is intact and has been tested to design
pressure.

(f) Lubricating oil.

All piping is intact and has been tested to design
pressure.

(g) Firemain, sprinkling and water curtain.

1 1. The firemain system except as noted below, is
intact and has been tested to design pressure. With the damage sus-
tained, it is not possible to use any hangar deck fire stations except
those at frames 85 and 112, starboard side, or any in the damaged
areas of the flight deck except the three forward and two after
stations.

2. Following is a detailed list of damage to the hangar
stations and flight deck risers.

(a) The hangar station at frame 85, starboard, had
a pin hole leak at a silver soldered joint which was soldered by the
ship's force so the station could be used. The hangar station at frame
64, starboard, was made useless by rupture of the elbow between the
deck and riser cut out valves. All hangar stations on the port side
were torn away at the hangar deck by ruptured shell .plating.

(b) The riser at frame 24, up to fire plugs and
faomite units on the hangar deck is intact. However, the strainer
for the starboard station is broken off at the threaded union joint
which makes the station useless.
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(c) The riser at frame 42, is intact up to the flight
deck and to cut out valves for magazine sprinkling and cooling water
connections to the air conditioning unit on deck 03. The branch lines
appear to be intact.

(d) The riser at frame 64, starboard, was made
useless by rupture of the elbow below the riser cut out valve. Damage
was caused by distortion of the hangar side plating.

(e) The risers between frames 82-83 and 101 -113,
starboard side, were torn off directly above the riser cut out valves by
impact of planes which were hurled across the hangar.

(f) The risers and stations between frames 62 -65,
86-89 and 110-113, port side, were torn away completely with the carry-
ing away of the hangar side plating.

(g) The riser serving fire plugs 1-130, 03-124,
02-134 and 03-132 was ruptured at an elbow and a tee in the carpenter
shop. A section of the riser was sheared off at the pipe in the torpedo
workshop and the branch line serving the fire plug in crews berthing
space C-0201 -EL was sheared off at the pipe directly above the fire
plug. Damage was caused by distortion of deck and bulkheads to which
the piping was attached.

(h) The riser serving fire plugs 02-142, 03-138-1
and foamite station 03-138 is badly bent in compartment C-0201 -EL.
Small cracks exist in some of the bent sections. Damage was caused
by deflected decks and bulkheads.

3. Flight deck fire stations 03-64-2, 03-84-2, 03-132
were either carried away completely or crushed by damaged hull
structure. The remainiL stations are intact. However, because of
the condition of these riiers, stations 03-124 and 03-138-1 are in-
operative.
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4. All sprinkling and fire curtain piping except that
in the hangar is intact and has been tested to design pressure. The
entire hangar sprinkling system has been made inoperative by failure
c! the screwed pipe joints and damage to riser supply lines that were
not installed inboard of or directly ad~jacent to framing (bents) In
most cases where risers were installed adjacent to frames., they
remained intact. However., regardless of damage to the risers, all
loops would have been made inoperative by failure of the screwed
joints. There was no failure of a flanged joint. Detailed damage to
each loop is listed below.

(a) The port riser of the forward loop (which was
not installed adjacent to a frame) was carried away by damaged hull
plating between the deck connection and the loop valve. About 26% of
the loop screwed joints pulled apart by deflection of the flight deck.
Since the cut out valve, pipe, and flange appear to be intact, it would
have been possible to operate the loop through the starboard riser
had the screwed connections been flanged.

(b) Both risers of the loop between frames 70-80
are intact since they are protected by hull framing. About 25% of
the screwed connections were pulled apart by deflection of the flight
deck. The line would have been intact had the screwed connections
been flanged since the flanged joints that were installed remained
intact.

(c) The water curtain between frames 83 -86 was
intact since only flanged Joints were installed. However, the risers
were sheared off at the weld to the welded neck elbow attached to the
inlet side of the cut out valves. The risers were struck by some
heavy object. They were not installed adjacent to hull framing.

(d) About 50% of the screwed connections were
pulled apart in the loop between frames 89-100 by deflection of the
flight deck. The starboard riser (which was installed adjacent to a
hull frame) is intact. The port riser (which did not have the protection
of a frame) was sheared off at the inlet side of the cut out valve by
impact of planes. The loop could have been operated with water

through the starboard riser had the screwed connections be flanged.
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(e) The port riser for the water curtain between
frames 100-101 was sheared off at the deck and at the inlet side of
the cut out valve. A 2-inch tear in the starboard riser made it in-
operative. None of these risers were installed adjacent to.f.aming.
Damage was caused by rupture of structural members.

(f) About 25% of the screwed joints pulled apart
in the loop between frames 101-110 due to deflection of the flight deck.
The port riser, port side of the loop was carried away. The starboard
riser was sheared off at the inlet side of the valve. Damage to the
risers was caused by carrying away of hull structure.

(g) About 10% of screwed joints pulled apart in
the loop aft of frame 112. The starboard riser is intact. The port
riser was carried away with part of the loop. Damage was caused by
deflection of the flight deck and carrying away of hangar side plating.

(h) Ondender clrculating water.

All piping is intact and has been tested under
operating conditions.

(i) Drain main.

All piping is intact and has been tested under
operating conditions.

(j) Compressed air.

1. Pipe lines attached to arresting gear was carried
away as a result of this equipment coming adrift.

2. All other compressed air piping is intact and
has been tested to design pressure.

(k) Hydraulic.

All piping is intact and has been tested to
design pressure.
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,I) Gasoline.

1.. All port side stations in the hangar were carried
-away with the hangar side plating. The three starboard stations were
crushed by planes and damaged structural members and the con-
nections were sheared off directly at the side plating.

2. The main lines outside of the shell plating appear
to be .undamaged althoQh a few sections of shields are torn away
and some of the piping bent with the buckJlng of the shell plating.

3. All risers to the flight deck, except to fueling
stations #6 and #8, appear to be intact. The line leading to #8 station
is torn away at frame 130 and the line to #6 station is badly bent and
twisted as a result of structural damage.

4 * 4. The following is a detailed list, of damage to the gaso- RI
pv.4ýý line fueling stations directly outboard of the flight deck.

(a) #K, #3 and #6 stations. Screwed union joints are
pulled apart at the gage line valve with no apparent damage to the
threads. This is peculiar since the gage and piping to which It is at-
tached is still secured to the bulkhead. It Is believed that the union nuts
expanded due to heat and the joints were pulled apart by the whipping
action of the lines. Except for the above and breaking off of the
C02 hose valve and the gage glass of #1 station, all piping is intact..

teis. (b) #2 and #4 stations. All piping and fittings of

these stations with the exception of the strainer for #2 station were
carried away with the catwalk.

(c) #5 station. The Inlet nozzle of the after strainer
"was ruptared between the strainer and flange due to distortion of
the bulkhead to which It was attached. The remaining fittings and
piping are intact.
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(d) #7 station. Piping and strainers were torn away
from their supports and are held in place by attached piping. Rupture
of supports was caused by distortion of the bulkhead to which they
were attached. The piping appears to be intact.

(e) #8 station. The flange bolts which were used for
securing the strainers to bracket supports were sheared off. Strainer
drain lines were also sheared off on both sides of the drain valve and
the screwed union joint at the gage valve pulled apart. Damage was
caused by structural damage and shock.

5. In view of the condition of, the piping of this system,

it was impracticable to subject it to a test.

(m.) Aviation lubricating oil.

All piping below the hangar deck is intact. The
fl1ling stations in the hangar were crushed by impact from heavily
dama ed hull and plane parts.

(n) Ice machine room piping.

e c The condenser overboard line was ruptured at the

elbow close to the shell of the ship.

2. The screwed pipe joints on both sides of the
emergency supply reducing valve were broken off at the threads.

3. All supply lines to the condensers were badly bent
and twisted and two of the thermometers crushed.

4. Outboard:Lines in the port vegetable box and meat
roomwhich were attached to the distorted shell plating were badly
bent.
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of te shll i. Damage to the above lines was cau~sed by deflectionof heshllplating and bulkhead to which they were attached.

W. Miscellaneous.

has ben tstedAld galley, laundry, and machine shop equipment
ORhsbe etdadfound operable. The shipfitters carpenters"

and torpedo workshops were destroyed by explosion and/or fire.S

Eli

44

4ý
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TECHNICAL INSPECTION REPORT

SECTION M - ELECTRICAL

GENERAL SUMMARY OF ELECTRICAL DAMAGE

L Target Condition After Test.

(a) Drafts after test; list; general areas of flooding, sources.

1. Drafts alter test - not observed.

2. List - not observed.

3. After diesel generator compartment was fLooded.
to a height of 6 Inches above the bottom of the emergency distribution
switchboard.

4. The source of flooding was due to a slow progres-
sive leak from starboard shaft alley.

(b) Structural damage.

Extensive damage to electrical equipment and wiring
was a result of the damage to the superstructure and alter portion of
the hull by the air blast from the bomb. Deformation of bulkheads,
panels, decks, and flight deck supports caused rupture of electrical
boxes, panels, and appliance frames. Missiles, produced when shipVs
structure was torn loose from the port side and blown over to the
starboard side, or overboard, caused damage to all electrical equip-
ment in their paths.

(c) Damage.

1. The main electric plant, distribution switchboards
and main engine and boiler auxiliarles were undamaged and operable,
but due to structural damage to stacks, the boilers could not be

steamed until temporary repairs were accomplished. The forward
and after emergency diesel generators and associated distribution
switchboards were undamaged. The after unit was not operable
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before test. The forward~ unit could be used to supply necessary power
for lighting ancL operating electricai. aujxilaries untiL the main, plant

couLdbeput into service.

2. vital ship control telephone cornwivications
g:;;rem~alneci Intact and operable. All navigation lights were completely

diastroyed. It would have been necessary to shift steering control to
'4 central station until emergency repairs could be completed on the

bridge steering selsyn control cable.

systms ere3. The fire control signalUng and com~munication
aytem operat:n inoperable du~e to damaged wiring and wiring equipment

at oeraingstations resulting from. structural failures.

4. Three of the four heavy machine guns were
inoperable electrically due to rupture of power supply cables when

N:-' mount foundations were deflected upward by bomb blast pressure.

V IL Forces Evidenced and Ettects Noted.

(a) Heat.

Radiant heat had no appreciable elfect except the
blistering of exposed paint and destruction of plastic lens on indicating
Instruments.

(b,) Fires and explosions..

A fire was started in after port quarter from an
undetermined cause. All electrical equipment In the bu~rned out areas
was completely destroyed by the fire and explosions.

(a) Shock.

Some Indication of shook an electrlicaL equipment
m.ounted on bulkheads was apparent, although not enough equipmzent
was damaged In this manner to substantiate any definite conclusions.
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(d) Pressure.

Air blast pressure from about 2A40 degrees relative
was Indicated thrQughout the major damaged areas due to the manner
in which the structural members on which electrical equipment was
supported were ruptured and blown over side.

(e) Any effects apparently peculiar to the atom bomb.

The blistering of paint by radiant heat and the presence
of radioactive material on exposed surfaces were the effects noted
peculiar to the atom bomb.

I. Effects of Damage.

(a) Effect on propulsion and ship control.

No effect on electrical equipment associated with
ship propulsion. Damage to bridge steering selsyn control cable,
the loss of approximately three pounds of mercury from each of the
master gyro compasses and complete destruction of navigation lights
were the most vital casualties to ship control.

(b) Effect on gunnery and fire control.

Fire control systems and communications were badly
damaged and in most cases Inoperable due to structural failures
rupturing wiring and wiring equipment. The power and control cables
to three of the four (4) heavy machine guns were severed under gun
mounts when foundations were deflected.

(c) Effect on watertight integrity and stabLiit .... _

Electrical damage had no effect on watertight Integrity.

(d) Effect on personnel and habitability.

Electrical damage to living spaces were muinor, except
to CPO quarters aft, which was completely wrecked. The galleys could
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be used as soon as the main turbo generators were put In service
following restoration of boiler power. The fire ana flushing main was
operable from diesel power immediately.

(e) Effect on fighting efficiency.

esrcin The fighting efficiency would have been zero due to the
.estruction of or damage to all aircraft handling facilities. Interior
communications remained reasonably operable except for the b MC
and 5 MC systems, which were largely inoperable or demolished.

IV. General Summary of Observer's Impressions and Conclusions.

fol.owe.(a) This vessel was subjected to the radiant heat of the bomb
W' followed closely by air blast pressure of considerable magnitude.

Due to the proximity of this ship to the bomb burst the damage suffered
was so extensive that it was rendered Inoperable as a fighting craft.

(b) The fact that ship-s generators, both main and emergency,
all switchboards., lights, antomatic telephones, telegraphs and the
announ�dng systems (except 3MC and 5MC) were all working In spite
of the severe punishment received, certainly shows that the electrical
equipment has been well designed to. withstand battle damage.

V. Recommendations.

(a) For installation of electrical equipment such as power and
lighting, distribution panels, transfer switches, motor controllers,
distribution connections and junction boxes, and similar equipment
supported on bulkheads less than 1/2 inch in thicm'ess, "U." bracket
foundations fabrkcated from flat bar and angle bar 'similar to en-
closure sketches CR-IE and CR-.2E, as reco'mended under part C,
items F, G, K, and L should be used. When decks and bulkheads
are deflected or buckled, the resultant stresses generated would :
then not be absorbed by the enclosures of the electrical equipment,
permitting a more flexible Installation.
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(b) Cable should not be passed through long lengths of
conduit and risers through decks should not be attached dfrectLy
to fixtures, as bends in the conduit and shifting of equipment cause
breaks In the cable. The last cable strap supporting the cable before
it enters the equipment should be made of very light steel so as to
permit it to fail when cable is tensioned.

(c) The present method used to support the sensitive
element In Mark VfII, Mod 8, Arma compasses definitely will not
withstand the effect of shock. It is recommended that the design of
the flotation bowl and float be changed to Incorporate some means of
retalning mercury in the bowl when subjected to shock or rapid
vertical acceleration. Use of a close fitting collar with baffles to
suppress wave motion In the mercury are suggested. Bowl support
springs between Inner gimbal ring and outer bowl should either be
increased in number or In size and a better method for securing
them devised. Compasses on several of the target vessels had these
springs greatly elongated or detached allowing the compass unit to
fall to the base of the binnacle.
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6'r,

DETAflLED DESCRIPTION OF ELECTRICAL~ DAMAGE

A4. General Description of Electrical Damage.

(a) Overall condition.

andassciaed1. The fou~r geared turbine ship~s service generators
antasocgiathed distrioution adcontrol swthorswere undamaged,.

althugh heyciu~id not be operated as th~e stacks were destroyed
rendering teboilers'temporarlly Inoperable.

tors,2. The forward and after emergency diesel genera-
tor., taringequipment and associated distribution and control

switchboards were undamnaged. The forward eme~rgency generator
was placed In operation by boarding team "B".e

a~i culdbe3. The main engine room saixi I Jaries were undamaged
and oul beoperated from either of the emergency or main, ship' s

service plants. 1

(b) Areas of major damage.

equipent. Lighting, power, ventilation and fire control
equimen af ofhanger space on second to flght deck Inclusive.

2. Lighting, power, ventilation, sprinkling and
com==Icatio~n equipment In area of hanger space.

S. Power, communication and fire control system
associated with heavy machine guns on galiery deck level.

muniction4. Navigation, ýearchLight, fire control and corn-
mimcatonequipment onl air defense level and above.

~~ (a) Primary causes of cdamage In each area of major damage.

1. Bomb blast pressure, fire and explosions.

~ 2. Bomb blast pressure, tLyIng fragments and
structu~ral. failures.
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3. Bomb blast pressure and structural fai~lures.

4. Bomb blast pressure and structural damage.

(d) Effect of target test on overall operation of electrical
plant.

1. Ship s service generator plant.

No damage. Could not be operated due to loss
of boilers.

2. Engine and boiler auxiliaries.

Operable, (when power was restored).

3. Electrical propulsion.

Not appifcable.

4. Communications.

Vital ship control telephone communications
remained intact and operable. Loss of mercury in forward and after
master gyros rendered them temporarily Inoperable. Seisyn steering
control cable to pilot house was damaged, although steering stand
In central station was operable.

5, Fire control circuits.

Fire control circuits for anti-aircraft sys-
tems were generally Inoperable.

6, VentilatiM.

Motors and controllers for ventilation in
hanger space and abaft frame 126 on second deck to flight deck were
destroyed or Inoperable.
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7. Lighting.

Navigation lights were completely destroyed.
GeneraL lighting was Intact throughout ship except in hangar space
and. abidt framen 126 seccid deck to flight deck.

(e) Types of equipment most affected.

1. Switchboards and switchgear.

Unaffected.

2. RotatIng miachinery.

Jiarles.Motors tor d~eclc, shop and ventliation auxi-

i.Motor eontrou.Lers.

Contro~llers for deck, shop and ventilation
auxiliaries.

4. Cables and suTpprtd'.

Cable s for ventlatlon, deck and shop
au06ia ies, co~mmunication and fire eointrol system were damaged
in areas of major damage.

Supports were affected only In areas of
structuiral failures.

5. Interior acmm~unlcation and fire control.

Telepb.dnes, annotncing and gyro compass
equipment, wind direction and Intensity transmitters and fire control
slpiall~ing systems.
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B. Propulsion Rotating Equipment.

Not applicable, geared turbine drive.

C. Electric Propulsion Control Equipment,

Not applicable, geared turbine drive.

D. Ship s Service Generators.

1. The main ship's service generators Installed on
board this vessel consist of four 750 KVA, water cooled generators
with 7.5 KW exciters driven by steam turbines through reduction
gears. Two of these machines are located In the forward fire room,
the other two in the alter fire room.

2. Immediately following the blast and until debris could
be cleared from uptakes and temporary stack constructed, the boilers
were necessarily secured and the generators could not be operated.

S. All four generators were started as soon as the above
repairs were completed and operated at or near full load, and rated
speed. These machines were carefully checked and no damage as a
result of test A could be found.

E. Emergency Generators.

1. The emergency generators on board this vessel con-
sist of two, 312 KVA General Electric generators with 4.5 KW exciters,
driven by 6 cylinder Cooper-Bessemer diesels. One of these machines
is located in the forward engine room and the other in compartment
C-601 E.

.2. There was no damage to either of the above units,
resulting from test A. The forward machine was put in operation
by ship's team B on reboardlng after the test and furntshed light and
power near full load capacity until temporary stack vas completed
and boiler lit off. Th'- after diesel was not operable prior test A
due to flooding from torpedo damage of November 1943. This unit
had been overhauled but satisfactory operation was never obtained
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after Initial flooding. It was flooded after the test to a depth of
approximately eighteen Inches from water entering shaft alley through
stern tube gland. This flooding occurred aver a period of several
days and should not be attributed to damage resulting from the test.

&3 In addition to the above unit there is one 75 KVA
Dolce casualty generator Installed en port poop deck at frame 140.
The only connected load to this machine is one fire and drainage
puxmp located In steering gear room. Provisions. are also, made
for connecting this machine to the casualty power system.

4. The above unit was installed In a compartment lo-
cated In an area of extensive blast damage and was also subject to
intense heat from fires in adjacent compartment, although no direct
contact was made with. flames. This machine was dislodged from
bedplate and foundation was badly distorted. Severe damage re-
sulted from. Inboard and after bulkhead being torn loose and thrown
against this unit with considerable force. The housing between the

FI, generator and diesel was cracked about 270 degrees around, access
Ii covers and Inspection plates were blown off, and one brush holder

spring was broken. The starting motor broke loose from its
mounting and the 30 volt starting battery consisting of five 6 volt
175 AH SB MD trays was completely demolished by distorted
"bulkhead crushing the battery rack. The starting and control panel
was badly damaged by the overhead being pressed down on frame-
work, meters were ejected, operating handles and control kmobs
were bent or broken. This machine is considered beyond economical

i•7, repair,
r. Switchboards, Distribution and Transfer Panels.

1. The ship's service generator and distribution
switchboards located one each In the forward and after fire rooms
and the emergency diesel generator and distribution switchboards
located. one each In the forward engine room and compartment
C-601 E, frame 101-108 hold were undamaged. The lower section
L;..h" J.e after emaergency switchboard was flooded to a height of
about 6 Inches by water entering from shaft alley which rendered
this board inoperable. This damage occurred over a perioa of
three to. four days. after test and could have been avoided had a crew
been an board.
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S2. The storage battery charging switchboard located
between frame 132-136 starboard side on main deck was completely
destroyed by fIre, and explosions from torpedoes stowed in adjacent
area.

3. (a) Power distribution panel No. 1-132-2 and two lighting
2distribution pane"ls located between frames 130-135 port side on main

deck were completely destroyed by fire and bomb blast, photograph
1919-1, page 696.

(b) Foundation brackets for power supply panel and
power transfer switch for heavy machine gun mounts #8 and #10

4located at frame 105 port side on gallery deck were badly distorted.
Switches were operable.

(c) Founctation supports for power panel No. 2-94-1
located at frame 95 starboard side on second deck in passage were
distorted and cables partially pulled out of terminal tubes due to
deflection in deck over, photograph 1916-7, page 697.

(d) Mounting bolts for manual transfer switch located
in gun crew shelter frame 103 starboard side on gallery deck Were
sheared and cable pulled out of enclosure, photograph 1881-7, page
698. The Interior of power distribution pmnel No. 03-101-1 located
in same compartment was badly damaged. Photograph 1881-6, page
699.

(e) Foundation for lighting distribution panel No. 2-72-2
located at frame 71 starboard side on second deck was dlstorted and
cable partially pulled out of terminal tube, photograph 1916-6, page
700.

(f) Interior of power panel and manual transfer switch
for heavy machine gun (on stern sponson) located at frame 136, center-
line, on main deck was damaged by heat from fire in adjacent com-
partments. Three of the four A.Q.B. circuit breakers in the power
panel were inoperable, photograph 1918-12, page 701.
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(g) The mounting brackets were distorted and cable
partially pulled out of lighting transfer switch located in flight deck
lighting control station frame 126 starboard side on gallery deck due to
blast pressure entering passage forward of compartment, photograph
1985-9, page 702.,

Remarks.

In addition to the damage noted above, foundations for
several additional power and lighting distribution panels and switches
in area of major damage were distorted in a similar mamner. It is
the opinion of the observer that where the mounting supports where

ff secured from deck to deck or mounted directly on the bulkheads by
welding bolts or bot, the damage was more pronounced due to the
enclosure absorbing the deflected deck and bulkhead stresses. It is
recommended that a foundation similar to that shown on sketch CR-
lE used where this equipment is mounted on bulkheads less than
1/2" thick.

G. Wiring, Wiring Equipment and Wireways.

(a) Cable.

1. Cables exposed directly to radiant heat of bomb
sufiered mir r damage only. In instances where cables had not been
painted after installation the inrpervious sheath showed indications
of surface blistering, while where cable had been painted the heat
burned off the paint without any blistering effects to the cable sheath.

'2. A peculiar damage to an MHFA-44 cable installed
atop the air defense level was noted, the sheath was ruptured a d
conductors forced out as if they had been subjected to an internal
pressure, photograph 1989-12, page 703.

3. Cable damage throughout the areas of major
damage was due mostly to structural failures and fires. All cables
on island extending above the main battery director level were
severed when this structure was blown over side by bomb blast.
Photograph 1881-3, page 704.
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4. The port and starboard longitudinal wireways on
under side of flight deck were only moderately damaged, although this
area suffered major structural damage. At expansion joints where
the flight deck was widely separated a few cables were severed and
sheath damaged by shifting str'ucture, photograph 1920-1, page 705.
Numerous local cables installed on putside of island and gallery
deck structure were damaged by flying fragments.

5. The entire cable installation aft of frame 125 main to
flight deck was destroyed by fire, explosions and structure failures.
Vertical wireway extending through hangar deck to gallery on bent
at frame 92 port side, was badly damaged by inboard deflection of
hull plating. Photograph 1917-9, page 706. Degaussing coil cables
under flight deck were badly damaged by fire and structural damage
at the after port area. Photograph 1989-3, page 707.

6. Several cables in port longitudinal wireway on
second deck at frame 116 and 122 were damaged where passing
through lightning holes In girder due to buckling in web. The required
5/8"' x 1/16" steel lhieri had not been installed. Photograph 1916-9,
page 708 and 1917-2, page 709. The port wireway stuffing tube area
through bulkhead 49 on second deck was distorted due to deflection
In deck creating short bends in cable and rupturing the conductors
in the steering selsyn cable between central station and pilot house.
Photograph 1916-3, page 710.

7. Flexible cables to three of the four heavy machine
guns on gallery deck le-gel were severed and badly damaged due to

gun foundations being deflected Upward, also flexible cables to air-
plane crane were severed when the crane spindle was ejected out bf
its base socket. oI

(b) Wireway supports.

Supports for cables were not damaged except where
the structure to which they were attached failed carrying the wireways

• / with it. There was no Indication of Insufficient strapping or shearing

of straps and securing bolts as a direct result of the bomb blast.
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(c) Connection, junction boxes, receptacles and plugs.,

S1. The overall damage to wiring equipment In areas
of major damage was extensive and too numerous to list Individudly,
several photographs were taken of major damage as follows:

Photograph 1920-5, page 711, frame 40, port side
gallery deck.

Photograph 1920-6, page 712, frame 41 port side
gallery deck.

Photograph 1920-7, page 713, frame 36 starboard
side gallery deck.

Photograph 1920 -8, page 714 and 1882-5, page 715,
frame 44-45 port and starboard passage focsle deck.

The equipment shown by the above was attached to
metal Joiner bulkheads which failed when blast pressure entered this
area through the access door frame 44-45 port side gallery deck.

2. Damage to wiring equipment in the hangar space
area Is shown by photographs as follows:

Photograph 1917-6, page '(16, frame 71, starboardside at quarter deck control station.

Photograph 19174., page 717, at gasoline trunkventilaton control station.

The equipment in this area was damaged by blast
pressure and falling structure.

3, Damage to a 20. wire connection box and twocasualty power bulkhead teiminals is shown by photographs 1918-5,

page 718 and 1916-11, page 719. The mounting bolts for the connection
box were sheared and the casualty power terminals deflected leaving

the terminals Inaccessible.
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4. Several of the cast aluminum and moulded phenolic

type receptacles located In areas of major damage had the mounting
feet broken and securing bolts sheared. Photograph 1990-4, page 720,
island bulkhead. Photograph 1919-10, page 721, frame 28, port side
gallery deck. Photograph '1011-7, page 722, frame 115, port side
hangar space.

(d) Remarks.

1. The damage noted above is typical of additional
damage which occurred in less congested areas to similar wiring
equipment.

2. It was noted by the observer that the, majority of
the damaged equipment was due to the method of Installation. The
connection distribution. boxes and receptacles mounted directly on
bulkheads by welding bolts were indirectly damaged by distorted
strlucture. Had this equipment been mounted on extended brackets
similar to enclosed sketch CR-2E the stresses would have been
absorbed by the brackets in lieu of the equipment enclosure.

3. The last securing strap for any cable entering its
equipment should be made o very light sheet steel so as to permit
It to sheer when any stress is exerted other than supporting the
weight of the cable. This would prevent the strap from damaging the
cable when the equipment is distorted on its foundation.

H. Translormers.

One bank of three single phase transformers located

atframe 129 starboard side on main deck was completely destroyed
by fire and bomb blast.

(a) Framework and mountings.

1. One single phase transformer located in gun crew
shelter, frame 103, starboard side on gallery deck and one In corm-
partment C-107LA main deck aft for heavy machine guns were blown
off foundations and enclosures damaged.
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701. Photographs 1881-6, page 699 and 1918-12, page
'701.

tnso er 2. Framework and terminal supports of weldingii~i transformer stowed Inside compartment at frame 97 port side of
gal.lery deck were badly damaged by bomb blast.

(b) Electrical connections.

1. Transformer for SM and SG radar console located
outboard. of CIC on gallery deck was burned out and after close

inspection found the secondary connections poorly insulated and
making contact with enclosure cover. This transformer burned out
when energized after test.

1.. Submarine Propelling Batteries.

•, Not applicable.

.I Portable Storage Batteries.

haring1. Thirty-five portable batteries located in battery
charging station, frame 132-136, starboard main deck were completely
destroyed by fire.

K located oigai. Radar battery consisting of 3-6V-100 AH SB M trays
located. on gallery deck walkway, frame 45, starboard, -sufiered the
Sfollowing damage: one tray had sidewall cracked and cell cover

. lifted, Jntertra$ jumpers were disconnected due to securing bolts
A!. failing, and there was evidence of acid spillage. This battery was

installed In badly deteriorated sheet steel box which offered but
little protection and without the benefit of blocks or wedges to, pre-
vent'shifting. Photograph 1989-7, page 723.

S. Battery consisting of three trays. stowed In racks,
!4. frame 75 starboard gallery deck, radio repair shop. Two units had

cell covers loosened but'no acid spillage was noted. The third tray
was dislodged from rack and found on deck but appeared to be un-
damaged. Photograph 1920-2, page 724.

"S'CRE
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4. Eight trays located in balloon room gallery deck,
frame 30, starboard, had some caps missing and appeared to be dis-
arranged but no other damage was apparent.

5. The starting battery for 75 KVA casualty power genera-
tor, consisting of 5-6V 175 All SBMD trays located on poop deck, port
at frame 140 was completely destroyed. Battery and rack were crushed
by bulkhead being deflected inboard and other equipment Including the
generator being shifted by the bomb blast. There was also evidence
of considerable heat from fires In nearby compartments.

6. All the above damage except those batteries
destroyed by fire could have been eliminated or at least minimized
if proper stowage and means of securing had been provided. It has
been noted on other ships where batteries were located in protective
lockers with built in wooden trays to fit individual units and prevent
lateral movement and strongbacks over tops of trays to prevent
vertical movement, no damage was experienced, even though subjected
to considerable shock and blast pressure.

K. Motors, Motor Generator Sets and Motor Controllers.

(a) Rotatlig equipment for:

1. Engine room auxiliaries.

No damage.

2. Deck auxiliaries.

The motors for No. 1 and 2 boat handling
winches located on the port and starboard boat platforms, hangar deck
level, frame 125-130 were only slightly damaged. The shafts could
not be rotated as the equipment to which they were connected was
distorted by bomb blast. The power cables were damaged by fire In
the after area.
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The stern warping capstan was subjected to
heat from fire In adjacent areas, the deck was deflected down about 8
Inches -and the cables were damaged by fire on the second deck, yet
the motor, capstan gear and foundation appeared undamaged. Photo-
graph 1918-11, page 725.

The holding down bolts for the port catapult
motor were sheared due to deflection in deck which caused the ram

'foundation on which the motor was mounted to shift. The cable to the
motor connection box was partially pulled out due to the method of sup-
porting the cable in conduit which was attached to both motor frame
and deck over.

3, Shop service.

All motors and motor driven auxiliaries in the
carpenter, shipfltter, aviation and boat repair s4zops were completely
destroyed by fire and explosions.

The motor for an oxygen transfer unit located
at frame 141 port side, main deck was destroyed by fire.

Motor for bench grinder In lighting work shop

located frame 128 starboard side gallery deck had the mounting base
broken.

4. Ventilation.

The motore for ventliation systems 01-83,
O1402, 01-1814 located in hangar space were blown overboawd by
blast pr•esas,

Motor rotors for ventilaton system 01-,59
01,71# 01-7141, 0171-2, 01-og5-8 located in hangar space were looked
due to damage to impeller shafts.

2 The motor housing wu dished, shaft bent and
rotor loolked for ventilation system 01.101 located In hangar space
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The motors for ventilatdcn systems 02-126
(12), .0•-l2V-l, 02-127-2, 02-136 located on focsle deck aft were
destroyed by fire..

The motors (1/4 H.P.) were ejected off mountings
and impellers badly bent for two local exhaust blowers in radar control
station frame 78 starboard side gallery deck and frame 100 port side
gallery deck.

(b) Control equipment for:

L Engine room auxiliaries.

No damage.

2. Deck wcill•.ies.

The controller for airplane crane training and
hoisting motor located on the control platform of the rotating structure
was blown over side by blast pressure.

Controllers for port and starboard torpedo
whip and hoist motors located on the port and starboard bulkheads
frame 107-110 hangar space were blown over side of ship with hull
structure by blast pressure.

l ddThe controllers for port boat handling winch

located on outside of bulkhead at spcson, frame 125 hangar deck level,
was destroyed by blast pressure, photograph 1918-9, page 726.

The interior of motor controller for the star-
board boat handling winch was badly damaged from shock, and heat
from fire in adjacent area. The push button enclosure was broken
and cable damaged by fire. Photograph 1918-10, page '727.

The controller for stern warping capstan located
at frame 135 centerline main deck appeared undamaged although it
was subjected to heat from fire In surrounding compartments.
The control cables were damaged by fire.
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3. Shop auxiliaries.

The controllers for motor driven auxiliaries
in carpenter, shipfitter, aviation and boat repair shops were completely
destroyed by fire and explosions.

4. Ventilation.

The controller (Ward Leonard) for ventilation
system 01-113 located frame 113 hangar space on 'bente' was damaged
by blast pressure. Photograph 1918-6, page 728.

Controller for ventilation system 01-113-1 lo-
cated at frame 113 starboard side hangar space on "bent"' was blown
over the side of the ship.

Controller for ventilation system 01-112 in
hangar space was Inoperable, reset and start-stop buttons were frozen
and enclosure dented.

The mounting bolts for two unit heater control
switches (Ward Leonard type 16639) located on "~bent"J at frame 56
starboard side of hangar space were sheared and switches hanging by
cable. Photograph 1917-5, page 729.

5. Sprinkling.

The enclosure and door for hangar sprinkling
controller located on bulkhead frame 101, starboard side, third deck
was buckled by blast pressure entering compartment through venttrun~ks. '

One of the three water curtain control switches
located on "6bent•'at frame 8.0, port side of hangar space was blown
over side of ship, all mounting bolts were sheared on one and two on
the other switch. Photograph 1882-2, page 730.
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The sheet steel panel at-frame 80 starboard
side of hangar space on which three water curtain control switches
were mounted was badly distorted. Photograph 1917-9, page 706.

One of the three water curtain control switches
located at frame 92, port Side hangar space was'blown over side of
ship, all mounting bolts were sheared on one and Cables severed on all.
Photograph 1918-5, page 731.

The control cables for two water curtain control
switches located at frame 118, port side of hangar space were Aamaged
at last cable securing strap. Photograph 1918-8, page 732.

6. Refrigeration.

The controller (G.E. serial no. 285186) for
refrigeration circulating pump motor no. 2 mounted on bulkhead 126
port side on third deck in ice machine room was badly damaged due to
buckle in bulkhead. The line contacts were broken, relays distorted
and push button broken in two pieces. Photographs 1916-12, page 733
and 1917-1, page 734.

Remarks.

Controller damage generally was due to structural
failures, with some equipment being damaged by fire, explosions, and
direct blast pressure. Although the method of mounting in most instances
was not responsible for the damage, it is recommended that these units
where mounted on bulkheads less than 1/2"' thickness, foundations
similar to that shown on sketch CR-lE 'under Item F be employed.
This type foundation would have definitely saved some of the units in
existing locations and if employed in protected spaces and heavier
structural members used for a base, damage to this type equipment
would have' been considerably lessened.

L. Lighting Equipment.

(a) Navigation lights.

i. All navigation lights located above the air defense
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level were blown over side of ship when this structure was carried
away by blast pressure.

2. The cut off shields were listorted, globes and
lamps broken on the side lights located on port and starboard side of
flight deck.

3. Masthead light mounted on forward end of pilot
house was blown off foundation.

4. Range light was blown over side with mast structure.

5. Screen and speed light mounted under flight deck
ramp was damaged beyond repair.

6. Mounting bolts were sheared and lamp broken on
after anchor light

7. Wake and blue stern lights were bloom off founda-

tion. White stern light cut off shields were bent and globes broken.

(b) Landing lights.

1. A total of 17 pairs of deck edge landing lights were
Installed, 50% were totally destroyed, 25% were partially destroyed
and .5% were moderately damaged. Photographs 1989-i, page 735
and 1881-4, page 736.

2. One bar light located at frame 96, port side gallery
walkway was blown off foundation and one dartaged. Photograph 1989-4,
page 737.

3. The extension arms for the bow designation lights

were broken. Photograph 1919-11, page 738.

(c) Compartment lighting fixtures.

1. Lighting fixtures under flight deck for hangar
space area were totally out of service, lamps were broken, reflectors
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dented and fodao deflected. Photographs 1882-4, page 739,
191710, page 740, 1917-11, page 741, 1917-12, page 742, and 1919-4,
page 743.

2. The 500 watt flood lights mounted an extension
bracket ad the outboard structure of gallery deck walkway were damaged
by falling structure. Photograph 1985-11, page 744, shows ome fixture
located In area of major damage, lens was broken and portable cable
severed.

I. Desk and deck fixtures In offices and living spaces
anmain to gallery deck forward of frame 45 and below main deck
forward, amid and aft were only slightly damaged. Nearly ali fixtures
were placed in service as soon as power was available. Where fixtures
were damaged it was due to falling furniture and shifting of metal Joiner
bulkheads. Only a small quantity of lamps were broken. Photographs
1920-8, page 712 and 1920-7, page 713.

id) Lighting switch-boxes.

1. The lighting distribution switch-boxes were the
cast aluminum type of which several had the mounting feet, enclosure,
cover or interior damaged due to buckling of the bulkheads on which
they were moumted. In all cases the boxes were secured by welding the
rountlng bolts directly to the bulkheads, and when these were buckled
by delecton in decks -the stresses were absorbed by the box enclosure.
Photographs listed below at designated location shows above damage.
No. 1989-8, page 1145, type 4X distribution box In flight deck control
station; 1989-8, page 745, type 12X distribution box located in flight
deck control station; 1916-8, page 746, type 12T distribution box
located at frame 119 port side second deck; 1916-i0, page 747, type
12T distribution box located at frame U13, starboard side, second deck;
1916-4, page 748, type 12X distribution box located at frame 53 star-
board side, second deck; 1917-3, page 749, type 12T distribution box
located at frame 104, port side third deck.

2. The plastic lens in anchor light Indicator and
control switch located on left side of control panel at quarter deck
station frame 71, starboard side of hangar deck was damaged by
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radiant heat of bomb, the mounting bolts were sheared and cable
partially pulled out of enclosure. Photograph 191746, page 716.

3. The beacon light relay control panel mounted on
flat bar "U6" brackets welded on inside of port bulkhead of island
structure (air defense level) was found on deck, the brackets were
only tackwelded.

(e) Remarks.

The damage to this equipment was secondary and
due mostly to stresses transmitted through decks and bulkheads.•i To prevent the equipment from absorbing these stresses Ifis

t7:1 recommended that brackets similar to that shown on sketch enclosure
Ik• CR-2E (under Item G) be adapted for all installations where bulk- I

heads are less than 1/2"' in thickIess.

AM. Searchlights.

(a) Prior to test A, two G.E. 24- searchlights were
installed on the searchlight platform located approximately seven
feet above the main battery and fire control station on island
structure at frame 54 and 56. This platform and the searchlight
mounted thereon were blown overboard as a result of the bomb
blast. Photograph 1881-3, page 704.

(b) There were four G.E. 12" signal lights, type 12-G-

30 Installed In the following locations:

station, #1-frame 54, port, main battery and fire control

#2-frame 54, starboard, air defense level.

#3-frame 56, port, air defense level.

#4-frame 58, starboard, signal platform.

#1 signal ligkht was blown overboard. #2 signal light,
mounted on shield was dislodged from bracket and found lying on
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flight deck. One shutter operating hand~le was broken. #3 signal
light mounted on shield was blown out of bracket arnd fell on deck,
resulting in following damage: reflector and lamp broken, base
distorted, drum bent and one shutter operating handle broken.
Approximately 50% of exterior surface had -paint blistered and
blackened by radiant hbat from bomb. It was noted that the front door
glass was not broken. #4 signal light was removed from ship prior
t6 test as per Instruction from staff.

(c) Remarks.

Two of the three 12" signal lights installed at time
of test, were damaged by falling on deck and the remaining one blown
overboard. Dam~age In each case was caused by light becoming dis-
lodged from bracket due to vertical acceleration of the ship. Locks
Installed on base of these lights to prevent this dislodgement wereV
removed by operating or maintenance personnel and never replaced,
or possibly never Installed. Therefore it is believed by this observer
that if these locks were attached to the base of the light by means of
safety chain or similar material there would be less chance for loss
of this part when lights are removed for repairs or relocating.

N. Degaussing.

(a) The degaussing Installation on board this vessel
consists of an "M" coil encircling the ship on the third deck., an
"F'* coil forward and a "'Q" coil aft located below the flight deck

4 ~except at the extreme bcaw and stern where it runs below the mainI
deck. The M and F coils are supplied from a M-G set located in
compartment A-401-E. The supply for the Q coil is from a M-G
set In compartment C-508E. The remote control and indicatingj panel is located in the chart house, local operation is by means of
controls -in the M-G rooms.

endof (b) The "*coil cables were severed at the port after
en fgallery deck due to ship* s structure to which secured being

blasted away. These cables also suffered damage from fire in this
4 area. Photograph 1990-4, page 720.
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(c) Compensating coils attached to the standard magnetic
compass located at main battery and fire control station were blown off
and found lying on deck with minor dents In cases, but appear to be
otherwise undamaged. The control boxes for these coils were torn off
shield, boxes were slightly distorted and cable pulled out. The fittings
for these boxes were not damaged and the mounting feet were bent but
not broken. They were of sheet steel construction. It was noted that
the above degaussing equipment and several severed cables was all
that remained at this station as all other equipment and shields were
blown overboard.

0. Gyro Compass Equipment.

(a) The forward master gyro compass located in central
station A-415-C spilled approximately three pounds of mercury from
the flotation bowl. This is believed to have been caused by shock
transmitted through hull of vessel to compass mounting. The top of the
binnacle was dented slightly, possibly by some falling object. The after
master gyro compass located In compartment C-402-C also. suffered a
loss of mercury similar to the forward compass. No other damage to
this unit was observed. The ship's gyro electrician replaced the spilled
mercury in both compasses and they were placed in operation. No
sun azmuth was taken but there is a two degree constant error between the
two units. The error for either compass and the cause was not deter-
mined but was probably diue to improper or dirty mercury added or a
shift in balance weight due to shock. The above compasses are Arma
Mark V!II mod. 3.

(b) The bearing repeater located at the main battery and
fire control station' was blown clear of ship by the bomb blast. Course

• repeater located at forward end of air defense level on open bridge

had bezel.glasses broken and card punctured by fragments. Bearing
repeater located on after end of air defense level has steel mounting
plate bent, base of repeater broken and housing distorted by blast. The
port pelorus was strulck by shield around open bridge and pedestal bro-
ken half way up from base, alidade is missing. Starboard pelorus appears
to be slightly out of line due to deck deflection and four inch crack In
base of pedestal. This unit has been tested and is operable. Steering
repeiter In pilot house shows evidence of shock mounting having been
strained but otherwise Is in good condition. Bearing repeater in Cap-
tain's sea cabin has bezel glasses shattered, probably as a result
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of some falling object. The repeaters located in the chart house and
secondary conning station were knocked off mounting and damaged due
to falling. These instruments mounted on resilient type shock mountings,
which failed due to washers on securing bolts pulling through rubber
sets. The above repeaters and their associated stands, brackets, etc.,
are cast aluminum. Photographs 1919-12, page 750, 1880-12, page 751,
1881-1, page 752, 1881-2, page 753, and 1989-10, page 754.

(c) The dead reckoning equipment consists of two units,

one installed in CIC and one in the chart house. These units are
identical except for method of mounting. The tracer in CIC is table
mounted and the one in chart house is mounted vertically against the
outboard bulkhead. Neither of these units was operable prior to test A
and no additional damage as a result of this test was apparent. The
speed and course input and aralyzer appear to be operable.

S: elp(d) Remarks.

It should be noted that the damage to the masteri~i: gyros described in paragraph one, was the only electrical damage

below the third (armored) deck as a result of test A. Similar damage
was observed on other ships alter test A and there were numerous
examples after test B where master gyros were the only electrical,
equipment damaged. In view of the vital input to radar and fire control
equipment. supplied by these compasses and the fact that unless
correct these taput are next to worthless, some means should be
devised whereas this failure would be eliminated. Bearing repeaters
with shatterproof bezel glasses became non-transparent when struck
by missiles or falling objects and instruments were rendered useless.5:! It Is recommended that plastic lenses be used except in exposed
locations where subject to direct rays from bomb, radiant heat
seriously affects transparency of plastic lenses. Instrument mounted
in aluminum enclosures where subject to severe shock or blast
pressure usually had mounting feet broken. Also aluminum pedestal
mounted instruments suffered cracks in bases and broken columns.
It Is believed this damage would be eliminated or at least minimized
by using sheet steel for enclosures and steel tubing for pedestal.
Some bearing repeaters and other instruments were ;iounted on heavy
steel plate, this rigid mounting absorbed none of the shock resulting
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in damage to Instrument and in some Instances caused dislodgement
due to broken mounting feet or sheared securing bolts. Mounting
failures of instr-uments mounted on rubber shock mounts were
numerous. Common cause of failure was due to small washer pulling
through rubber set, allowing instrument to be damaged by falling on
deck or In some instances, damaging other instruments on which they
fell.

It Is recommended that the rubberset be made heavier
and that the fiat washer which rests against the rubber be made part
of the securing bolt and as large in diameter as practicable, this
will lessen the possibility of washers being lost and improper ones
being substituted during installation.

P. Sound Powered Telephones.

were (a) Prior to the test most of the headsets and handsets
were removed from the ship as per instruction from staff. Of those
remaining on board, no damage was observed to any of the headsets.
One handset located at flight deck control station, frame 128, starboard
gallery deck, suffered a broken transmitter retainer ring. One handset
located at frame 57 hangar deck, port, had ring and cap missing and
transmitter diaphragm punctured.

(b) One four gang Jack box located on port bulkhead of air
defense level was torn loose from mounting due to deflection of bulk-head. Three type 3 phenolic Jack boxes mounted on outside of island

structure was damaged by fragments from material on flight deck.
One aluminum type single Jack box located on operating level of: A/P
crane had mounting feet broken and cable pulled out by blast.

(c) One 10 circuit switchbox (49jY) cast aluzniniu type
located on port side of air defense level had mounting feet broken due
to deflection of shield.

(d) One telephone selector switch located on port bulkhead,
air defense level was torn loose from mounting by blast. Photograph
1990-4, page 720.
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(e) Telephone stowage box located on starboard gallery
deck at frame 119 had MOum' hng bolts sheared due to blast pressure
and box distorted. One stowage box located at secondary coming
station had mounting bolts sheared and fell on deck.

(i) Telephone Jack boxes and coatrol equipment mounted
on gun and director shield were torn loose and generally damaged
where shield was badly distorted or parted, otherwise this equipment
wap undamaged. Photograph 1919-10, page 721.

Shbip s Service Telephones.

(a) The 100 line Automatic Electric exchange and Its
associated batteries, ringing machines, charging equlpmaent, etc.,
located In LC. room was not damaged as a result of test A.

(b) Line equipment consisting of approximately 150 units
installed throughout the vessel suffered danae as follows: Several
type A phcnes located In officers country on forecastle and gallery deck
forward were damaged due to falling off desks, some type B phones mounted
on joiner bulkheads In the same area were damaged due to the failure
of these bulkheads and dislodged furniture being thrown against these
=ilts. Similar damage to the above occurred in ship's office space
on starboard 2nd deck between frames 67 and 101. One type C phone
located on port hangar deck at frame 59 had hinge on cover broken
and cable severed by falling structure. One type B phone In auxiliary
chart house and one type B phone in radar control station, frame 78,
starboard gallery deck had phenolic cases broken, possibly due to
being struck by some object as this was an area where considerable
equipment was dislodged and adrift. One type B phone located at
frame 45 on port gallery deck had dial mechanism ejected due to
bulkhead being deflected. One type B unit located in chart house
had handset broken. All telephone equipment located in area aft of
frame 126 between main and flight deck was destroyed by fire.

n(c) The ship' s service telephone system was put In
operation by the ship's crew on returning after test A and except for
the damaged units described above and possibly a few units suffering
from 1-mdetected cable danma operated satisfactorily. This operation
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was obtained without any repairs or adjustmentg' being required.
Photographs 1917-6, page 716, 1917-1t, page '717, 1918-6, page 728, and
1920-5, page 711.

R. Announcing Systems.

(a) The 1, 2 and 3 MC amplifier and control racks located
in central station were undamaged by test A. The 3 MC transmitter
station located on port side of air defense level had aluminum case
distorted due to deflection of shield on which mounted. The 1 MC
transmitter station, same location as above 3 MC unit suffered similar,
frames 71-80, hangar deck starboard has cover warped, difficult to

close. There was no- damage to any of the above transmitter stations
that would impair their operation. In view of the fact that well over
200 reproducers are installed on board this vessel and a considerable
number of these units were damaged, general statements only as to the areas
most affected and causes of damage will be given In view of an attempt
to list similar damage tO all the individual units involved. Practically
all the reproducers located on the port gallery walkway were either
blown overboard by the blast or crushed when the walkway hinged up
alongside the ship's structure. On the starboard side of the flight deck
the6 speakers were mounted on tripods facing directly into the blast
and most of them were either blown over the side or horns folded
back by the blast.pressure. Several of these speakers selected at
random. from those remaining mounted and others picked up from the
flight deck and walkway were tested and in most cases were operable.t They had no directional characteristics due to horns being either
flattened or folded back over element but the fact they remained operable
when located in an area subjected to a pressure wave of sufficient force
to cause extensive structural damage is in itself considered noteworthy.
These were RCA weatherdeck reproducers, Grade I1, type H, equipped
with blast valves. On the port side of island structure approximately
10 feet above flight deck were a nest of 3 reproducers. Two of these
were blown off their mountings by the blast and were found lying opn the.
flight deck. The third unit was badly distorted. All three were tested
and are operable. There were 14 reproducers mounted on overhead of
hangar deck, 12 of these units were dislodged from their cases and
fell to the deck below. These were flat type RCA reproducers, class L
and S, model M 2917-1, 1000 cycles , 5 watts. This type speaker is
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used throughout the ship except onweatherdecks and in the engineering.
spaces and was ejected from cases where ever mounting was Jdisturbed
by shock or bulkhead.buckled due to deck deflection. The method used
for securIig element in case was not designed to withstand effect of

shock. Most reproducers located aft of frame 126 on main pqop and
gallery deck were totally destroyed due to bomb blast, detonation of' I
torpedo warheads and fire which devistated this area in general. On
the main, forecastle and gallery decks forward, several speakers
were damaged or rendered inoperable by cable pulling out due to
collapse of joiner bulkhead on which mounted and being struck by other
equipment which was dislodged by the blast. A few of the flat type
RCA speakers mentioned previously were ejected from t.heir cases
due to deflection of bulkhead on which mounted in this fo. ward area.
On the second deck there were isolated cases of speaker damage from
mounting failures due to buckling of bulkheads and being struck by
other equipment. These speakers were often mounted direct on bulk-
head with welding pads, buttons or very short stools which allowed
no flexing of mounting when bulkheads were distorted.

(b) The 5 MC amplifier and control racks located at frame,
distorting bulkhead and deck and several spare part boxes stowed in

this room being tbrown against this equipment. The transmitter.
station located on port side of air defense level has hinge bent for cover
making it impossible to close and retainer ring broken and motor unit
jarred from microphone. This damage was a result of deflection of
shield on which mounted.

(c) There were 4 bull horns Installed prior to test A in the
fo1lowing locations:

#1 - low on #4 stack facing aft.

#2 - below SL p.atform facing port.

#3 - below navigation bridge facing forward.

#4 - below SL platform facing aft.
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No's 2 and 4 were blown off ship along with strucLure
on which mounted. No. 1 was blown off NO. 4 stack which collapsed
as a result of the blast. No. 3 suffered only minor dents in housing:

4": apparently from missiles and is believed to be operable.

(d) The following Operadio intercom announcing systems
are installed on board this vessel.

4MC - damage control.

l9MC - fi~ght announcing.

2OMC - radar announcing.

P: 21MC - Captains comznand.

is o eThe dwmage noted below was obtained by visual
inspection of the unIt, no operating test were conducted by ship* s
electrician's due to pressure of other work. The 4MC unit installed

.GCPO quarters was destroyed by fire and blast pressure which

destroyed practically all equipment located in this area. One 19MC
unit installed on port side of air defense level, frame 55, was ejected
from case and unable to locate, two of the four shock mountings on
case failed due tO. small washers pulling through rubber sets, the
remaining mounts appear to be strained. This u=it was mrounted on
shield which was deflected inboard. One 4MC unit located on hangar
deck, frame 85, was elected from case and damaged by falling on
deck. One 19 MC unit located on joiner bulkhead of aviators ready

room was rendered inoperable by ruptured cable caused by collapse of
bulkhead. One unit in after radio room had .cable pulled out due to
buckling of bulkhead on which mounted. One 20MC unit Installed on
forward shield of air defense level has pull out handle broken and
enclosure slightly distorted by the. blast pressure but appears to be
operable. One 21 MC unit installed on after shield of air defense
level has unit jarred out approximately three inches and terninal
block broicen. One 20 MC unit located on forward shield of air defense
level has handles bent and case dented but appears to be operable.
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(e) The 17MC system was removed from the ship prior to
test. There are no PAM, PAB, or PAE s installed on this vessel.
Photographs 1990-3, page 755, 1985-11, page 744, 1881-2, page 756,
1920-10, page 759, 188C .9, page 756, 1917-6, page 716, 1880-10, page
757, 1917-7, page 717, 1882-4, page 739, 1918-4, page 758, 1919-5,
page 760, 1916-5, page 718, 1917-12, page 742, 1920-5, page 711,
1.920-11, page 761, and 1989-6, page 762.

S. Telegraphs.

(a) Steering course telegraph transmitter located on open
bridge has lense damaged due to radiant heat from bomb. This lense
is no longer transparent and renders the instrument useless. No
other damage to this unit was apparent from visual examination. Ships
electricians state that this system has been energized and checked
and all stations except flag platform on flight deck aft which has
blown off ship operate satisfactory. These stations Include pilot
house central station, secondary conn, steering gear and open bridge.
How latter instrument was read with lense in condition described
above is not known, possibly was removed during test. Photographs
1881-2, page 753 and 1881-1, page 752.

(b) Engine order and shaft revoluttorr t"ansmitter located
in pilot house has cast aluminum stand broken near base, believed to
have been caused by shock transmitted through 'iull to base of instrument.
There is no evidence of pressure in this area or any indication of this
instru.ment having been struck by other objects. This unit is pedestal
mounted to deck. Photograph 1989-9, page 763.

T. Indicating System.

(a) HDEE.

Wind direction and intensity transmitter located on
starboard yardarm was blown off ship as was mast to which attached.
The transmitter located on end of airplane crane boom has rotor cups
and direction rod and vane missing and spindle bent. Indicator
located at fly control on shield was damaged due to mounting failure
caused by deflection of shield inboard. Cast aluminum mounting
feet were broken off and case cracked. Indicator mounted on forward
shield of air defense level had plastic lens damaged due to radiant heat
from bomb. Dial is no longer visible rendering instrument useless.
Indicator located at landing signal station was blown off ship along with
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platform and all other equipment thereon. Transmitter selector
switch, frame 52 port ai.r defense level had mounting loosened by
blast but otherwise undamaged.

(b) HC.

Wind intensity transinitter Installed on port yardarm
of Island structure mast was blown overboard. Indicator switch and
buzzer located in chart house was dislodged from mounting and fouMd
lying on chart desk with no apparent damage to unit. Recorder
installed in Aerological office was removed from ship prior to test.

(c) F- Fire alarm system.

Approximately ten percent of the fire alarm circuit
are defective due to broken thermostats and damaged leads. The fire
alarm panel located in central station appears to be in good condition
and operable.

(d) RC - Catapult ready light.

Indicator located at catapult control station on star-
board gallery deck walkway frame 22 has mounting broken due to
blast and lens damaged by radiant heat of bomb to such an extent
that colors are no longer discernable.

(e) RF - Flight control ready light.

Indicators Installed on fly control station and landing
signal station have been blown overboard by blast. Indicator at
arresting gear station frame 90 port is badly damaged, believed to
have been struck by fragment from special material exposed for test
on flight deck.

(f) W- Whistle operating system.

Operating solenoid blown off stack.
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(g) The following instruments located on open bridge have
plastic lens so badly damaged by radiant heat from bomb as to make
reading of any indications impossible.

N - Rudder angle indicator.

Y - Pitlog speed and distance indicator.

31PD10 - SM radar range indicator.

31PD20 - SK radar range indicator.

31PD30 - SG radar range indicator.

(h) A - Officers call bell system.

This system is intact and operable except for a few
circuits on forecastle and gallery deck forward where bells, push-
buttons, etc. have been dislodged from mountings or cable pulled out
of unit due to failure of joiner bulkhead to which attached.

(i) E-VT and SP telephone call bell system.

1 EX, cruising and miscellaneous and 2 EX, ship
control have been tested and are satisfactory, 3 EP, engineers
cruising and miscellaneous is intact and operable except for smoke
watch station on open bridge. 4 EP., A/C control and 5 EP, fire
control are out of service due to severed and damaged cables in
vicinity of island structure and gallery walkway. Cable damage in
this area due to separation of ship structure and fragment damage.

(j) The following systems have either been energized and
tested or all units of each system thoroughly inspected and no damage
noted.

1 EC - Main engine lube oil alarm.

2 EC - Auxiliary gen. lube oil alarm.
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SB - Saijnity indicator system.

QD - Gas compartment exhaust blower indicator.

VS - Valve position Indicator.

LB - Steering e-iaergency alarm.

K - Shaft revolution indicator.

Photographs 1920-9, page 764, 1881-2, page 753,
1881-3, page 704, 1881-1, page 752, 1919-10, page 721, 1917-6, page
716, and 1917-7, page 717.

U. I.C. and A.C.O. Switchboards.

No damage.

V. Fire Control Switchboards.

No damage.

W. Miscellaneous.

(a) Ranges.

The heating element for an Edison Hot Point Range In
W.O. pantry at frame 33 to 35, port side on 3rd deck was dislodged
due to shock being transmitted through decks and bulkheads. The
electrical connections were not damaged.

(b) Range Controllers.

The front cover and control panel for the above range
was dislodged and hanging by wiring. Photograph 1917-4, page '/65.

(c) Non-radiant heaters.

Minor damage to heaters was observed, expanded
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meal enclosures were dented on several units by falling furniture
and flying fragments. Damage to heating elements was noted fcr
one occasion which was caused by a falling door, on one other occasion
the elements were bent but operable. Photograph 1989-5, page 766.
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APPENDIX

-I1P EASURElENT DATA

AND

SHIP DAMAGE DIAGRAMS

TEST ABLE
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SHIP MEASUREMENT DATA

A. General Considerations.

A deck survey method was developed to determine
the twist and longitudinal bending of each target vessel's hull girder
resulting from an air or underwater burst of the atomic bomb. The
procedure developed Is as follows:

1. Select transverse sections. The maxim~rr i
number of transverse sections used on any ship was six.

2. At each transverse section, select stations
at which rod readings are to be taken. Center punch these stations
in the deck. A minimum of five stations were used at each trans-
verse section.

3. Establish throughout the length of the ship,
by use of a surveyor's transit; a reference plane approximately
parallel to the deck.

4. Take rod readings at eve. y station on each
transverse section.

5. Plot rod readings relative to a straight line
representing the reference plane.

(a) Readings at each transverse section are
plotted in order to obtain the con~figurations of individual sections
and also to establish the relationship between sections.

(b) Readings at desired distances from the
centerline are plotted in order to establish sheer lines. On most
ships the actual readings are corrected for changes in sections
resulting from local damage.

6. Repeat steps 3, 4, and 5 after the test using
the stations established in steps 1 and 2.
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7. Superimpose the after test plots on the hel'ore
test plots In order to compare the conditions existing-at the times of
the two surveys.

The reference planes used in the before test and
after test surveys are not necessaxily parallel. Their relationship
car not be accurately determined because bench marks established
before the test may be affected by local damage or by changes in hull
alignment. Therefore it Is possible to determine only the relative
movement of sections. The reference planes are disregarded after
completion of the Initial plots.

Twist of the hull girder is determined by super-
Imposing one after test transverse section on. the similar before test
section and comparing the con~figu~rations of the remaining sections
as shown on plate 42. Hog or sag is determined by superimposing
before and after test plots of sheer as shown on plate 41.

The camber curves indicated in all plots are
faired lines and do not show local deformation which may exist be -
tween the five station points. Camber. curves are shown on plate 42.

B. Measurements.

A survey of the hangar deck was conducted at
Terminal Island Naval Shipyard on February 28, 1946. The hangar
deck was again surveyed at Bikini Atoll on July 11, 1946. The
surveys cover only the area between the forward and after elevator
wells. The plots of the two surveys were superimposed and are
shown on Plates 41 and 42. The plots indicate no significant change
in the ship's girder between the two elevator wells. Deep local
deflections are shown In the plot of the sheer lines. A maximum
deflection of 26 1/2 inches near frame 91, at the centerline, is
recorded on Plate 41.

A survey of the flight deck was conducted at
the? same time the hangar deck was measured. The two surveys
were correlated in order to show relative positions of the two

Ii: decks. Measurement of the displacement of the main deck and the
bulkheads between the hangar and main decks were recorded and
used to complete the plots, in section, shown on Plates 6 to 25,
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inclusive.

Measurements were taken and plotted to show
the damaged condition of the main transverse bulkheads between
the main and third decks (Plates 26 to 38 inclusive). Measurements
were also taken on the outboard side of the port blister and plotted
to show the deformation in the area from the main deck down to
number 5 longitudinal (Plates 39 and 40).

C . Scratch Gage Data.

Deflection scratch gages were installed to
measure movement between selected decks as shown on pages 245
and LA43'.
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VENT SCREEN
BLOWN OUT.

-~ONOSLOW OF

USAT ROwmu ONLLER CURTAI

-a maN MU*S BLOwN .OUT Oik TORN. OONAA
-w Misin -0 soeoe 

-
M ý m".in ww,4o inw.00o

g I ~SECTIO OF CATAL

4 I I
TO. 1570 Go



DELCE SLIHTL TO ST10

___ ___________CARRIEDA

4.4,

- -I , -*

I.. I *1

'J o II
.3 I I



CARRIED AWAY, IS SL AST

AIj 1A1

MILD EAI GBEPATR DISHAIt.

:6 Is 1



LEGEND

F IRE'

I MAIN tCK

MIN

__ __ __ __ _______ .L. AFTER TESTDUCTO 5* $TOD. LIST.

tW.L. BEFORE, TEST
IEE A210o,2

NAVY DITWUUEAU OF SHIPS

I I DAMAGE'
P~~. ~STARBOARDPRFL

TEST A
______________ U.SI. INDEPENDENCE CVL 13



Ei

I
I

eD. • AFT ELEVATOR OPENINGMD.f

S3 t

1259 11t0 115

l. . .. 
IItsI it A_ • i

t t m t i I I 
I1-



V'-2" 5,- 5"

EXPANSION JOINT 
Le

I-e-l

•. IIS110 105

• -- , Z • ~ ~ _ ... .,- . .....

71/2n nn inn nn /2



w ~5'-" 5r

AFTER DAMAGE

10 s

-~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~~~~~~ .... -... - - - - - - - 1 --- - - - - - -



w/t' *'$ 9��6' 6't 9 I/$"

S- ---- - -
"'

-ORIGINAL LINE OF FLIGWT DEGK

ilit ORGNL IO HAN "_ DECK_

- - - - . - -- - - - - -- - - "----

85 07 5

ELEVATION
FLIGHT DECK a HANGER DECK CENTERLINE

SCALE - I/Sw" I*-0

II

I.. . . .v t.. . . .. .. . . a . . .. IllII . .. .... . .. .. . . . . . .



_5 50 65 2 0/

CENTERLINE PROFILE

_ _OC_ 
_



FO•O. ELEVATOR. OPENING

II
t!

I

I

SFO ... . ELVA O P _ l ,, I

t/ lie 2I

60 15 50 45

tI



FORWARD

ROPENING

I

I 2

50 45 40 35

ORIGINAL DECK LINE
AFTER DAMAGEI _ pLl : lll . ..1 ,



I °

35 30 25

sent PAU 204 0F280
NAVY DEPT. MUEAU OF SHIPS

FLIGHT a HANGER DECK
DEFLECTIONS AT CENTERLINE

TEST A
U.S.S. INDEPENDENCE CVL 21

"PLATE NO. 3 ole'



L" 14
LARGE SECWIN OF FLIGH4T DECK
AFT OF FRAME 137 MIM~ING FROM 

-
nEO EDG PSUET INBOARD. REMNANT OF DECK BEAM AT FR. 140 7 -E

SENT SHARPLY UPWARD,

Oftate DWEO OF PORTION OF DECK TORN/
IFL GHT ECK.AND BENT UPWARD.

AFTER PORT CORNER

SHARPLY UlPSRt) TO

FLIGHT DECK BADLY WARPED AND
WOOD DECKING BURNED FROM FIRE
BELOW.

115 113 I

-. -..-. ~- ..- . -. .....



V2e 110 107 104 lot 9895

/-EKEG 3LW PAD 5 LB. PLATING TORN ACROSS RAISED
PORTION OF DECK BETWEEN FRAMES

I ~EXPANSION JOINT FLEXED 95 AND 96.AN 20 1
AND DISTORTED. SEE PHOTO. PAGES 201 AD2

*I A

125 0 -I - -IIi

JIII

ELEVATOR 'MISSING EXPANSION JOIN
REAND SPREAD AP

FLIGHT DECK BLOWN UP SHARPLY ABOUT-J
NINE FEET INBOARD OF DECK EDGE,
BREAKING AT CENTERLINE.

10107 104 101 98 95



95 92 89 86 841/2 83 so

RAISED -~ELEVATION -PORT DECK EDGE
FR AMES .5 LB. DECK TORN SEE PHOTO. PAGE 195

0 0 ~ 6 I 14" 10

fil I %

EXPNSONJOINT DISTORTED
'AND0 SPREAD APART.t 44

~~4I' _ PLAN VIEWJ.

95 .925 69 96 S3 s0

ELEVATION -STBD. DECK EDGE



so ?7 ?4 *TI6
PORT EDGE OF FLIGHT DECK LIFTED FOUR FEET
IN WAY OF EXPANSION JOINT.

EE PHOTO. PAGE 195 EXPANSION JOINT PULLED APART.
H U E

U

EL V-T R ISS 0m i

4Z4

CRN ISOF O

FLGHDC RAIjED VABOT 2 1/2 FEET

AT CENTERLINE AND SIX INCHES' AT STBD .
~~DECK EDGE FORWARD OF EXPANSION JOINT. .S

so 77 .74 71, 68



se65 651l/2 62 59
'D FOUR FEET

FLIGHT DECK ABREAST AND FORWARD OF FORWARD
ELEVATOR IS SLIGHTLY DISTORTED BUT ESSENTIALLY

UNDAM GED.SEE PLATE N
- - FLIGHT DECK

3O 5 3 1c5 201

o CRANE IS OFF ROLLER PATH

ISLANDI SEVERELY DAMAGED AND TOP-H4AMPER MISSING

T- 2 1/2 FEET
NONES' AT STBD.

XPANSION JO INT. 5m Go 6"

-o 665 62 89 5



FORWARD OF FORWARD

ISTORTED BUT ESSENTIALLY

SEE PLATE NO.3 FOR ELEVATION OF

FLIGHT DECK AT CENTERLINE.

IN-I

FLIGHT DECK DAMAGE

___________TEST A
59$66

U.S.S. INDEPENDENCE CVL 2
PLATE- NO. 4 o



LTRANSVERSE BEAN FAILED BE
MAIN DECK FRAME 122.

/71

4 21 lie13

ELEVATOR PIT AT MAIN, HANGER
DECK LEVEL



FAILED BELOW
122.

.I ..I ... ..

-r 1/ - - -7 of t2~~

1 -- 4-1010

0mo

HANGR DEK LEEL .....



* ±0

'5

I'0.1

41- -UPTAK-



LONG'L." 8

-10 LLONGL. 4

LON G'L.S6



FAILURE IN WAY Of RIVETED CONNECTION
TO UNDERSIDE OF MAIN DK. OVER SlD. 49. FA

mIN

I'~ I

L. .S.... .

I.1

59 5

LONGVL. 4Is

LONG'L.S\

UII

HANGER DECK ELEVATOR PIT, AT MAIN DECK
UPTAKES LEVE



N WAY Of RIVETED CONNECTION
lIOE OF MAIN OK. OVER SliD. 49. FAILURE IN WELDED BUTT

MANGERDECK EEVATORPIT.IA MAIN DECK.LVE

LEE

r\(p
__________________________________



LURE 1I4 WELDED SUTT -LEGEND
MAIN DECK.

RAISED

DEGRE.E OF DEPRESSION

m O-0 DEPRESSION

3ft5W DEPRESSION

~ 5V-8" DEPRESSION

-- - $.OF SHIP
44

a -15." DEPRESSION

SLLVEL

DIMENSIONS ASSOCIATED WITH FRAME
NUMBERS INDICATE DEFLECTION AT
CENTERLINE.

rF ISECRET PAS E M6OF 280
V INAVY DEPT. BUREAU OF SHIPS

VEL CONTOUR OUTLINES OF

HANGER DK. DEPRESSION

T EST A
- U.SS. INDEPENDENCE CYL 22

PLATE NO. 4A



• ,6",.T.,.- ,/2"X 5 , PL. 10. 2 PL.-2

FLIGHT DECK
5,5 PL.I P,,.s , - 5.5 Pt..]

15 S.T. 20.4 EKT.

CUT FROM

36* X I$ 1/*"Xg30 Z

FRACTURE ORIGINATED IN UPPER 9061 OF
WILD JOINING SNACKET FLANGE TO COLUMN.
WELDS TOO SMALL TO DEVELOP 100% JOINT

W 9K1T. EFFICIENCY.
PHOTOS.- VOL. 3 , PA4G 300 -302

360 X I 1 /9" X 230 z

PORT - o.,' aT.

4"X 3/"P.,.-N 15,3 PL.

HANGER DECK- / "

I
12.76 PL It75 PL. 3'XVS' i

30.6 L30.6 P. 10. Pt.. a

MAIN DECK 20.6 D OjL1 -_

-0. PL. 3 APPROX.

TR

------- -----



SI SET ALT 153 Poa fL F - 10.5 - li5.5 FL.

31BT 0.4. INT. It.?$ INT. 30.4 INT. 2 0.4 IKT. 1IIT

'FROML 30X0I WXuh 24I341 OUT PROM
1*/2 xts5 z 3411X is I/lox

INATED IN UPPER E04E OP
BRACKET PLANGE TO COLUMN,

'ALL TO DEVELOP 100% JOINT

S3, PAGE 300 -502 36

I i2.76 PL. 1 3M VO"F 13.78* PL. S E5/S'P.. 121 FL SUE 31OF&--

10.2* L. 102 PL.101 PL

TRANSVERSE SECTION AT FR.56
LOOKING FORD.



Sox PL.ro-L

PL. 5iw.jPLI

4. KT. 51 &K.IIIU5 KT.13 ...

OUT FROM CU-FO
36'*)u6I/2"xas 210 Z6XI seei /21ISx0 Z

GI 0 im

S6"o( is i/rX230 Z2 ItwX3O.6 PLG.PL.
ItOA. P L. Ito$X30.6' PLO. PL.

STBD.

-AFTER TEST

I.3 DILR. 4 9 /0 F.B. W0. PL.. 12 X30.6'ILG. PL.
- 0.41 DeAt 0.. 11KT

5'3"X I 175P. 30.6 PL isi/S'M51

ICP0 L. 0 0 RTPAGE 267 OF 2aO
NAV DEPT.~A BUREAU OF SHIPS.

- -. 7~* '~" s ~FLIGHT 8i HANGER DK. DEFLECTIONI
TRANSVERS-E SECTION, FRAME 56

TEST A

___ __ ___ __ ___ __ __ ___ __ ___ __ ___ __ __ U.~. INDEPENDENCE CYL 22

PLATE NO.5108



)5_5.1.5.1 P___._

15, S.t.S._________

TRAtISV(RS( FRACTURE IN COLUMN WELD$ TOO SMALL 10 DEVELOP 100 %

PHOTOS.-- VOL. 5, PAGES 301 THRU. 304

36"Xis"XI50lI3,

PORT

15.S15.3 PL.0

25.5 0 OE 3KT.IysP. 3"x 5/61 CP * Ivl'i

25.5 COLLAl

L10*~ PL, APPROX.

TR ANSVEF

......... ... '.r



I. PL.

xSo i/a" vea

PHOTO. PAGES 305-30OS CUT FROM
36"XII"Xl60 X

GIRDER. FRACTURE ORIGINATED IN WILD JOINING
:00 % TRIPPING $RACKET TO INBOARD FLANGE

TO CLM

U. 304 IPHOTO$6.- VOL. 3 PAGE 309

S. sox 6/9 F.DPS 4"X3/6"F.91 G'X 5/0 .. 1.4x 5/0or.SI

O.2w~~DLR ftgl 3L. I Ti- 1. L 0.1*P.DLR

3" X /9"PF.S. I13.75*PL. twN5/SlP.B.g 6"we/S"p.S. It75 4 PL. 3" X 310" P.. I3.7@S PL./

30.4 PL. 1O.1* PL. 10.2 PL.

TRANSVERSE SECTION AT FR. 59
LOOKING FORD.



*

02PL0.EL.0 .99t 0.9 ex. *IC.t L

CUT~~~. FRMIL.ot@CT-

36mxt~xlo \\FL.

TRIPPINO $RACKET TO INBOARD KLau -0.*11T
TO COLUMN
PHOMO. - VOL. 3 ,PACE 3011

_______ - IMORE TEST

AFTER TEST

STB1D.

183) 061L.110.4 DSLR-Oe./ l0.4. Oi HANGER DECK

3"XWe3SPS II$S PL.. 26. Toll SKY.

0,0SECRET PA04 2018 OF 280

PL 20.4 0S COL NAVY DEPT. BSUREAU OF SHIPS
v-S~i MAIN DECK

FLIGHT 8; HANGER DK. DEFLECTION
TRANSVERSE SECTION,)FRAME 59

TEST A

___ __ ___ __ ___ __ __ ___ __ ___ __ ___ __ __ U.$S.S. INDEIPENDENCE CV L 22

PLATE NO.



10.2PL O~t6.1S PL.-

10.2 PL.PHOTO. PAGE$ 313-31.2

CUT PHOTO. PAGE

FAILURES ORIGINATED IN WELDS JOINING
TRIPPING BRACKETS TO COLUMN AND
TRANSVERSE GIRDER FLANGES.
WELDS TOO SMALL TO DEVELOP 100%

I JOINT EFFICIENCY.
PHOTO$.- VOL'.3, PAGE 311

PORT

36"X It" KISO x

ff.1 L.

PULLED LOOSE FROM DECK AT
RIVETED CONNECTION AND SENT
UPWARD AND AFT.
PHOTOS. - VOL.1, PAGES 52 AND 69 *&* -"X6/S'F.S. j-j " SOX15/1111P.I. 1"Ix/* "or.9

10 3*'XS/qnI*FI 12.76 P . ES/"F. .Y1276PL.

Q .S O 8:l(.1.ý DPL.j CDO2-'QPL.

2.5.6 COLLAR PL. .!!leS.~ j L . NTS

APPROX m

TRANSVER

.. ....



5.1oo, PL.1 PHOTO. PAGE 317

.1 PL.-

+.0.6 BX?.--
PHOTO, PAGES 313-316 N.Y.,. 50"XIO ,a'ci'114 Z-11

PHOTO. PAGES 312-316 CU F /ROM
H.T.S .30"X I X/116#

ININO.
NO

36"XI2 X150 X

PULLED LOOSE FROM DECK AT
IRIVETED CONNECTION.

20.4 PL. 10.2 SKXT. kSiPý.102PL *sx /6F3

15.5/10L. ~.3K/4PI ~' 15. SR13 t20.4' 8

A 3/"r1. 13.7 PL. o" x 5/811ra 3dX3/f*F.@.

l-# P.20.4 PL. lOt IPL 0 Io~ICDPL.

... 17.5 H.T.S. .9 PL I~T S -.5N .S1 f 13

Lx. 35" A P

TRANSVERSE SECTION AT FR. 62ý
LOOKING FORD.



JPHOTO. PACE 317

5.1 * PL. - $10.2* PL.--

* FLIGHT DECK
4.0.4 IX?.

CUT FROM
m.T.S.SOWXio I/tXIIG x

74.0.3 off.
----- IEFORE TEST

ilie" r~ AFTER TEST

I/2~'3STBD.

36"XIIx~s zPHOTO. PAGES 316 AND 319
ULLED LOOSE FROM DECK AT
IVETED CONNECTION.

10.2 PL. 4"X /" .a 5.1 *PL.

HANGER DECK

-SECRET PAGE 209 OF 280
3" /0..%51*Pt. NAVY DEPT. BUREAU OF SHIPS

15. TO RT. FLIGHT a HANGER DK. DEFLECTION
~0 25.5 COLLAR. PL.

to L~j35 .T.9.1MAIN DECK TRANSVERSE SECTION, FRAME 62

TEST A

______________________________________U.8,S._INDEPENDENCE CVL_22

PLATE NO.? 0



IRAClURIE 0

-FRACTURE ORIGINATED IN WELD JOINING or GIRDER
8.1 UACKET FLANGE TO COLUMN. LINE T.

-- WELD TOO SMALL TO DEVELOP 100% PHM. v

j.J9~uiJOINT EPPFIGIENCY.

PNOTOS. VOL. 3 PAGES 329, 330

I PULLED LOOSE FROM DECK
AT RIVETED CONNECTION
PHOTO. PAGES 327,5326

TRANSVERSE
LOO1



FRACTURE ORISINAT4 IN LOWER FLANGE

OF GIRDER AT ED00 OF WELDED CENTER'

LINE BUTT.
PHOTO11.- VOL. 3 ~PAGES 520, 393, 326 FRACTURE ORIGINATED AT EDGE OF WELD

IJOINING BRACKET FLANGE TO COLUMN.

STRUCTURAL DISCONTINUITY IN DESIGN OF-

CONNECTION CONTRItUTED TO FAILURE.

PMOTOkS.- VOL. I PAGES 31513352

PULLED LOOSE FROM DECK
AT RIVETED CONNECTION

PHOTO. PAGES 53U,364

TRANSVERSE SECTION AT FR.65
'LOOKING FORD.



-FL1iGHT OECK

CTURE ORIOINATC-0 AT EDGE OF WILD-
NING BRACKET FLARGIE TO COLUMN. )-BEFORE TEST
UCTURAL DISCONrINUITY IN DIISIGN OF.
IIECTION CONTRIOUTED TO FAILURE. AFTER TIEST

OTOS.- VOL.53 PAGES'355b5 32

PULLED LOOSE FROM DICK
AT RIVETED CONNECTION
PHOTO. PAGES 353,534

SECRET PACE21!2 -81E280
NAVY DEPT. BUREAU OF SHIPS

- _________ -. MAIN DECK -FLIGHT & HANGER DK. DEFLECTION

TRANSVERSE SECTION, FRAME 65

TEST A

__________________________________U.S.S. INDEPENDENCE CYL 21

PLATE MO.S 10386



ZFRACTURE ORIGINi

*FRACTURE ORIGINATED BELOW WELD WLONGJOUINING OR
JOINING COLUMN AND ERACKET FLANGE. UNDERSIZE WELD

I - STRUCTURAL DISCONTINUITY IN DESIGN or PHOTOS.ý- VOL.;
CONNECTION CONTRIDUTED TO FAILURE.
PHOTO$.- VOL. 5, PAGES 337 - 3 42

PHOTO. PAGE 336 .J±

4 'APPROX.

TRANSVERSE
LOOKIN



.. . ... .

44

FRACTURE ORIGINATEIý AT AFTER XND OF
WELD JOINING TRIPP NO BRACKET AND FRACTURE' 04ORIINATED IN WELD JOININ
LONGITUDINAL URACK!T. BRACKET FLANGE TO TRANSVERSE GIRDOt.
UNDERSIZE WELDS 4(oNTRIUITED TO FAILURE. WELD TOO SMALL TO DEVELOP 100 %
PHOTO$.- VOL.5 PAGES 343,344,3546 JOINT EFFICIENCY.

PHOTOS.- VOL.5 PAGES 346-550

4"APPOX.-0

TRANSVERSE SECTION AT FR. 68
LOOKING FORD.



FLIGHT DECK

OfIGINATED IN4 WELD JOINI G
FLANGE TO TRANSVERSE 611DIR.

SMALL TO DEVELOP 100 %BEOETS

VOL.5 3 PAGES 346-5350 AFTER TEST

- HANGER DECK

SP-CRF-TPACE 211 OF 280
NAVY DEPT. BUREAU OF SHIPS

FLIGHT &k HANGER 'DK. DEFLECTION
MAI 4 DECK

TRANSVERSE SECTION, FRAME 68

TEST A

_____________________________________ U.&S8 INDEPENDENCE CVL 22

'PLATE NO. 9108

--- ---- 2



"LFRACTURE ORIGINATED IN WELD. JOINING FRACTURE ORIGINAT

BRACKET FLANGE TO TRANSVERSE GIRDER. BUTT WELD IN L

WELDS TOO .SMALL TO DEVELOP 100 % INCOMPLETE WE LO

JOINT EFFICIENCY AT BOTH PORT AND CORRECT EDGE

STARBOARD CONNECTIONS. TO FAILURE.

PHOTOS.- VOL. 3, PAGES 355,554 PHOTOS.- VOL. I,

PHOTO. PAGE 352
s

Ll--l-oo

TRANSVERSE S~l
LOOKINGI



RACTURK ORIOINATI14 IN AFTER END OF FRACTURE ORIGINATE0 IN WELD AT-
DU~t WELD IN4 LOWE FLANGE Of 610ME. INSOARD TOE Of NRACK&T.
INCOMPLETE WILD P ETRATION AND IW4 MIMIO,. VOL. 3 ,PA9E 308
CORRECT lose Plig fRATION CONTAIlUTI
TO FAILURE.
PNOTOS.-, VOL. 1., Usl 6M- 3se

PHOTO. PAGE 39se--

TRANSVERSE SECTION AT FR. 71
LOOKING FORD.



FLIGHT DECK

IGINATED IN WELD AT
OF BRAC9ET.
3., PAGE 356

PHOTO. PAGE 360

BEFORE TEST

AFTER TEST

STBD.

PHOTO. PAGE 369 PHOTO. PAGE 561

rHANGER DECK

SECRET PAOE 212-OF 280
"" NAVY DEPT. BUREAU OF SHIPS

____ AIN DECK FLIGHT ' HANGER DK. DEFLECTION

TRANSVERSE SECTION, FRAME 71

TEST A

USS. INDEPENDENCE GVL 22

PLATE NO. W0 10386

li3



P0070. PAOII 342- 364

TRANS VERS

/O



FRACTURE ORIGINATED AT EDGE OF WELD FRACTURE ORIGINATED AT UPPER EDGE

IN TOP FLANGE OF lGIRDER1. OF WELD JOINING GIRDER AND

PHOTO.- VOL.5 * PAGES 366-569.375,376 BRACKET FLANGEM
DISCONTINUITY IN STRUCTURAL DESIGN
or CONNECTION CONTROIBUTED TO FAILURE.
PHOTOS.-VOL.3, PAGES 370,37t

PHOTO. PAq9E 574

4 APPM X

TRANSVER'SE SECTION AT FR. 74
*1 LOOKING FORD.



______ _-__,_____ FLIGHT DECK

WACTURE ORIGINATED AT UPPE EDGlit
OF WELD JOINING 6IRDER AND EDGE 4

AGKET FLANGES.
SOONTINUITY IN ITRUCTURAL DESIGN
IF CONNECTION CO"TRISUTED TO FAILURE.

HOTOS.-VOL.3, PAGES 370,?572 .-- . _ SIFOR[ TEST

.. AFTER TEST

PHOTO. PAGE 574

0 •
HJNICR 09QKS.

S NAVY DEPT. BUREAU Of SHIPSi

CD FLIGHT Ek HANGER DK. DEFLECTION

- .,-_ MAIN DECK TRANSVERSE SECTION, FRAME 74

TEST A

U.SS. INDEPENDENCE CVL. 22

PLATE NO.II 10386

~~1



1• AOTUM RIGrnIt4AUO

PHOTO. PAOC 104 MwOOS.- VOL. 3,P

PHOTO. PAG9 364

TRANSVERSE SEC,



ACTURE ORIGINATED AT EDGE OF WELD

TOP FLANGE OF GIRDER.

OTOS.- VOL. 3, PIGES 3799-382 SLIGHT FRACTURE WITH ORIGIN AT UPPER- -- --

EDGE OF WELD JOINING COLUMN AND

BRACKET FLANGE.

PHOTOS.- VOL. 3 PAGE 378

PHOTO. PAGE 377

5 l l a$ 4 " l 1

PPROX. !2"APPROX. 2" APPROX. //

ERSE SECTION AT FR. 77
LOOKING AFT



FLIGHT DECK

URE WITH ORIGIN AT UPPERHA RDF T
WELD JOINING COLUMN AND

LANGE.
VOL. 3 PAGE 370

TBEFORE TEST

AFTER TEST

PORT

PHOTO. PAGE 377

HANGER DECK

SECRET PAGE 214 OF 280

NAVY DEPT. BUREAU OF SHIPS

2" APROX.FLIGHT a HANGER DK. DEFLECTION
________MAIN D-PECK TRANSVERSE SECTION, FRAME 77

TEST A

U.S.S. INDEPENDENCE CVL 22

PLATE NO.12



B R A C K E L :: eDr 

NORACK ~ £ L ANGLP OOLLWS#D l* AN D
P~ro-VOL, 3, pASE AND

P#IOO, P.. 91

LOOKINYG Ai



PHOTO. PAGE 394-397

STRUCTURAL DISCONTINUITY IN D9431ON OF

CONNECTION CONTRIBUTED TO FAILURES AT
BOTH PORT AND STBD. $RACKETS.
PHOTOS.- VOL. 3, PAGES 590, 393

PHOTO. PAGE 392

55"

3" APPROX.

VERSE SECTION AT FR.80oi
LOOKING AFT



_____ .... V .. ,-. ~ FLIGHT DECK

AT UPPER EDGE OF//

P AND IRACKET FLANGE.__, EORE TEST
NUITY IN DESIGN OF L_ _ _ _ AFTER TEST

TED TO FAILURES AT

IRACKETS.

"ES 390, 393

PORT

PHOTO. PAGE 391

5"

_,_HANGER 
DECK SECRET PAGE. 215 OF 280

- NAVY DEPT. BUREAU OF SHIP1

FLIGHT a HANGER DK. DEFLECTIO1

7' \\TRANSVERSE SECTION, FRAME 80
S-MAIN DECK TEST A

U.S.S. INDEPENDENCE GVL 22

SPLATE NO. 13 10386



Z- FRACTURE ORIGINATEp

BUTT WELD IN LO I

GIRDER . INGOMPLETI
FRACTURE OCCURRED IN WELDS JOINING GONTRISITED TO FA

BRACKET TO GIRDER AND COLUMN. PHOTOS.-VOL. 3

THE ORIGIN OF FRACTURE APPEARS

TO HAVE SEEN IN THE WELD JOINING

THE BRACKET FLANGE TO THE COLUMN.
WELDS WERE TOO IMALL TO DEVELOP

100% JOINT EFFICIENCY.

STB Q. PNOTOS.- VOL. 3, PAGES 400,416-418,42O

PHOTO. PAGE 421

%o
TRANSVERSE SEC'

LOOKING

I,



------ 
4ALL FR)rR s ORI GIh N T RI1KPPING

410 It t~ OfEND of IW ELO 40 ,16,00 IstaPP1MG

F R A C Tf L O E R , i .K&p 
1 O T S V o l . .' I A ~ $o ~ o

TIGlSooE 
SE T ONz



FLIGHT DECK

I ORtIGINATED IN FORD.
JOINING TRIPPING

WE* FLANGE or *mINEp
.ANGE TO COLUMN ()

PAGES 401-404 ,406,400

PORT

_________ - - BEPORE TEST

AFTER TEST

ItT IVIVETCD
DECK

_______HANE DECK

SECRET PAGE 216 Of 280

NAVY DEPT. BUREAU OF SHIPS

_____ MAN EC FLIGHT &k HANGER DK. DEFLECTION]
TRANSVERSE SECTION, FRAME 83

TEST A

LI.S.S. INDEPENDENCE CVL 22

JMO PLATE NO.84 10386



ZFRACTURE ORI
OF BUTT WEL
GIRDER. INCO

FRACTURE ORIGINATED AT EDGE OF CONTRIBUJTED
WELD JOINING BRACKET FLANGE TO PHOTOS.- VO
COLUMN. STRUCTURAL DISCONTINUITY
IN DESIGN OF CONNECTION CONTRIBUTED

PHOTOS.- VOL.3, PAGES 432--435

PULLED LOOSE FROM DECK AT
RIVETED CONNECTION.
PHOTOS.- VOL.. 3 * PAGES 43G-438

0 0*

TRANSVERSE
LOOK



____ZFRACTURE ORIGINATI D AT FORWARD END
OF BUTT WELD IN LOWER FLANGE OF

GIRDER, INCOMPLEIE WELD PENETRATION

CONTRIBUTED TO FILURIE. PHOTO. PAGIE 425

PHOMO.- VOL.3,IPAGES 427-431

PULLED LOOSE FROM DECK AT

RIVETED CONNECTION.
PHOTOS. -VOL. 1, PAGES. 422-424

130foi 3 1/20 5So

o0

TRANSVERSE SECTION AT FR.86
LOOKING AFT.



ILIGo
-,0t.s 

-l&jI1

po4GWR

OU. orsvk86

ile,8

~j.S.4.



FRACTURE ORIGINATED AT UPPER EDGE FRACTURE ORIGINAT~ 0 AT

Of WELD JOINING BRACKET FLANGE TO OF WELD BETWEENI TRIPPI

GIRDER. WELD$ TOO SMALL TO DEVELOP AND LONGITUDINAL BRACK

100% JOINT EFFICIENCY.' PHOTOS.- VOL. 3m PAGIES

PHOTOS.- VOL. 3, PAGES 451-453

STBD..

PHOTO. PAGE 454 1

TRANSVERSE SECTIOý
LOOKING. AFI

..... .......



ZFRACTURE ORIGINAT 0 AT FORWARD END FRACTURE ORIGINATED AT UPPER EDGE

OF WELD BETWEEN TRIPPING IRACKET OF WELD JIOINING ISWACKEr FLANGE TO
AND LONGITUDINAL BRACKET. GIRDER. STRUCTURAL DISCONTINUITY
PHOiTOS.- VOL. 3, PAGES 448-450 IN DESIGN OF CONNECTION CONTRIBUTED

TO FAILURE.

PHIOTO&- VOL. 3 PAGES 44 - 44?

U145" el-111 1 P940

F

ANSVERSE SECTION AT FR-.89
LOOKING. AFT



SFLIGHT DECK

AT UPPER EDGE

UET FLANGE TO

DISCONTINUITY

TION CONTRIBUTED - _ -

8 445-447

BEFORE TEST

AFTER TEST

PORT

so" - PHOTO. PAGE 444

- HANGER DECK

/ FRACTURE IN C.R5.. WELD JOINING SECRET PAGE 218 0F280

/ SENT TO S.T.S. SHEER STRAKE. NAVY DEPT. BUREAU OF SHIPS
PHOTO. PAGE 441-443

M DE FLIGHT S HANGER DK. DEFLECTION
A...N, DECK TRANSVERSE SECTION,FRAME 89

TEST A

U.S.S. INDEPENDENCE CVL 22

PLATE NO. 16 IC386

.2e



GIRDER SEPARATED AT WELDEPHOTO. PAGE 470,471 PHOTOS.- VOL.5, PAGES 462-4

STBD.

PHOTO. PAGE 472

IS"

TRANSVERSE SECTION
LOOKING AFT.

.1



IRDER SEPARATED AT WELDED BUTT. FRACTURE ORIGINATED IN WELD JOIPIING

HOTOS.- VOL. 3, PAGES 462-467 BRACKET FLANGE TO GIRDER. WELDS TOO--

SMALL TO DEVELOP 100 % JOINT EFFICIENCY.

PHOTOS.& VOL. 3, PAGES 459 - 461

PHTO PAGEA5

COL

VERSE SECTION AT FR. 92
LOOKING AFT.



L 1H 1/2" FLIGHT DECK

WELD JOINAING
fR. WELDS TOO - -

JOINT EFFICIENCY.
-461

BEFORE TEST

AFTER TEST

PORT

HOTO. PAGE 456

1. .. .... . HANGER DECK

"• A SECRET PAGE219 OF280

FRACTURE IN C.R.S. WELD JOINING NAVY DEPT. BUREAU OF SHIPS

COLUMN AND S.T.S. SHEER STRAXK FLIGHT 8 HANGER DK. DEFLECTION

____- MAIN DECK TRANSVERSE SECTION,FRAME92

TEST A

U.S.S INDEPENDENCE CVL 22

PLATE NO. IT 10386

I1



FORACTURE OR

PHOTO lPAG 404LOWER FLAW

PHOTOS.- V

ST1B D.

PHOTO. PAISE 405,466

TRANS VERSE
LOOKI



ZFRACTURE ORIGINATE IIN BUTT WELD IN FRACTURE ORIOINATED IN WELD JOINING
LOWER FLANGE OF GIRDER. @RACKET FLANGE TO TRANSVERSE GIRDER.

PHOTOS.- VOL. 3, PAGES 4756-463 WILDS TOO SMALL TO DEVELOP 100%

JOINT EFFICIENCY.

PHOTOS.- VOL.5, PASES 473, 474

RANSVERSE SECTION AT FR. 95
LOOK-ING AFT



-____FLIGHT DECK

IRC. ORIGINIAT90 Off WILD JOININQ

T FLAN41C TO TRANSVERSE GIRDER.

TOO SNALL TO 00V9LOP 100%

- VOL.8 PAStI 478, 474

'I ~PORT ,. tS.... _-- _ . T91, TCST

all.• 4H s Ile '

.__.,__ -- HANGER DECK

SECRET PAGE 220 OF 280
NAVY DEPT. BUREAU Of SHIPS

M_ AIN &w FLIGHT HANGER DK. DEFLECTION

TRANSVERSE SECTION, FRAME 95

TEST A

U.S.S. INDEPENDENOCE VL tPt

fPLATE NO. 19 1o386



FRACTURE ORIGINATED AT UPPER EDGE URE ORIGINAT D
OF WELD JOINING BRACKET FLANGE TO IN LOWER FLANGE OF
GIRDER. STRUCTURAL DISCONTINUITY IN PHOTOS.- VOL. 3, PAG
DESIGN OF CONNECTION CONTRIBUTED

TO FAILURE.
PHOTOS.-- VOL. 3 , PAGE 496

STBD.

PHOTO. PAGE 496

4" 6" mG

TRANSVERSE SECT
LOOKING A

/



FRACTURE ORIGINATED AT BUTT WELD FRACTURE ORIGINATED IN WELD JOINING

IN LOWER FLANGE OF GIRDER. BRACKET FLANGE AND GIRDER.

PHOTOS.- VOL. 5, PAGES 492-495 WELDS TOO SMALL TO DEVELOP 100%

JOINT IEFFICIENCY.

PHOTOS.- VOL. 3 ,PAGES 489-491

PHOTO. PAGE 461

12 "6 1/21, 3d 3 0

RANSVERSE SECTION AT FR. 98
LOOKING AFT



WIELDJOINNG .... 9FORf TEST

AND GRDER-AFTER TEST

-PORT

PHOTO. PAGE 400 FRACTURE IN C.R5. WELID JOININS

SENT TO S.T.S. SHEER STRAKE.
PHOTO- PAGE 457

NAGR DC Cf. PAGE 0221O l

NAIVY OEPT. BUREAU OF SHIPS

FLIGHT B HANGER DK. ELC O

TIRANSVER SE SECTION, FRAME 98

TEST A

U.S.S. INIDEPENDENCE CYL Z2

PLATE NO. 19 O8



.~~O 
BO. S.D 

........

lOnNECTUI NEAR WELD

PHOTOS. - VOL. 3 PA

OFBOHBD.. n

PHOTO. PAGE $00

__3- _ A 1 1

TRANSVERSE SEC
LOOKING



L.UE ERWEDDBT T ETRIE
PHOTS. -VOL.3 PS ES499,603 50

FRACURE RIGNATE IN ELD JOIING

DRATUELO N00AR WELEDBUTT CENTERLINE..
PH4OTOS.- VOL. 3, PASEl 90 503-507

PHOTOS.-POTO VOL.E 499ES® 50,0

G 1/2 13 1/2" 5iI's ZZ III aIle S I/it

T 4T

RANSVERSE SECTION AT FR. 101
LOOKING AFT



FLIGHT DECK

PORT

PHOTO. PAGE 410

_______ ______MANGER DECK

SECRET PASE 222 OF 280
N AV Y DEPT. 83UREAU OF SHIPS

C-n FLIGHT a HANGER DK DEFLECTION

_____MAIN. DECK TRANSVERSE SECTION, FRAME. 101

TEST A.
___ ___ ___ __ ___ ___ __ ___ ___ ___ __ ___ ___ _ L U.S.S. INDEPENDENCE -CVL 22

PLATE NO.& 20 0386



FRACTURE ORIGINAT
OF BUTT WELD IN
GIRDER. INCOMPLETE
CONTRIBUTED TO #A

PH4OTOS.- VOL. 4,P

STB3D. FRACTURE ORIGINA a

BRACKIET FLANGE
~STARBOARD 0 A

WELDS IN BOTH A
TO DEVELOP 100%
PHOTOS.- VOL.4, PN

OD 517, 516
PHOTO. PAGE 619

TRANSVERSE SEC"
LOOKING



FRACTURE ORIGINATED IN FORWARD END
OF BUTT WELD IN LOWER FLANGE 0f
GIRDER. INCOMPLETE WELD PENETRATION
CONTRIBUTED TO PAlLURE.-

PHOTOS.- VOL. 4, PAGES 513516I

FRACTURE ORIGINA ED0 IN WELDS JOINING
BRACKET FLANGE GIRDER IN BOTH4
STARBOARD (0 At PORT (j CONNECTIONS.
WELDS IN 30THI ASES ARE TOO SMALL
TO DEVELOP 100% JOINT EFFCIENCY.
PNO1OS.- VOL.4, PAGES

PHOTO. PAGE 510

,,NSVE RSE SECTION AT FR. 104
LOOKING AFT



FLIGHT DECK.

I ________ ________ BEFORE TEST

__________________ AFTER TEST

PORT

PHOTO. PAGE 510

-- MANGER DIECK
SEGRET PASK 223 OF 280
NAVY DEPT. BUREAU OF SHIPS

FLIGHT &k HANGER DK. DEFLECTION

/ TRANSVERSE SECTION, FRAME 104
------- MAIN DECK

TEST A

U.S.S. INDEPENDENCE OVL 22

PLATE NO.21 10386



FRACTURE ORIGI
IRAGNET FLANGE

PORT( ) AND
WELDS TOO SMA

STBD.- JOINT EFFIOIENC
PHOTO$.- VOL.

ci~520, 54, 525

PH4OTO. PAGE 531 lo7"1

TRANSVERSE Sý
LOOKING



.. ......... .. .. .. ...

PHOTO. PAGES 626-SIS9

FRACTURE ORIGMINAES 10 WELDS JOINING
$RACKET FLANGE 0N GIR0ER IN 30TH
PORT@ AND ST SOAnD (ý COmNCrIous.
WELDS TOO SMALL TO DEVELOP 1OO0%
JOINT EFFICIENCY.
PI4OTOS.- VOL.4, PAGES

(520,524,525 Sim 130

461 PHOTO. PASS 531

TRANS VERSE SECTION' AT FR. 107
S~LOOKING AFT-



-1 FLINHT DECK

_. . .. . _ _ .. .._ _ _ c r ol z T E S T

______________AFT90 TEST

PORT

PHOTO. PAil 61O

HANGER DECK

SECRET -PASGE 224- 0780g
NAVY DEPT. BUREAU Of SHIPS# FLIGHT E HANGER DK. DEFLECTION,

... -. MAIN DECK TRANSVERSE SECTION, FRAME 107

TEST A

U.S.S. INDEPENDENCE CYL 2a

PLATE NO. 21 10386



FRACTURE ORIGINATED IN WELD JOINING
IRA092T FLANGE TO COLUMN AND
EXTENDS UPWARD TO LOWER FLANSE
OF TRANSVERSE GIRDER AND OUTBOARD.
WELDS TOO SMALL TO DEV-ELOP 100%

JOINT EFFICIENCY.
PHOTOS. -VOL,4, PAGES 540-5$42

STBD.

,-PHOTO. PAGE 543

TRANSVERSE SEC

LOOKING



I PHOTO. PAGES 536-539

PULLED LOOSE FROM DECK AT

ANSVERSETE SECTINEATTR.ON1

LOOKING AFT



- FLIGHT DECK

PHOTO. PAGE 535

-________BEFORE TEST

___________________ AFTER TEST

PORT

160SE FROM DECK ATof

'COINNECTIONl.
k JE . 532-534

MANGER DECK

SECRET PAGE 225 OF 280
NAVY DEPT. BUREAU OF SNIPS

MAINDF&KFLIGHT 8i HANGER DK. DEFLECTION
TRANSVERSE SECTION. FRAME 110

TEST A
___ __ __ __ ___ __ __ __ ___ __ __ __ ___ __ __ __ U.S.&h INDEPENDENCE CVL 22

PLATE NO 310386



PHOTO. PAGE 548, 551

PHOTO. PAGE 549

44,

TRANSVERSE So
LOOKING



PHOTO.. PAGE 547

PHOTO. PAGE 5441

3 1PPROK.P

- - ____MA

'NSVERSE SECTION AT FR. 113
LOOKING AFT



FLIGHT DECK

PHOTO. PAGE 544

BEFORE TEST
AFTER TEST

POR

PULLED LOOSE FROM DECK AT
RIVaTEb CONNECTION.
PHOTO. PAGES 545, 546

- HANGER DECK

NSECRET PAGE 226 OF 280
NAVY DEPT. BUREAU OF SHIPS

PPR FLIGHT & HANGER DK. DEFLECTION

TRANSVERSE SECTION, FRAME 113

TEST A

U.&S. INDEPENDENCE, CVL 22

PLATE NO. 24



........ .... .. .... .. .....

STBD.

PHOTO. PAGE 555

3"

TRANSVERSE SEi
LOOKING

.... .... ---------



.. ...... 7...i

PHOTO. PAGES 552, 553

________ ii~i 5 /2~MAN

~UAPPROX. ____._____ox

J~RO~ a__ _ _ _MAI

.,ANSVERSE SECTION AT FR. 115
LOOKING AFT



FLIGHT DECK

*PAGES 552, 553

- SEFORE TEST

AFTER TEST

PORT.

1 /20 4 1/20

- HANGER DECK

SECRET PAGE 2.27 OF?280

NAVY DEPT. BUREAU OF SHIPS

~~IN F PROLIGHT &k HANGER DK. DEFLECTION
MAINDECKTRANSVERSE SECTION, FRAME 115S

TEST A

___ ___ __ ___ __ ___ __ ___ __ ___ __ ___ __ ___ __ U*S.S. INDEPENDENCE OVL tit

PLATE NO. 2610386

.... ... i



____________ELEVAT

36"XIEOXI5OIx 2064' MKT.

9 0.4' PL.
Ma 20.4 SIR

3 /4"X XU. F.m.tIL

\*&3
55. SnT.S. 25.5 PLY'. 12.75 S

* WELDS JOINING STA
to PL DICK AND OVER H4

12 4.1 L.# L PHOTOS.- VOL. 2,p

to S.T.S. 4"$O.PP
/-2.75 D

PORT-00
15 PL. 7"x 7/IS" FLO. PL.

12.75 P. CUT2.75 P

# 4 /loxwe* .B.4" M7. PIPE

LONOL. 5140.

T RANSVER



ELEVATOR PIT _________

I ~20.4 SET

ON 1/* F.. 110.4 PL.
4 4

15.35 DOLR.
It.75v DOLM. 12.75 DILR.12I"L.P.

WELDS JOINING STANCHO .4
DECK AND OVER HEAD FAILED. I Box7 1/2MX 4? 1 OUT 3"X 1/4"I'F3. 25 PL.

PHOO$. VOLI PAGE 600
/ POTO.-4" '0D. PIPE I2*X 40.8 FLO. PL.

404TAPERED P1.6. P.

2.75T DILR.

0-0
?"X7/I" .SJI6" ?X 5 Z "X7/1S" FLO. PL. IX $/so F.B

52.75 PL. 12.75 PL. OUT SwX 1/I"* PLO. PL.
pI STANCHION FAILED IN BUTT WEILDý

PI4OTO$.-VOL.& PAGE 655I
"STD. PIPE 5

4* $TD. PIPE

ZOL. 5140. 1LONOL. OHD.- 4I

"ýTRANSVERSE SECTION, AT FR. 53
LOOKING. FORb.

PAGE 228 P 3280'



IM 0 PL.

.9 -$ * 7. 3SNAT MAIN DK.

oI PL.
2.5,' DILA. (PAR)

15.3 DOLR.Z
12"x I* FLO. PL3.&.S

35 #PL. ____ -/0 54FI BEFORE TEST
IZX 40.9 PLO. PL. ATRTS

40.8 TAPIERED F "PL.pATR ES
M5. PL. 25 5 .T.5.

BLISTIER PLOOR$ TD
10 PLJ L 9.i O K

?X7yo .S \-soIx 3/40 P.S. 5/6X1.P.

12.15 PL. OUT G*X 1/2" PLO. PL.

TO ST.S.3 MR ox.SECRET

NAVY DEPT. BUREAU OF SHIPS

MAIN &k 2ND. DECK DEFLECTION
TRANSVERSE SECTION, FRAME 53

TEST A

PAE 2 O 20U.S.S. INDEPENDENOE OVL 22--1

PLATE NO. 26 10386



21' 7"

M-.75 soh t
Is PL.. Is XVN3 GTIX36 3 GUT JOINING SUCKLK,SPL, 

I STANCHION TO 0

UL .. .. ~.SY.STN
to H.T.S. .*,N

I R _- - _

TRANS VER

i/



7"I L. - 3@"LR

1. O'D I..70 SULK

XGUT\ rRACTUREo WELD 1*xT'" $$go ][UT-

IZUT JOINING BUCKLED Z-U4
STANCHION TO OVER ' Is
HEAD.

STAN. 41 IX. STR. STAN. . EX.BTR. STAN.

9ji

TRANSVERSE SECTION AT FR. 108
LOOKING AFT.

PAGE 229 OF

.. . . . . . . . . . . .. ..... . . . . ....



-- - -BEFORE TEST

AFTER TEST
130 6 OUd. 5T5.HI. hLL

2 1 .75' D L . 1 0 HIT.S

I6'oxfTx~d lOUT 15*PL.
15* PL. PORT

SEgX.STRt. STAN. toxg/8 re.

ls__ it____ FI I NO. DR.

SECRET

NAVY DEPT. 1UREAU OF SHIPS

MAIN & 2ND DECK DEFLECTION

TRANSVERSE SECTION ,FRANE 108

TEST A

PAGE- 229 OF 2830 1U.S.S. INDIEPIKODENCi OVL. 22

PLATE NO. 27110386



ELEVATO

4' 2

I P&

as P1.. #i. OIPLL -

S$TBD L'. 0 SbKFWX I6X3 Z OUT Z.51IL6" X7'X36 1 lUT

SX 47X 19 Z OUT I

* 60e Ix. sTR STAN.

* TRANSVERSE
. LOOKINI



ELEVATOR PIT

/ IV.
*

F p . L. -**PL. -0 PL., 5 PL... Pt. ......

1 2. 7 O U L A . 1 2. 7 6 .D I 1 2 . 75 0 D B L R.
,i"WX? 6X6CUT X16XT"X?6 X UT leX?"X36yi I OUT0

FRACTORNI RNVM
BEAM AT WELDED BUTT
PHOTOG!OAPH, PA6S8 8t9

I 30 ak 31

So IX. STR. $TAIL ea IX. MI. STAN.

NSVERS E SCTION AT FR. 122
LOOKN I AFT.

PAGE 230 OF 280

-...... ...........

sr -- ---



- t**XT"X34 1 OU is PL.)"8• 1
NM5 It .PORT

TO eT O lEFORE TEST
B8 e*re

- AFTER TEST,, X?"- 18CX40X 1 2 CUT,

9I IX. SITR. STAN. us N.-S.

II

SECRET

NAVY DEPT. BUREAU OF SHIPS

MAIN & 2ND. DECK DEFLECTION

TRANSVERSE SECTION , FRAME 122

TEST A

PAGE 230 OF 280 .U.SS. INDEPENUNCE OVL 22J PLATE NO. 28 . 10386

• -.. . . . . , . . . . . . . .i i ....- .. . ..



1O.1 PL.

12.76 PL. 10.2 PL.

PORT
12.75 PL. 1. L

IL

11.75 P L. -~10.1 PL.

20.4 PL.-m

TRANI!



10.2 PL.

15.3 P L.

10.2' PL. 10.2 PL.

hEVERELY Dos"~ D 4 FWD.)
jol eTO0 INP

101 PL. 10. PL.

SLIGHTLY MIN0 (Pa,)

PHOTO. PAGIES 243*1145,265-It I

17.5 H.T.S.- 35 41.5..

TRANSV. W.T. BHD. 45
LOOKING FORD.

PASK~ IF

.. ...





I PHOTO. PAGES

TEAR

I ~WRINKLE
SEE NOTE i \ .

to PL. 7 * PL. It~PL 2 PL..

10 PL. 12LPL.
10 PL 7PL. 1 2* PL. .

LO KN I,



PHOTO. PAGES PHOTO. PAGES PHOTO. PAGES $8STNO
Gels, 5a 590,5Sil

TEAR

I II

IV*
,L.' It~ PL. 1.5PL. 7 .96 7 PL. 10

I 2ND.
'2 NO

12 PL. 12 vPL. 10 0PL.

12PL 7 PL. 1

ANSV. O.T. a W.T.'BHD. 49
*LOOKING FORD.

PAGE 232 OF 2



NOTE:
NO. OF LINE$ INDICATE DEPTH
OF WRINKLE IN PLATINO VIOGWES).

-. _____MAIN OK.

7 PL. 10 PL.

10PL

SEERTE

NNAVYFDEPT. INDIUAOF SHITS

[ OMAIN INK 2 INDP.ATECK DEFLECTION

TRASVRS BUKHA FR.• 49

TESTR TAS

STBD, . AFTER TEST

S I

10 P1.. 21 2ND or K. . .IDPNENECL2

7PPL. NO 300PL.

______3 RD. DK.

SECRET

NAVY DEPT. BUREAU OF SHIPS

MAIN Si 2ND. DECK DEFLECTION

TRANSVERSE BULKHEAD FR. 4.9

' TEST A

*PG23OP20U.S.S. INDEPENDENCE CVL 22

PLATE NO. 30 t 0.38"



Ln

SUCKLED FAR SIDE

I P . -.....

I WRINKLE I WRINKL9/ I> -

PO TIs PL. 10-t--.2 PL.

II,15 PL. 15 PL.

10. PL.
VERY SLIGHT *---O. L

.1 SlUCKLING E---

TRANSV. O.T. &
LOOKING



.6N /-- RACK91D POINT

0., P.. P Is PL.

1U CKLINK i/

10.2* PL. 10~ PL. Is2P.~I.I1 PL.

30 SL.TS

LOOKIN FORD

____o_10 P,. E 3L. is P 0.1'2

R RANISV. O.T. Ek W.TI. BHD. 57
LOOKING FORD..

•• .,,.. , ,PAGE 23•3 OF' 2



"I 'MLIN DECK

is P,..

.•••3 RND. DECK

FNAV 
PLPT 

-BU- 
mREAU O SIPS

181 P t... , .ii

ISl Pt.. L

K

MAIN 8 2ND. DECK, DEFLECTION

TRANSVERSE BULKHEAD FR. 57

TEST A

PAGE 233 OF 280 U.S.S. INDEPENDENCE GVL Z2

PLATE NO. 310 6

.. o

.......................................................... I



I J-r-

204 L. 10 PL.PLk I lO.2i PL.

25.5. #PL.

SLIGHT GENERAL
7PL. SUCKLE BUCKLE

STBD. PL0.4

a PL. PHOTO. PAGES
62467

I PL. 15 PL. L 10.2 PL.

, PL. SUCKLE Is PL. 10.2 PL.

TRANSV. O.T. 8 W."
LOOKING Al



________4______1_______5______31#________

TEAR IN 3
I MAIN OK.

10.2i PL. 15 'IPLý 4 0* L 20.4 PL..

10.2 PL. I
I PL.I

8 1. PL. POI !
SEENOEL

10.2 PL. 15 PL. IOWPL. TEAR

WRINKLEC

SEE NOTEf

PL.i 1 PL. TEAR

ZPHOTO. PAGIS6 $4S-S

OT 01 W.T. BHD. 113
'LOOKING AFT.

PAGE 2.3



3" NOTE:
NO. OF LINES INDICATE DEPTH
OF WRINKLE IN PLATING 4 INCHES).

MAIN DECK
PL. .20.4*PL.

i25.B*PL.

* - PORT

7 PL..
E 0.4 ___-___ BEFORE TEST

OTE _____Pt.. ____ ____ ____ ___- AFTER TEST

2ND. DECK.

TEAR

MANUC2DKDCKDFLCTO

TESTR

OUT. .3 RD. DE1



I 1 PI. PL P L I"* ". ... . ._ _ I' * '10.2 P.L.

? PL. I 7. PL. I SLIGHT BUCKLE

10 PL. I5 PL. 10.2 PL.F...V --t

7. 1.46 PL. 10.2 PL.
i!,i' o LIGHT BUCKLE[

TRANSV. O.T. Bi W
LOOKING AF

,I.



PHOTO. PAGE 620

10" 6*.

WRINKLE
TEAR SEE NOTE

10.9,,L. -L 0_ PL.

SUCKLE. 
9 7"

IGHT BUCKLE 1.PLiv a 7.65 PL. 7PL.

I - I ' 0

10. PL. 15 P1.. 765 PL.
I 0.

RANSV. O.T. & W.T. BHD. 119
LOOKING, AFT

PAGE 235 oF 280



60*

WRINKLE NOTE:
-SEE NOTE NO. OF LINES INDICATE DEPTH

Of WRINKLE IN PLATING (INCHES)~.
MAIN DECK

10 PL.

iK//t0 ;Ii

8 7.65 IPL. 7 PL. 0 *

PORT AMR TUT

l~t. ........ 2 2NO, DECK.
PL. -

7.66 PL.

I.

",:',~ _ RD, DECK

SECRET

NAVY DEPT. BUREAU OF SHIPS

"MAIN 81 2ND. DECK DEFLECTION
TRANSVERSE BULKHEAD FR 119

TEST A

PAGE 235 OF 280 U.S.S. INDEPENDENCE CVL 212

PLATE NO.33 10386



it So ofr*L.-15.3 PL 153 L

10.2 PL. 10.1 PL., .t PL,

I /I Sm

II/ I3
. _ ,,10 . PL .

,• ,I

16. PL1"I~tP.I

. P .pL.

STBD.

1--PL. - -- PL.
WRINKLE
SEE NoT

,I I
L,--. - -- ',- - --- --- '•

i , I - 'I '

I I 1IA .. . .. 1-,

.417 PL. P1.4? P,. PL. _V.ET.RYIT SLI.

* I W R N L , \L I HTIU C
11.1 PLs-19 RE, N . SUCKLE,'

SMALL TEARl I
AT@01. " -ODT "-

SPHOTO. PAGE 679 TRANS.

/._



5 4 i 4 36"

153 L 15.3 PL. I. PL.

10.5 PLPIA.L'I 1*
00.. PLL. I0.2 PL.

_ -_ -._.-

36 °' 3 566 I"

I - ,- _" --

.. 3 ,.--.I - ••L 1--L "L

",._.mx_E_ _*6•i _ _ ,L _mt ••

,t PL. I ___ _. __-__ _,_r _ _o,

In

TVRANS.YW.PHOTOBDPAG2

ILW =SNIGLE

LOOKING AFT. PPEG 236 oE 2NOT

-----j ...... ______



,,___,-__-"FLIGHT DECK

109 P .10.2 
# PL. 10.2 • PL.

S15.3 PL.

to.... .P...............

tern NOTE"
. ------ *NO. OF LINES INDICATES DEPTH

OF WRINKLE IN PLATING IINCHES).

-. . HANGER DECK

10.2 PL.

_-____- -_ MAIN DECK

-~ PORT

PHOTO. PAGE 6SS

WRINKLE P._ - .----- E FORE TEST

SEE OTE I Il, AFTER TEST,

11. IMPL. TEAR SECRET

NAVY DEPT. BUREAU OF SHIPS

WRINKPE . FLIGHT, HANGER, MAIN 8i 2 ND.

DECK DEFLECTION
R1. DECK TRANSV. BULKHEAD, FR. 126

TEST A
PAGE 236 OF 280 U.S.S. INDEPENDENCE CVL 22

J PLATE NO. 34 10386



110.

PL.

STBD.

PL.#PL

I10.2 PL.

BUCKLED 1. L

- SEE NOTE

TRANSV. W.T.
LOOKING A





12" 12"

MAINDECKNOTE:MAINDECKNO. OF LINES INDICATE DEPTH
OF WRINKLE IN PLATING (INCHES).

E T N II10.2*
OTE PL. I! - - - BEFORE TEST

PORT -AFTER TEST

2ND. DECK
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NOTES
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REPORT #1i

COMMANDING OFFICERS REPORT

SECTION I

The U.S.S. INDEPENDENCE is a "light" carrier, built ,in
1942, and commissioned on 14 January 1943. The ship is built from
the hull started for the CL U.S.S. AMSTERDAM, and is CVL Number
22. The position in the target array was directly astern of the
NAGATO. The. distribution of that section of the Operation Order
containing the Target Array did not include this vessel and therefore
the location given on that sheet is not known.

The material condition of the ship was good, particularly the
watertight integrity. Complet9 tests on watertight closures were made
just before leaving San Pedro in May 1946. All machinery was in work-
ing orr1er although some parts, particularly the boilers, showed the
effects of long and hard use, with no Navy Yard overhaul since July
S19'1•. Catapults, elevators, arresting gear, and other special equip-
ment were in very good condition.

The special equipment on board for the test included the Signal
Corps radar and radio sets, Air Corps tank trucks and trailers, deck
exhibits of airplane structural materials, etc.. This material had no
.effect one way or the other on the ability of the ship to resist damage.
The ship was loaded with, gasoline, bombs, ammunition, fuel and air-
craft, but this was not special equipment as it is normal for a carrier
-to carry all these.

SECRET USS INDEPENDENCE CVL (22)
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SECTION IIl

PART A - GENERAL SUMMARY

I. Condition of Ship After Test Able.

(a) The fourth day after Able Day, which was the first day
the crew of the INDEPENDENCE was allowed to board, the draft was
substantially the same as before the test. The draft was twenty
three feet for and aft. There was a starboard list of four degrees.
There was no flooding except in the starboard shaft alley which is
full. The cause of this flooding was a slow leak through the packing.

The principal cause of the list is the very considerable loss
of weight on the port side (flight deck, catwalks, gunbuckets, side
plating) plus a considerable shift of weight to the starboard side (port
plating of hangar deck, airplanes, test material, interior furniture
and hangar deck machinery).

(b) The pipe frame mast above the bridge level is gone. The
after port overhanging corner' f the flight deck to the hull line is gone.
The port quarter above the 3d deck is blown in about fifteen feet. i
Most of the light side plating on the port side in the way of the hangar
deck moved to the starboard side of the hangar deck. The hangar deck
expanded upward, cracking all of the overhead crosship "I" beams
in their centers and all of the "I" beam supports in the hangar deck,
either at the elbows at the top or at the bottom. Between the elevators
the flight deck resembles a house roof. The side supports which broke
beams free at the bottom maintain the shape of the hangar deck (they
are welded to the "I" beams at the top) and those that broke at the
top (through the elbows) maintain it in position. Otherwise the hangar
would have collapsed between expansion joints. Both elevators dis-
appeared.

There is no damage to the hull below the water and none above
the water except at the port quarter.

SECREr TJSS INDEPENDENCE CVL (22)
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(c) The blast would have stopped all steam machinery byT
completely blocking all the uptakes. -Otherwise nothing is wrong
with the steam plant. The diesel plant, originally two generators of
150 KW each, could have operated immediately. The ship control
station in the bridge was operable. The ship control station at the
-port forward corner -f the flight deck was operable. When an up-
take was cleared the ship could have been controlled from the bridge,
as engine telegraph, repeater compasses and rudder control were
all operable.

About half the 40mm mounts could have fired. All radars
were blown off.

(d) The bomb flash did not have much±1' heating effect. on the
ship. Paint was not scorched anywhere. The flight deck was not
charred. It had an effect on both paint and deck in that there was a
noticeable darkening which came on-gradually over several days.
No exterior fires were set. The two airplanes on the stern apparent.-
ly were blown off without starting any gasoline fires.

Estimated.Casualties:

(1) In daylight, if operating, fifty percent casualties
including seventy-five percent of the Air Department.

(2) At night, not operating, twenty-five percent..

U. Forces and Effects.

(a) Heat effect - Nil.

(b) A small fire started in'the blown in port quarter. It
slowly spread to the torpedo storage and twelve warheads burned
causing relatively little damage. The cause of the fire Is not deter-
mined, With all that metal flying around there would have been
enough friction to start lots of fires.

The normal stowage of the warheads was in the magazines
and not in the thin walled compartment which was blown in by the
initial blast. However, some of them would have been in the hangar
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or ,on airplanes under normal operating conditions..

Ammunition in ready lockers around the flight deck was not
damaged. Bombs and rockets in the magazines were undisturbed.
The gasoline in its regular stowage (40,000 gallons divided between
two tanks) gave no trouble and the stowage was not damaged.

(c) Shock.

The shock was from port, and from aft. The motor-
tank-pump unit of the port catapult jumped to starboard about eight
inches, then to port about two, putting the catapult out of line and
making it inoperable. The airplane crane jumped up enough to cause
the kingpost to leave its bottom býaring. Tall castings on light bases,
such as the carburetor of a motor generator set (Signal Corps) and
the bridge engine telegraph casting, broke at the bottom. The shock
was not exceptional hc .ver, since pictures, clocks, battle lanterns,
bulletin boards and so on in the forward. part of the ship remained
in place. The starboard anchor in its0vsepipe jumped enough to OW

1p, break the link connecting the pelican hbok to the deck lug. Loss of
the anchor was prevented by a wire strap at the end of the 5 fathom
shot. The starboard chain was on the bow mooring buoy.

(d) Pressure.

The pressure direction was from port and from aft,
4 the angle with the centerline was about sixty degrees. It generally

affected flat areas facing the port and all overhangs on the port side. M
The port side of the hangar deck was blown in and the deck above
went up. Dogged doors and doors generally blew in b~efore the sur.-
rounding walls. The two elevators apparently went straight up as
there are no marks on the ship from them.

(e) Effects peculiar to the atom bomb.

None noted except light flash and induced radiation
which prevented return to the ship for four days. Also there was a
strong wind toward the point of explosion after the pressure was
gone.
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(a) Propulsion stopped for two hours (with crew aboard).
Ship con-rol cut for two ho;rs, because of lack of power.

(b) Accuracy and vo-ime of 40mm fire reduced 50%o. Air-
planes all demolished.

(c) Watertight integrity and stability only slightly affected.

(d) Atout fifty percent of the personnel would be explosion
casualties. The rest would be hospitalized from the effects from
radiaton a-fter some days.'.

(e) The fighting efficiency of the carrier would have been
zero. Repairs would have required five or six months.

IV. The sequence of events as reconstructed from damage evidence
is as follows:

(a) The Flash - causing practically no heating but much radio-
•j. activity. (Four days to cool down).

(b) The shock wave which bounced the crane out of bearing,
snapped off the mast structure, broke loose some of the equipment A

on deck, and damaged the catapults.

(c) Almost with the shock wave the pressure wave which
tossed out the elevators, took catwalks and gunbuckets, blew in expos-
ed doors, expanded the hangar deck, and bent the radio masts in over
the flight deck.

(d) The deep roll, about 40 degrees, to starboard, which slid
the large tank off the flight deck, put the P-47 in the forward elevator
pit and the trailer tank in the after elevator rit, .put an aircraft engine
half way up the starboard side of the hangar, and slid all interior fur-
niture to starboard.
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(e) The wind from starboard caused by the suction of the
rising column. This wind blew some ropes and three fire hoses
coiled on the starboard catwalk straight across the deck from star-
board to port so that they stretched across the remaining debris
and the broken deck.

(f) The slow fire which started with the blast and slowly

worked through the compartments above the third deck aft of frame126. Starting at 0900 on 1 July, it reached the torpedoes during the
afternoon, burned the tires on the trailer in the after elevator pit
about 1700 and burned the flight deck plaking all the next day and
night. The fire went out sometime during the night of 2 July.
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SECTION MI

PART C - INSPECTION REPORT

SECTION A - HULL

A. General Description of Hull Damage.

(a) Overall condition of vessel.

(1) Bridge - useable including ship controls.

(2) Flight deck and hangar de'ck with elevators - un-
useable, except both decks are safe to walk on.

(3) Crews quarters about half unusable. Chief's

quarters are demolished, officers rooms and messes are usable.

(4) Galley and mess are usable.

(5) Shbps and storerooms in the stern are demolished.

(6) The main propulsion plant is intact except for stacks
and uptakes. Lights were available except in the hangar and all decks
aft of the after elevator above the 3d deck.

(7) The underwater hull is still watertight.

(b) General areas of hull damage.

(1) The port side of the hangar is blown in. Every
other supporting "I" beam is broken off at the hangar deck level.

(2) The port quarter is blown in through the skin and
various interior bulkheads past the center line.

(3) The starboard side of the hangar is partly-blown
.out and holed.
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(4) The area around the torpedo storage is burned
and blown outward. It might be better to say this area is moderately
expanded.

(c) Apparent causes of hull damage in each area.

(1) Port side hangar deck damage was caused by
"pressure on the outside followed by leverage from the overh-',! beams
when the pressure got inside. The large "I" beam supports were bro-
ken free from their bases by pressure on the outside. Those that
were broken at the top were broken by leverage from the overhead
beams.

4 (2) The poirt quarter was blown in by outsido pressure.

ed mostly by(3) The starboard side of the hangar deck was damag-
ed mostly by flying plating from the other side and by the airplanes
being blown on to and through it. The pressure that got into the han-
gar was not enough to blo* the starboard plating off or to break the
supporting beams loose at the bottom. Those beams that are loose at
the hangar deck were pulled loose by a tilt from port to starboard.
Most of the starboard supporting beams are broken at the top by
leverage of the overhead.

(4) The area around the torpedo stowage just aft of
the after elevator was damaged by the burning of the twelve warheads
on the torpedoes in the s.towage.

effect (d and e) There was no flooding of the hull and little apparent

effect on its strength or buoyancy.

B. Superstructure.

(a) Description of damage.

(1) Bridge area. The floor. and side plates of the
bridge are warped. The doors in the Island are all blown in. Elec-
triq circuits to the bridge are intact. Damage appears to be all due
to blast from the port side. The pipe frame structure supporting
the lookout platform, searchlight platforms yardarm and radar, is gone.
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(2) Stacks., The four stacks are demolished from the
hangar deck level up. The stacks and uptakes collapsed like a paper
bad from outside pressure on all sides. Except where hit by external
objects the uptake and stack metal remained approximately In place.

(b) Causes of damage - covered in (a) above.

(c) There was no fire in or outside of the superstructure.

(d) The "island" or bridge structure is a box about six by
twenty-four feet by twenty feet high. The bridge is a rectangular
platform around this at the fourteen foot level. The box is of 1/2
inch plate with 5 inch "I" beams inside at two feet spacing. The
vertical bridge plating, or rail, is 3/8 inch p)ate; about four feet hiL
all around. The box and bridge took the blast without deformation ex-
cept at the extra 18 inch over hang on the port side which forms the
Air Officers station. The rail at this point bent inward at the top
about one foot.

(e) The pipe-frame structure above the bridge with its search-
lights, radars, yardarm and masthead must have offered much resist-
ance to the blast. It is gone completely. If it had been strong enough
to take the blast it would have been too heavy for the ship. It is re-
commended that this part of CVL construction be kept about the same
so that it will break off cleanly and so not take the bridge with it. The
missing structure was based on four inch pipes with 1/4 inch wall
thickness.

C. Turrets, Guns and Directors.

(a) Protected mounts.

No comment.

(b) Unprotected mounts.

(1) Of four twin forty millemeter mounts only the
starboard forward one is in good condition and operable by hand.
The after starboard mount and bucket are in good condition except
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that the gun is out of the trunnions. The port guns are not much dam-
aged but the buckets are practically demolished rendering the guns
inoperable.

(2) There are no crew shelters.

(c) Directors. Of the four directors mounted, none are oper-
able. None are missing. In general. they have bent and broken sights

and broken glasses.

(d) The forty millimeter mounts, directors and buckets will
take an atom bomb if it is not too close. No outstanding weakness are
apparent. As to shelters, the only effective shelter would have been
access to the other side of the ship, and this would not have been
effective over the hangar area where the blast went clear through.

:•,• D. Torpedo Mounts.

(a) None installed.

E. Weather Deck - Flight Deck.

(a) Forward of the forward elevator the deck is good. This
includes the catapult tracks. Between the elevators the deck is hump-
ed up like a house roof. This was caused by pressure in the hangar.
Aft of the after elevator, the blast took away all of the flight deck
which overhung the port quarter. The wood deck of the rest of this
area is burned because of burning in the compartments.below it.

The forecastle deck is undamaged except for the hand rail
which is missing. The fantail deck is intact on the starboard side only.

(b) The flight deck is usable only for walking. The catapult

tracks are not damaged.

(c) Condition of equipment and fittings.

') ~ (1) The anchoring and mooring, fittings are in- ~t on

the forecastle. They are usable only on the starboard side of the fan-..... tail. •
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(2) The two whale boats and there handling gear are
demolished and missing. The life rafts on the starboard side are
intact and usable. On the port side they are gone.

(3) The airplane crane appears undamaged but it is
not usable because the king post Is not in its bearing. This derange-
ment was evidently caused by a whip effect from the shock of the

I, bomb.

(4) The barrier and arresting gear is Intact on the
flight deck, but the oil shock absorbing gear supported just under the
flight deck all fell down to the hangar deck. The catapults are both
out of commission.

F. Exterior Hull Above Waterline.

(a) The hull below the main deck is undamaged except:

(1) There is one hole in the port blister at frame 68
between the 2d and 3d decks. This was caused by a heavy object
falling.

(2) There are 3 small holes in the port plating near
frame 105 between the 2d and 3d decks. There are punctu~res caused
by external objects.

the (3) There are large holes with dimensions in feet in
teaiea below the main deck and above the third deck between frames

138 and 149. The bomb explosion blew this area inward.

(4) There are small holes at the 3d deck above the
waterline frames 138 to 149, opening into the 1st platform. The cause
is the same as in (3) above.

(5) There is a hole about 2 feet by 12 feet on the star-
board side just above the main deck at frame 127 to M2E. This waa
caused by the explosion of the torpedoes just Inside this place.

(6) There is a wide multiple wrinkle on the starboard
side from frame 121 (at the main deck) to frame 126 at the water-
line. This was caused by rotation of the sterh clockwise under the
torque applied by the bomb pressure on the high port side aft of frame
128. A similiar wrinkle runs from port to starboard and from for-
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ward aft across the after elevator well. A corresponding wrinkle on ,Athe port side is indicated by a couple of waves in the plating but is .masked by other damage.

(b) Boat booms and gangways were all carried away by thebomb blast. They were secured P ,for sea. 4

(c) Sheer strake is intact except at the port quarter where it
is collapsed downward from frame 149 to 144 and inward from frame
133 to frame 144.

G. Interior Compartments.

Discussion - Details of the damage to interior structure will
b-• found in Report No. 6 Forms No. 9. This will be general and
iLustra+t•e. Interior damage was cai:sed by five different effects of

exterior forces as follows:

(1) High pressure in the hangar. This crushed down
the main deck under the elevators, some places as much as a foot.
This. is particularly noticeable at frames 4,and 119.

The hangar deck protected the main deck under it and
in this large area the crushing mentioned above occurs only in isolat- .....
ed spots. The watertight bulkhead at frame 45 just forward of the
forward elevator bulged forward to the limit but did not give way. Its
door was not damaged between A-209-IL and A-210-L by the effect•,..•,,..noted in (2) below . "':

(2) High pressure on the port side. This tended to
push everything to starboard. The port frames which are continuous
from flight deck to the 3d deck leaned to starboard enough to crumple
bulkheads near them. This occurs only from frame 57 to 127. Thie
r, ..arboard frames were not subjected to this pressure and the humping
up of the flight deck prevented this pressure from being transmitted
from port to starboard through the flight deck beams. C' tsequently
where a bulkhead has a door near each side, the port door frame is
crumpled and the starboard frame is good. Examples of these pairs
are watertight doors numbers 2-79-1 and 2-79-2 and 2-91-1 and
2-91-2. This effect is not noticeable below the 2d deck.
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(3) Couple caused by higher pressure on the port side
aft as compared with port side forward. Since the pressure was also
applied high up this caused the rolling (clockwise or to starboard)
couple to apply more strongly at the stern than amidships where It

was relieved somewhat by the blast blowing in through the hangar.
This couple twisted the stern clockwise relative to the rest of the
ship. The effects of this are diagonal wrinkles in the starboard side
as mentioned in F (a) 7 above and diagonal wrinkles in horizontal
decks aft of frame 115. Examples are the decks of compartments
202-L and 203-L. Wrinkles in these decks deform the bulkhead at
frame 119 but the effect is masked by much greater damage to this
bulkhead by pressure down through the elevator well. However dam-
age to door 3-126-3 on the 3d deck is due to this wrinkle in the over-
head as is the damage to door 3-126-1.

(4) High interior pressure from the A bomb both for
ward and aft of the hangar. Aft of the hangar the blast blew in through
the port quarter plating and the high interior pressure, plus fire,
scrambled everything about the second deck and aft of oc mpartment .

C-309-L. on the third deck. It Is not noted below the 3d deck.

Forward of the hangar the high pressure got in
through the forecastle deck door at frame 45 port and the gallery
deck door into the ready room at frame 40. This combination blew
down all the light interior partitions around the passage ways on both
decks at frame 43. The gallery deck bulged down two inches between
frames 41 and 4.5 on the center line.

(5) Expansion due to burning of twelve torpedoes in
compartment C-101-B. This was an expansion in all directions
which added to and merged with the chaos In this area due to the A
bomb. On the second deck it appears as a bulge downward in the over-
head aft of frame 126 staxboard. On the third deck Its effect is lost
in the damage caused by the A bomb which pushed the overhead beams
down over a greater area.

(e) As noted above there were no exterior or Interior- fires
except in the stern above the main deck and in the after elevator well.

f)In general piping was injured only at structural damage
points. Cables survived intact for the most part except in areas of
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rxial~joi, damage,. &.. -ce-eergizing of curcuits haý,i not. -:c fir~
On± the, contrary, every ventilation duct exarriirjod : far ha ri~or
bloc,.v oi)-t in It rLV 2 .

(g) As an estiniate in p~cui-tages, wat-rutght .ýubdivijion. was
reduc-ed 100% on the 2d deck, 33% on the 3d deck, :05% on the first
platform. HabitabIlity and utility %o;A ý;oipartmrui-WA was reduced 30%.

LI. nterior CompartrnenL"- below WaLeriific-.ý

(a) The sholl plating just above 'le waterline is holed iin tho
port .,Aý- into C-40ri-A, 0-41b-A, C-416-2A, (2-413,-A, -and C-412-A. ý
The third deck is pushed down -about one foot ove-.r 0 -416-6"A and

0-415-A. These are all store rooms.

(b) A small amount of water got into th~e above listed coinpartL-
ments and spoiled some provisions. T'he list of the ship kept the hole~s
above wateF', otherwise the comnpartmients named would haefilled.

Shaft alley C-603-E flooded. lt was pumped out and foundl
to be leaking at the packing. Tightening the pac~king Stopped this Jelkab,

Other than mentioned in (a) and (b) above there was no
underwater compartment damaged observable. Reduction of habit-
ability and useability is estimated at 05%.

J.Underwater'Hull.

Interior inspection reveals no underwater damage. There
should be some effect of the rotation of the stern mentioned under
Item F above but it has not yet been discovered -if present.

K. Tanks.

No comment.

L. Flooding.

No comment.
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M. Ventilation.

(a) All ventilation was put out of order, generally by opening
of ducts or their being carried away by moving objects.

(b and c) The ventilation system did not carry heat, blast, fire,
water or smoke below decks to any damaging extent.

N. Ship Control.

(a) Damage to ship control stations and causes.

(1) Control stations on the bridge remained operative.

(2) C.I. C. was put out of action by the carrying away
of all radar antennas.

(3, The gyro compasses and all but one of the repeat-
ers remained operative.

(4) The steering gear was undamaged.
(5) The loudspeaker system and the telephone system

remained operative.

0. Fire Control.

(a) The only fire control installed is the model 51 director
sight for each 40 mm mount. The blast damaged the light metal.
sights of these. Flying objects and damaged molmting sites put
them allout of use, except the one on the starboard side forward.

(b) These 40mm controls h?ve to be as exposed as the guns
and are not essentially less rugged. There is no way to protect them
at present.

P. Ammurition Behavior.

(a) Forty mm and twenty mm ammunition was not affected.
Four ready ammunition stowages around the edges of the flight deck
had 40mm in them. All remained undamaged.
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(b) Twelve torpedoes with warheads stowed in 0-101.-B
burned up. The original blast opened up this compartment and,
evidently, the fire in that area later heated up the torpedoes enough
to burn.

(c) It is obvious that 0-101-B is not protected enough for war-
head stowage.

(d) The gasoline stowage suffered no damage. *

Q.Ammunition Handling.

(a) The only ammunition handling device aboard, is the bomib
elevator. It was not damaged by the bombing but was out of commission
because of lack of electrical power.

R. Strength.

(a) No hog or sag is evident.

(b) There is no shear strain.

(c) The stern was twisted to starboard, or clockwise looking
forward. It is shown by the hull wrinkles mentioned in Item F.

S. Miscellaneous.

(a) Upon first coming aboard, four days after A day, little if'
any paint discoloration or shadow effect was noted. Upright stanchions
on the forecastle had the paint raised in blisters on the port side but
the paint was gray and showed no heat effect.

After several days it has been noted that the gray paint on
the port side has been turning dark, almost black, and i's all peeling.

* ~Red paint in japaner'e flags painted on the Island all, turned white.
Yellow paint in numerals on the flight deck has turned black except
here it was protected by *nearby equipment. There it remains yellow
quly 13) and gives a good shadow indication. Tne unprotected wood

* on the flight deck did not show -any heat effect; at first. Now it is gradu-
ally blackening and after thirteen days looks distinctly charred.
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SECTION III

PART C - INSPECTION RFPORT

SECTION B - MIACHINERY

A. General Description of Machinery Damage.

(a) There was no machinery damage of major importance
except to Item R - Elevators, Item W (a) Flight Deck Crane and
(b) Catapult Machinery.

B. Boilers.

No comment.

C. Blowers.

No comment.

D. Fuel Oil Equipment.

No comment.

E. Boiler Feedwater Equipment.

No comment.

F. Main Turbines.

No comment.

G. Reduction Gears.

No comment.

H. Shafting and Bearing.

No comment.
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I. Lubrication System.

No comment.

I. Condensers and Air Ejectors.

No comment.

K. Pumps.

No comment.

L. Aux. Generators (Turbine and Gears).

No comment.

M. Propellers.

No comment.

N. Distilling Plant.

No comment.

0. Refrigerating Plant.

No comment.

P. Winches, Windlasses, and Capstans.

No comment.

Q. Steering Engine.

"No comment.

R. Elevators, Ammunition Hoists, etc.

The elevator platforms were up level with the Flight DeckI
and both platforms were blown up and off, apparently without hitting
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anything. The elevator guides were not damaged. The ram machinery
under the hangar deck was flooded and pipes to it were distorted but
the rams appear to be. intact. The two sets of elevator machinery,
pumps motors, etc., on the third deck appear to be undamaged.

S. Ventilation (Machinery).

No comment.

T. Air Compc'essors.

No comment.

U. Diesels (Generators and Boats).

No comment,

V. Piping.

No comment.

W. Flight Deck Crane.

(a) The ship developed a spin-like whip under the blast and
shock. Objects of considerable inertia tended to remain in place
while the ship vibrated past-them. Examples are the large water
filled tank placed by the Air Corps near the after elevator, the heavy
parts of the Catapults and the Crane. The blast was from port, but
the tank in the Fliight Deck moved to port relative to the deck. The
bolts in its supporting beams sheared in that direction and the m-ark
of the edge of the tank shows plainly in the deck. When the ship roll-
ed the tank slid off to starboard. Forward the whip was up and down,
as well as athwartships. The Crane was bounced upward out of its
bearings, shearing a ring of bolts or studs around the bearing at the
bottom and, consequently, the king post now leans forward and out-
ward at quite an angle. Other than being out of position the crane

* shows little damage.
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(b) The Catapults.

Under the port catapult, which is installed fore and
aft, the deck whipped right and left. The very heavy motor-pump-
tank unit tended to remain in place while the track moved with the
deck. This relative motion sheared the holding down bolts holding
the pump unit to the track and bent the track to starboard. On the
reverse motion the pump unit bent its supports to port. Other than
as stated the port catapult shows no damage.

The starboard catapult is installed athwartship. Its
Air Flask and Oil Tank are both not well braced against a cross-
ship motion. Both moved bending several pipes and shearing one
with resulting oil leaks. There was no other damage.

I,,
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SECTION II

PART C - INSPECTION REPORT

SECTION C - ELECTRICAL

A. General Description of Damage.

Nothing of much interest has turned up in Electrical Equip-
ment. All equipment remained and continued to function except
where it was removed with blown away structures or demolished
by flying debris. The ships generators, both service and Diesel,
all switchboards, lights, gyro compasses, automatic telephones,
telegraph and the announcing system, were all working. The elec-
trical equipment certainly shows that it has been well designed to
withstand battle damage.

B. Electric Propulsion Rotating Equipment.

No comment.

C. -Electric Propulsion Control Equipment.

No comment.

D. Generators - Ships Service.

No comment.

E. Generators - Emergency.

No comment.

F. Switchboards.

No comment.

G. Wiring, Wiring Equipment, and Wireways.

No comment.
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H.Transformers.

No comment.

I. Submarine Propelling Batteries.

No comnmenxt.

1.Portable Batteries.

No comment.

K. Motors.

No comment.

L. Lighting Equipment.

No comment.

M. Searchlights.

No comment.

N. Degaussing Equipment.

No comment.

0. Gyro Compass Equipment.i No comment.
P. Sound Powered Telephones.

No comment.

Q.Ships Service Telephones.

No comment.
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R. Announcing Systems.

No comment.

S. Telegraphs.

No comment.

T. Indicating Systems.

No comment.

U. I.C. and A.C.O. Switchboards.

No comment.

V. F.C. Switchboards.

No comment.
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SECTION III

PART C -INSPECTION REPORT

SECTION D -ELECTRONICS

A. General Description of Electronic Damage.

(1) The Radar was put out of commission by the disappear-
ance of all antennas. The sets in the C.I.C. room and in the bridge
were relatively little damaged.

(2) Radio. Transmitting and receiving sets in Radio 1 and
Radio 2 escaped damage. All antennas were demolished.

(3) No Sonar.

(4) Loran. The Loran set in the chart room was demolished
by being thrown about and other objects being thrown into it.

B. Fire Control Radar.

No comment.

C. Surface Search Radar.

No comment.

D. Air Search Radar.

No comment.

E. Radar Repeaters.

No comment.

F. Radar Counter Measures Equipment.

No comment.
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G. Radar and Radio Beacons.

No comment.

H. IFF Equipment.

No comment.

I. Communication Transmitters.

No comment.

J. Communication Receivers.

No comment.

K. Communication Antennae-.

No comment.

L. Radiq Transceivers.

No comment.

M. Sonar Echo Ranging and Listening Equipment.

No comment.

N. Sonar Echo Sounding Equipment and Altimeters.

No comment.

0. Loran Navigation Equipment.

No comment.

P. Power Supplies (Motor Generators and Filters.

No comment.
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Q. Television and Teletype Equipment.

No comment.

R. Test Equipment..

No comment.

S. Instrumentation.

No comment.

T. Telephone Equipment.

No commcent.

U. Direction Finders (Radio).

No comment.

V. Spare Parts.

No comment.
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SECTION IV

OBSERVATIONS AND COMMENTS

1. Fortunately the bombs, gasoline and gassed airplanes
did not enter into Secondary Damage which would have obscured
the effects of the A bomb. The gassed airplanes on the stern did
not have any effect on the fire in that section as they apparently
were blown away in the initial blast. The special material on deck
was all damaged but some parts of most pieces were recovered,
so the display on the whole was successful. The stuff was there on
the flight deck to show what the bomb would do to it, and it did show
it.,

2. There is no easy way to assess the affect of special con-
ditions caused by the absence of personnel. The fire in the stern
proceeded slowly and certainly could have been put out by a few
persons. It burned for almost forty eight hours and did no major
damage even then. On the other hand, twelve of the airplanes on
board had no gas in them. This was arranged because no person-
nel would be on hand to fight a gasoline fire. If they had been full
of gasoline there would have been fire all over the ship because
the airplanes were torn to rags both on deck and in the hangar.

3. The results of the medical observation of below decks,
animals is not known, so whether or not any of the crew would have
survived after some days is also not known. Certainly everyone on
weather and hangar decks would have been killed and blown over-
hoard. m1re would have been many other casualties in the interior
due to pressure, shoe •f,•DlliAlons. It is believed that at least
seventy-five perci ew *ould have been killed or injured
immediately d~frii•• daylight hour~s Since the living quarter below
decks were damaged relatively much less, casualties would have
been much smaller at night.

4. A completely enclosed ship possibly would have suffered
less damage under the same conditions. Quarter-inch plate support-
ed about as strongly as that forming the "island" would probably
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have protected the hangar deck and prevented the humping up of the
flight deck, provided the openings at the elevators were also closed.
External doors all were blown inwards, allowing the pressure to
enter and do further damage The doors did not match the strength
of the walls they were a part of. The value of self-closing doors
to shut off smoke pipes at a strong point was demonstrated by the
collapse of the uptakes at the hangar deck level. The openings
were thus sealed at this level and all boilers escaped undamaged.
Internal doors which would bang shut under outside pressure are
worth considering because other ships are said to have had exten-
sive damage from pressure which entered via a stack.
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Defense Special Weapons Agency
6801 Telegraph Road

Alexandria, Virginia 22310-3398

TRC 9 April 1997

MEMORANDUM FOR DEFENSE TECHNICAL INFORMATION CENTER
ATTENTION: OMI/Mr. William Bush

SUBJECT: Declassification of Reports

The Defense Special Weapons Agency (formerly Defense Nuclear
Agency) Security Office has reviewed and declassified the
following reports: 74

AD-366748- XRD-65

AD-366747- XRD-64

AD-366746" XRD-63

AD-376826 - XRD-60

AD-376824-- XRD-58

AD-376825-- XRD-59

AD-376823 -- XRD-57

AD-376822- XRD-56

AD-376821- XRD-55

AD-366743-- XRD-54

AD-376820- XRD-53

AD-366742" XRD-52

AD-366741 - XRD-51

AD-366740 - XRD-50-Volume-2

AD-366739- XRD-49-Volume-i

AD-366738- XRD-48

AD-366737 XRD-47



TRC 9 April 1997

SUBJECT: Declassification of Reports

AD-366736ý XRD-46

AD-366735 - XRD-45

AD-366723- XRD-37

AD-366721- XRD-35

AD-366717 XRD-31-Volume-2

AD-366716' XRD-30-Volume-i

AD-366751- XRD-68-Volume-2

AD-366750- XRD-67-Volume-1

AD-366752 - XRD-69

AD-366744- XRD-61.

All of the cited reports are now approved for public
release. Distribution statement "A" now applies.

ARDITH JARRETT
Chief, Technical Resource Center
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